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The IJIBiiLUllÜJLlJ oi' Wa^'ner, Pouqufe, Rau^^ach and He^jbel
Intrüduc tion
The order in which I take up the consideration of the
authors, Wacrier, i?^ouqufe, Raupach and Hebbel id not that of timt,
but J take up Wagner firat oince about him discussion centers.
Tho the literature u,.on A'agner's IvilBELUKGEiJ RING is so
extensive Unat it stums almost preposterous to add anj.'thins more,
yet wti find that must critics have approached it in the spirit of
worshippers or of bitter enemies or if the^ have chosen a more
moderate course have not made the minute examination of details
tnat I have attempted to make. Some critics approach the subject
from the standpoint of mythology and praise or condemn everything
from that point of vie-.v. Others consider the central thought of
the stor^ and accept the incidents as bearing it out, without al-
ways considering whether that is reall;> so or whether the means to
it are dramatic or epic in their mode of development - or even
consistent from an^ point of view.
Sifithout any preconceived notion of what the result was to
be, I have tried to examine the details minutely to see what the
investigation would bring forth. My point of view has been purel:,
that of dramatic development, excluding any consideration of must-
a point of view tnat ma, seem unfair to Wagner. Some critics ad-
mit that his work has not literary value aside from the music, but

nut ail oriticj do ao und Wcigner himaeir in his ^IlIUilTUUG ZU KIIJ-
Kl< VOhLEcJUl^C} D]iirv GOTTEl\DAMIlün\UNG wiahed to aubmit it to the testa
of a i^iece oi literature, or rather even ol a drania.
I have tried to "be aa objective as posaible, attempting
to aecide whether Wagner reall^/ attained the results wnich he ue-
sired. I have not read into the operaa thinga contained in m^th-
olog^ or elsewhere or accepted tiiings as dramatically justifiable
because the^ are in m:,tholog^ or a part of his philosophy without
having aufficient reason or organic development vvitMn the drama
itself. Adverse criticism has in cases been painful to me but I
have not avuidea it if i^. seemed the fair one. After all Wagner's
fame rests, or shuula rest, upon his music rather than upon his
literary efforts. As a perfectly uncritical reader some years ago
before Northern mythology wao at all familiar to me, I perused the
Tetralogy as a stor;, and felt that some new sources of information
concerning Lhe old story in the i)JII3ELUEGEN LIED were opened -o me.
I found the naive and sunny character of Siegfried particularly
pleasing and the relation between Wo tan and Brünnhilde lending new
charm and -com.jrehension to the ator^ . I wa^ at ihat time, howevejf
often baffled in interpreting or following the development of the
story and find that the same fact is true after close study of the
aramas and considerable reading of mythology and a critics. If,
however, the 'work iö to stand as an effective drama, it should do
so without necessitating resort to mythology or any outside re-
search. It should not lack clearnesa and simplicity - consistency.

The Lest that I huve applied for the moat i-art had been
tiiut ol" uramat i c mutivatiun, without consideration oi oti-ier poet-
ical ur non-^- oet i cal uualitiea. By motivation I mean the dramat-
ic development oi action and character ^to effect , with the inter-
depenaerice and interaction of character and circumstanceo or
evento, rtsuuiring the characters to he a logical or consistent
development, or at least ps:,chologi cally probahle. The action
must spring from the characters. It ma^
,
for example, be a ques-
tion whether Siegfried is always as naive as his environment would
lead one to expect. V/e fina also that Wagner resorts to miracles
or the interference of a god when the desired results cannot be
developed from the course of events or from the characters. Per-
haps you sa^ a god can make things to suit himself, but the ac-
tions of a character shoula seem natural if the character is to
seem human or lifelike; and even the character of Wo tan is incon-
sistent.
Wagner's conception of motivation placed a heavy burden
Uj-on music. Schiller in his preface to the BRAUT VOK IIE3SIUA
gave to the chorus che function of expres-^ing reflection, as in
Greek drama, to lead the hearer from the specific to the general
and by comments on past and future to teach the lesöons of v/isdom.
Wagner, however, goes farther than this and devolves upon instru-
mental music the function of motivation itself as well as reflec-
tion. In his preface referred to above (cf. WERKE IX, p. 309) he
says
:

"Dit Musik 131 es nun, was uns, indem oie unablässig die
innersten Motive der Handlung in ihren vcrzweigaten Zusamenhange
uns zur Mi tempfindung brintjt, zugleich ermächtigt, eben diese
Handlung in drastischer Bestirmthei t vorzo^filhr en: da die handeln-
den über ihre Bev^eggrünue im Sinne ues reflekt irenden Bewusziseins
sicn uns nicht auszusprechen haben, gewinnt hierdurch irj* iJial^g
Jene naive Präzision, welche das wahj-e Leben des Draaa's aus-
macrit. Hatte die antike Tragödie hiergegen den aranati scheri i^ia-
log zu beschränken, 6 eil 3ic ihn zwischen aie Ghorgesäng von
diesen losgetrennt, einstrfcu5:n muszte , Sw ist nun dieses urproa-k-
tive Element der Xusik, wie eo in Jenen, in der Orchestra ausge-
führten, Gesängen dem Drama seine höhere Bedeutung gab, uriabge-
sündert vom Dialoge im modernen Orchester, dieser gröszten künst-
lerischen Errungenschaft unserer Zeit, der Handlung selbst stets
zur Seite, wie es, in einem tieien Sinne gefaszt , die Motive aller
Handlung selbst gleichwie in ihrem i^utterschoosze vers chli eszt .
"
i"rom this, as from his cnange of original conception and plan of
the work, results in part no doubt Wagner's lack of clearness to
tne average hearer, tho it ma^ be a matter uf doubt whether in
some cases the ideas in his own mind were clear ur consistent.
My treatment of S'ouqufe's DER HELD DES EOPLDEI^S is with
reference almost entirely, except in SIGURDS RACHE to the influ-
ence upon 7/agner, and m;/ c«jnparison is not limited to motivation
but includes even slight details of an;>" kind. I omit ASIAJ GA
since it has not been treated b:, the other authors with whom I am

dealing. In curapariaon of Fouqut and Wagner I include details
already mentioned hj Meinci: in 131 E SAGE^^WISSüllS^iiAJ-TLlCJlM GKUNL-
LAGjcHJ DJiH HIBJilLUUGEIJ DICiiTUIJG RICHAllD WAGNKivS, i90ü, and Gol-
Lher in DIE SAGENGESCIII CHTLIOi EN (JRUliDLAGElI DER RINGDiGHi'UNG WAG-
NERS, 190'^,
lij discussion of Raupach ia nut exJr^iaus tive ana haö points
of contact with tliat of Miso Periam in HEBBEL' S iMLELUiiGElj , 1906.
I deal with him onl;, since he is a forerunner of Hebbel, as Eouqu^j
is uf Wagner, and Jru.d.at one time some stage success as i'ouqufe has
some poetical value. Since mj- discussion then is only for the
sake of the connection I omit man^ facts to which Miss Periam has
Called attention.
I have treated Hebbel onlj in a limited wa^
,
noting some
facts of comparison in connection with Wagner, Eouau6 ana Raupach,
ana then giving him brief discussion witn a view to suggesting
some comparison with Wagner in conclusion. Again I have points
of Contact with Miss Periam and others, and I have not made my
discussion exhaustive since the criticism of Hebbel rests already
un a suff icien tl;> strong basis.

R H E I G L D
Scene 1.
In Lne first scene of Wagner's RHEII^GOLD the motivation
of action anü of character io consistent, the one interacting upon
the other. The aensuai Aiherich gazes at the alluring Rhine
maids in their play and is anxious to gain v'^osession of one of
them. In their playfulness and contempt fur him the^r like to
tease him, anci the^^ rouse him to such fury "by their final spurning
that he is in the mood for the renunciation of love. On the other
hand the vehemence of his pursuit puts the maids off their guard
and makes them careless ui their secret since the^ mistake for
love his sensual passion - or, indeed, have that conception of
love. That the awarf himself shuulu make a distinction, as he
does, "between love anu lust is perhaps rather much to expect of
hi o character. However, he is clever enough to do so, even if he
had not the nobility we shoula expect of one v.ho understands love
in its higher sense. The final disclosure of the secret is mo-
tivated by Alberich's spiteful contempt of their treasure as 3^.
V. Hägen (DIE ERSTE SCEEE DES RHEIl^GOLD, pp. 59-6o) points out.
In a bit of pique, or rather to impress the dwarf and make him
feel Vifhat he is foregoing, the maids tell the secret intrusted to
them Idj their father:
"Der Welt i^rbe

Cewänne zu ei^en,
wer aus dtjm Rheingold.
schül't; aeri Ring,
der muözlose Macht ihm verlieh'."
I can h-ardl^' agree with Meinclc'a answer (p. 27) to Julian Schmidt'
objectiun (PREUSZISCIffi JAHRBUCHER 1876, p. 428). Sc^miidt says,
"Das Wunderliche ist, aasz der Ring sein Versprechen gar nicht
hült: er soll den Weltbeaitz garantieren und garantiert nicht ein-
mal seinen eigenen Besitz, er wira eirtem wifcj'dem anderen teils
durch Gewalt, teils durch List wieder ahgenoramen. " Meinck's an-
swer is this: "Es wird also dem aus aem Golde gefertigten Ringe
eine weit höhere Bedeutung beigemessen, als dem Golde seiher, da
dem Schjnied des Kleinodes die höchste Mac?it und die WeIther|rschaft
in Aussidrit gestellt wird. Aber v/ohlgemerkt: blosz in Aussicht
gestellt, nichts weiter. In den Konjunktiven' gewänne' und 'schüfe '
liegt nur die Möglichkeit der Erlangung einer so grossen Macirit...
Dasz aber jede der Personen des Dramas, in aeren Hände der Ring
gelangt, auch wirklich Weltherrscher werden, die an den Ring ge-
h
knüpfte Prophezei||ing sich also tliat sächlich erfüllen müsse, -
liegt weder in den Worten der lUxe, noch in der Idee des Dramas,
ja würde der Sage direkt widersprechen." To me, however, it seems
a plain statement of fact. It accords with Wagner's own state-
ment in MIBELUNGEMYTHUS
,
p. Ibo , ana his letter to Liszt, November
cO
^
1851, where ne quotes the maids indirectly: "viele Wunder aber
könne DER mit ihm wirken, Macht und Gewalt, Reichtum und Herr-
schaft durch das Gold gewinnen, aer es zu einem Ringe zu zwingen

wisae: nur aber, W'El-l DER LI>3E E]:jT3AGE, verdtfinde dual" The im-
i;rübii.bilii^ ui' tiie achievement ül" the power is due merely to that
of the making ui' the ring. Tnis opinion ia aupporteu, too, Idj
the addition 01' the laat line:
"der majzlose Macht ihm verlieh'"
and also the next speech of i'loszhiide:
"Der Vater sagt' es,
unu un^ befahl er
klug zu hüten
den klaren Hort,
dasz kein falscher der Flut ihn entführte," etc.
This additional evidence would prevent the supplying of a WOKL
that, as Dr. Karsten suggested to me, we might perhaps otherv/ise
suppose to be omittea in the second line thru poetic license. We
can hardly regard this revelation as in the nature of an oracle,
either, irom the real grief of the maids upon the loss of the
gold - at least THEY have understood the statanent as true and
their father wuula hardly have had any motive in deceiving thtm.
Rather, he has wished to impress them with the importance of their
watch. Their Q\m sincerit;;' as far as this id concerned is evi-
aenced by their concern thruout the drama; for the emphasis is al-
ways piacea upon the restoration of innocence. Ericka's re-
proach: *
"Von aem Wassergezücht
mag ich nichts wissen:

;jChon manchen Murin
-mir 2um Leid -
verlock;^ ten aie buhlend im Bad,"
can hardly destroy their integrity as I'ar ad their iruot was con-
cernea, especially in as m^ch as iVicka speaks at a time v/hen she
is anxious that the treasure shall come to the gods. That the
statement does not seem in keeping wjthi saga does not disprove it.
i^or Wagner aoes not always trouble himself to he true to saga -
nor might that always "be necessary - and the very point I wish to
emphasize is that he is not always true to his idea - does not al-
ways give us a coherent connection.
This promise, however, would not necessarily apply to the
other possessors of the ring (tho it might), since only Alberich
produced it, thru the renunciation,* only he fulfilled the condi-
tion for v/inning it. That Alherich never gained this power must
remain a fault in che carrying out of th e motivation. Oq the oth
hand the destruction that followed in the wake of the ring does
not follow from this cursing of love but from the curse placed up-
on it by Alberich. Some motivation for this destruction is, how-
ever, present here in the fact that here Alberich makes distinc-
tion between love and desire and is not debarred from the possi-
bility of a son. This destruction, hov/ever, would have been in-
evitable any way to all of the enemies of Alberich in as much as
Alberich was desirous of world power and would have overthrown
them if he had kept the ring (by enemies we understand the possess-

ora of that power which Albtrich was deeking). According to thia
the lail or Wotan would not rest entirely/ on lii3 own lust lor
i-ower but would be Trom a more external cause - unless it be sup-
posed that Wotan 's sin and consequent weakness is a step in the
fulfilment of the promise of Albei'ich. That this ma^ be one con-
clusion is supported b^ Albt=rich*s speech (sc. 5):
"Die in linder Lüfte Weh'n
da oben iiir lebt,
lacht una liebt:
mit gold'ner i'aust
euch Göttliche fang' ich mir allel
Wie ich der Liebe abgesagt,
Alles was lebt
soll ihr entsagen:
mit Golde gegiert,
nach Gold nur sollt ihr noch gieren."
Scene 2.
The motivation of the second scene as it works out
in the subsequent progress of the plä^ is not eas^ to understand,
and it may be open to doubt as to whether it was clearly conceived
in Wagner's mind. At any rate he fails to be coherent. We have
a bewildering crossing of motives, that operate part of the time
and part of the time fail.
At the opening of the scene we find Wotan dreaming of a
I
i

castle that iius been built b^ the cianta - a caatle '.hat he has
desired in order that he mi cht gain power, and tJ-iat ij'ricka haa de-
sired in order thai she might keep her wayward husband at home.
To gain this power Wotan has thru the advice of Loge and rel:/ing
upon for ransom, endangered the Goddess of i^ov e and Youth and thru
D
her tile existence of the gods. Now that the structure in in
readiness, huwever
,
we learn that Wotan had no intention of being
true to his contract and upon contract his power and security
rest
:
"A'as du bist,
bist du nur durch Verträge:
bedungen ist,
wohl bedacht deine Macht."
Thru this act, then, Wotan finds himself on the way to destructioij
whatever the turn of affairs. If he is untrue to contract he
destroys confidence in himsell' , arouoes enmity and loses pov/er:
"all d€^nem Wissen fluch' ich,
fliehe weit deinen frieden,"
says iasold; and iYicka:
"Sieh, wie dein Leichtsinn
lachend uns allen
Schimpf und Schmach ersuhuf."
If, on the other hand, Wotan gives up the goddess, he sacrifices
immortality. Here then lies the curse upon the god, for his te
is apparently already sealed without the curse of the ring. The
situation, however, brings him into speedy subjection to the

curst, in that he muat turn about him lor a way of eacape anci in
so doing aeeics the very thing tiiat will bring his ruin', illegiti-
mate gain. It io not because ol' but thru the cur^ea ring, then,
that he is to come to grief, unless some preventing force is
brou^t to bear. (V/agner says in his letter to Koeckel, Jan. 25,
1854, that "Alberich and his ring would have been powerless to
harm the gods had they not themselves been susceptible to evil.")
On the other hand, quite aside from his ovm predicament
it seems necessary that Wo tan should gain this ring. Loge tells
the gods of Alb er ich 's renunciation of love, of his successful
forging of the ring and consequent ability to gain power over the
world. The gods, therefore, as well as the giants see their own
safety threatened:
"Zwang uns allen
schüfe aer Zwerg
würd' ihjn der Reif nicht entrissen."
Meinck (id?) says that Loge's statanent,
"doch, ward es zum runden
Reife geschmiedet,
hilft es zu höchster Macht,
gewinnt dem Manne die Welt,"
is not to be trusted because of Loge's treacherous character. Why
then does Loge advise the return of the ring to the -t-Oaine maids?
Is it because he feels sure the gods will not return it, anyway,
or because he realizes that to do so would be futile? i'or in that

caoe iiüw ;3houlcl. Wutan Scitisiy the cianta and re{;ain podaeasiuri of
iYfcia? Or are v»e to aui>pose that the giants wuuici have been sat-
idfied with the gold il' onl^ the wonder-working ring v>rere not in
the hands of an enemy? can hardly accept that viev/, knowing
the greedy character of the giants and Pafner'a remark upon hear-
ing Loge' 3 account of the significance of the ring. Pafner says:
"Glauh' mir, mehr als S'reia
frommt das gleiszende Gola:
auch ev/'ge Jugend erjagt,
v/er durch Goldes Zauber sie zwingt."
True, he showed himself stupia ai' te rv/arda and put Jriis treasure
10 no use, but he would not yield an iota of his possession, even
killing Pasolt to gain it all.
Wagner says in his letter to Roeckel, Jan. i^5, 1854:
"But it is only quite at the end that Wotan realises this (that
tne curse can be removed only by the restoration of the gold to
Nature), when he himself has reached the goal of his tragic career,
what Loge had foretold to him in the beginning wi Lh a touching
insistence, the god consumed by ambition had ignored. Later in
Fafh ir ' s deed he merely recognized the jjower of the curse; it is
only when the ring works its destroying spell on Siegfried himself
that he realises tnat only by restoration of what was stolen can
the evil be annulled, and he deliberately makes his own destruc-
tion part uf the conditions on which must depend the annulling of
the original mischief."

Scene 3.
In the Liiird scene we see the progress of Alberich's
plana, with his subject banu collecting t^r hin v/ealth. iie has
not only the ring with which he has j-roduced terror and subjectiori,
but he has forced the unwilling Mime to forge for him the Tarn-
helm - ar ousing the terror and envy of the smith and the desire
not only to be free but to be master of Alberich. In the mean-
time Albericli's priae in his achievement and desire fcr display
make him unwary of the wily Loge v/hom he inotictively distrusts.
The latter plays upon his conl'idence and vanity by an assumed
wonder ana incredulity and, repeating the scheme of Puss in Boots,
captures the dwarf in the form of a toad.
The scene may perhai^s be thought of as symbolical of the
pov^er of golu to ire rease itself, the effect of successful greed
upon character and the unwariness that a too rapid suoj ess may
bring with it - a scene, however, difficult on the stage.
Scene 4.
In the last scene of the VORSPIEL we have the completion
of the third, separated from it for stage reasons: Albc rich's ran-
som, as in the DIETRICH- and VÖL3UKGA3AGA and iiDDA, and the conse-
quent curse of the ring:
"Gab sein Gold
nur - Macht ohne Masz
,

nun zeu^^' dein Zauber
Tüd dem - der ihn träßt,!
Kein Froher soll
seiner sich Ireu'n;
keinem Glücklichen lache
sein lichter Glanz;
wer ihn "besitzt,
den sehre die Sorge,
una wer ihn nicht hat,
nage der Neidl
Jeder* giere
nach seinem Gut,
doch keiner geniesze
mit i^utzen sein'
;
oiine Wucher hüt ihn sein Herr,
doch den V/ürger zieh' er ihjn zul
Dem Tode verfallen,
feszle den Feigen die Furcht;
so lang' er le"bt,
sterh' er lechzend dahin,
des Ringes Herr
als des Ringes Knecht:
"bis in "meiner Hand
den geraubten wieder ich halte!"
From a psychological standpoint the curse should affect only the

one who has provokea it, or ii' a later ovmer of the ßold, then
this owner must hold, it as a guilty possessiun, conscious or an
injustice, a wrong that he must make right if he is to "be free
from its effect. I'or the effect of the curse can he onij symbolic
of the effect of guilt upon one's mind and des'.iny. (Concerning
Wotan's share in it see p. ll) . The curse of the gold recalls
Phryxus' curse of the golden fleece in Grillparzer ' s DAS GOLDEIiE
VLIESZ. There, however, the securing of the fleece is connectea
with a grave crime, and the perpetrator, Aietes, feels the pangs
of guilt - horror from the curse overcomes him. The effect of
curse thruout the cycle is connected with inner as v/ell as outer
struggle. The curse wiriich pursues its victim is in harmony with
the act "by which the fleece is obtained or with the attitude with
which it is regarded because of its associations (e.g. by Medea).
Ä'otan, according to our feeling committed a wrong in taking the
ring, but there is a great contrast bet7i/een the dramatic greatness
of the representation by Grillparzer and the effect of paltriness
in Wagntr's scene. The same difference is noticeable, too, in
Wagner's representation of guilt (if v/e accept that interpretation
«jf Erda's appearance). There the spectator feels only the strange-
ness oi the mystic appearance and is not moved by, cam ot in any
v/ay adequately grasp, the moral struggle of Wotan. Th^ method of
representation is purely artificial and weak.
if
It is interesting in passing to note some of the sirail-
arit;ies the golden fleece legend and the accounts of the Nibelun-
A

II
Gen tretisure. Sießfrieü obtaina the Icit tcr meana of a mafjic
öword, ana Jaaon the luimer by meand or a dword atrencthened by
Medea' a magic. Iii a lace, arma
,
handa, leßa are maue tengjorarily
invulnerable and hia aliield anu armor impenetrable thru Medea'
a
arts and Siegfried ia protected Idj Brunhild's runea; but, in V^ag-
ner, aa in the atory of the fleece, ia protected only in part
since Brunhild felt that hia back needed no protection. In the
Greek atory Jaaon is aent on the queat for the fleece in the hope
that he will meet hia death, while the amith haa the same purpose
in aending Siegfried againat the dragon which protects the gold.
In both caaea the hero haa to contend wit?i m^nat era, tho in the
fleece-legend the dragon is p>ut to aleep while he obtains the
fleece. In the Nibelungen myth, as in the later accounts, Sieg-
fried kills the arugon. Jaaon deaerta Medea for a fairer bride
in the aouthland, aa Siegfried doea Brunhild. Medea killa her
children, givea them to Jaaon as food, aa Gudrun doea to Atli, for
purposes of revenge. (In the WliiLAlIJDSAGE
,
too, of course, Wieland
takes the aame cruel revenge upon King lieiding. )
In the ZEITSCHHIPT ViRGLEICHEl^JJE LI'rTiil^ATURGESCHICHT:^]
1691, Karl Lancimann notea certain oi-her similarities in addition
between Grillparzer ' a VLIESZ and Wagner's HING. I report approx-
imately the same interpretations with a fev/ slight additions. The
fleece, as the hoard, is s^Taibolical of power, and the curse fol-
lows upon the robbery of the gold (fleece), bringing death to each
poaseaaor. It ia hidden in a cave and Eafner (or Aietea) holds

guard over it. Medea reaists Jason's love hrtinnhilde does
that Ol' Siegfried, "but the hero wina her ^Gainst her v/ill. Jaaon
is an enein:^' of Meaea'a lather, and Siecirieu meeta Wotan (j-rünn-
hilde's lather) as a foe. Meuea chooöea the hero' a lot in prefer-
ence to Wotan' ai and thru her choice comes the ruin of her n^ypi-
neaa. In Sia te of the warnings of the curse from Medea (or the
Rhine maids) the hero keeps the treasure. Medea's remonstrances
una Jaaon's insistance recall, too, the remonstrances of Gudrun
in Raupach and Siegfried's insistence. Jason's attitude toward
the fleece (Argonauten II )
:
"Kicht gut, nicht schlimm ist, was die Götter geben,
Und der Empfänger erst macht das Geschenk,
So wie daa Brot, das uns die Erde spendet.
Den Starken stärkt, des Kranken Siechtum mehrt,
So sind der Götter hohe Gaben alle,
Dem Guten gut, aem Argen zum Verderben,"
recalls that in RHEI1\1G0LD concerning the gold: "Ein Tand ist's
in des Wassers Tiefen," etc. Meuea assists in theft from her
father who has the fleece thru theft, and Loge savs to Wotan:
"7iias ein Dieb stahl, das stienlst du dem Dieb." Medea strives to
become accustomed to her new environment as Brunhild does in Heb-
bel, and has connection v/ith her old life thru Gora as Brunhild
thru Prigga. '^'hru his demand for the fleece Kreon precipitates
destruction upon his daughter: "wieaerum das Kind für den Vater",
Landman says. Ivledea sacrifi cea her children because tii at will

bring t;^redtest pain lo her huabanü in FüUüufe. In j.e'bbel ah'j is
forced to im'lict tui o great pain in order to incite El'^al lo ac-
tion. Landmann' d cumparison or Brünnhilde' a apeech: "liicht Gut,
nicht Gold, nocn göttliche Pracht," etc. with that of Medea:
"\Ä/a3 ist der Erde Glück?'- iJin Schatteti!
Waö ist der Erde Kuhjn? - Ein Traum!"
recalls also Grabbe's viev/ oi life.

In the latter part oL' the scene we h^ve the ^ü^in^j ul .nc
rtvnsom in a spectacular manner, and the ddnanci ui' the ring to fill
the last aperture in the heap, an incident haaea on the filiinc
01 tne otter s-vin in the EDUA. Wotan reiuseö to heed Log:; ' s ad-
munition and fields only upon the v^arnin^ of Erda. Htjr appearance
on the scene htts been a puzzle to critics. Golther (p. 50) says,
"Eine düstre, schv/üle Schuldstimiunß ist durch Erdas V/arnunc in
Wotans Seele gelegt." I can see only a synholical and artificial
representation of Wo tan 's worry and fear ( cf . SIEGEHIED pl5ö)ad an
echo of Alberich's curse. The injunction to avoid the ring is
u seless
:
"Weiche, Wotan, weiche I
flieh' des Ringes EluchI
Rettungslos
dunklem Verderhen
Weiht dich sein Gewinn."
and again:
"Ein düsterer Tag
danunert den Gottern:
dir rath' icn , meide den Ring."
Wotan is not avoiding it, however, v/hen Ire is giving it in payment
and its return to the Rhine has been discussed (p .12-13 ) .Thi s inci-
dent serves perhaps, nevertheless," as the first thread in his
later renunciation.
For the progress of the story we have hints of further
plans on the part of Wotan, and hints of the approaching fall of

tiie güda and of thü true intent of Lüge, aa also, in the lament
ui the I<hine maids, a further impression of the effect of the
ti'eft and the necessity of its return to the Rhine.
This motive of tne return of the gold to the Rhine is
most confusing. In the RHEINGOLD while we feel its necessity, it
seems fruitless as a means of expiation, while later v;e have the
impression that it will be effective and then thru an arbitrary
turn of Wotan's cliaracter find that it is not. Wagner in his let-
ter toHoeckex Jan. 2b, 1854 says: "Certainly the do'wnfall of the
gods is no necessary part of the drama regarded as a mere contra-
punktal nexus of motives.... ilo, the necessity for this downfall
had to arise out of our own deepest convictions, as it did with
Wotan." But should not our convictions be grounded in the play
itself, if the play is to have any purpose or value?
In the motivati on of Wotan's character, Wagner has de-
prived the god of all dignity, of all inspiration of sympa^'.hy.
There is, of course, a mythological basis for his sin and wicked-
ness, but we should be very grateful to Wagner if he had elevated
the character and made it more worthy of a hero. ViThile Odin's
plight in the EDDA is ridiculous when he and Loki arö held prison-
ers for the killing of the otter, Odin does not himself descend
to the indignity of an^y part in the trapping of the dwarf. Accoret-
ing to the impression given in the translations of the EDDA by
Simrock, Ettjnttller and others, the story does not imply any sin in
the killing of the otter as such tho to the Germanic mind it might

so api.eal. Thi a interpretation is, of cuurae, necesaar^ to the
idea oi Wagner's drarnaa . Jiowevsr, it ia difiicult to see anything
heroic in Wotan'a character, such as one would expect I'rom a god
or even a mortal hero who ia to inspire our a^/mpathy. lie ia not
I
onl:>' wicked, "but he is ^-etty - small.- He i 3 false from the begin-
ning, grasping , indifferent to the rigl-its or feelings of others.
And to attain what? A mere selfish end, without noble ideal or
purpose.

Motivation Irl the WALKÜRE
Act I , Scene I .
^
The progress of the drama, WAIiCUl\E, consists in the in-
troduction of Siegmund into the home of Hunding, and the instinc-
tive s;>-inijathy "between Siegtnund and Sieglinde thru their cominon
suffering and thru the former's appearance of valor - for we
learn later that Sieglinde has "been expectin^^ a deliverer since
Wotan's appearance with the sword.
Scene 2,
In the second scene v/e feel the approaching collision "be
tween Siegmund and Kunding from the lat ter ' 3 hostile reception of
the wayfaring man and 30on surmise connection between it and Hund
ing's observation of the resemblance between his wife and his
guest. Our disliiie of Hunding is instinctive from his manner to-
ward his guest and from his v/ife's unhappiness. From Siegmund's
account of his former life we infer that Wotan has been shai:;ing
mortal affairs, is, in fact, the father of Siegmund and Sieglinde
He has evidently separated the two to brirjg them together here,
after preparing his son, as in the VÖLSUIiGASAÜA Siegmund did
Sinfjötli, thru a life of hardship to free Sieglinde from her hus
band. We may suppose th-at Wotan ih, ä arranged Sieglinde's affairs
too, ana thru their bond of suffering arxd consequent sympathy is
preparing them for their love. We, of course, connect the situa-

Lion with Woman's tiiüuö^it at th enti or WiEIIiCiOLD thu ..t; ao not
2, et understand the connection:
"Was, mächtig der Purcht
mein Muth mir erfand,
v/enn siegend es lebt - '
leg' es den Sinn dir darl"
The occasion for the strife between Hunding and Siegmund
is offered by a conflict which the latter has just had Vifith Hun-
ding's kin, an account of vtrhidi excites his desire for revenge. It
would seem like a series of chance incidents if we did not have
the feeling that Wotan as deus ex. machina is moving the characters
around as so man^ men on a chess board, i'or example, it may seem
a chance tnat Siegnuna has happened to seek refuge in the horns of
his kidnaj^ped sister and that, too, at a time when he has just
happened into a conflict with Hunding's kin. The latter incident
corr e^äponds
,
however, v/ith Siegmund' s instinct of protection for
the weak but the bringing in of so extraneous a motive nou seems
forced.
The St or J is intense and up to this point holds our s^m-
path;>' for the unhappy brother and sister, but the motivation seems
an external and artificial matter as far as the hum^n characters
are concerned.
The course of action does not grow entirel;, out of the
characters themselves. Wotan is adding another link to the chain
of suffering he has caused and it arouses our disgust if not our

an efl'ect does not grow out ol" the nature of affaira. Wagner means
to illustrate the evil efrect of the desire tor G^in, but the tak-
ing away ol" üie gain does not restore men's minds to innocence,
nor aoes a righting of wrong to the Ilhine maids Tree others (e.g.
all the possessors ol" the ring) from anj stain of guilt unless all
who have committed a wrong and come under the curse shall desire
this return of the ring. The idea seems to he that the curse
must fulfil itself upon all who have come into contact with the
ring and that .Wo tan must return the ring to stop any further pro
gress of the curse. #
ing mixture, as Dr. Lessing has suggested to me. Light (the gold
in the Rhine) succumhs to darkness (Alherich) and then, "breaks
forth again (snatched from Schwarz: -Albe rich by Licht - Alberich).
Then v/e have a similar process again: the giant is overcome by'
Siegfriea (son of Licnt - Alberich) who wins the light (gold),tho
he is the light. Then Siegfried is threateneu by Hägen, son of
Schwarz- Alberich, and finally th-ru death losea the light which is
then restored to the Rhine.)
Why-, too, should Wotan create men to carry out his pur-
pose? Because he muät be true to contract? But that has not
been his custom. In the MYTHUS Wagner says : "Wotan selbst kann
aber das Unrecht nicht tilgen, ohne ein neues Unrecht zu bege-
#
(jj'rom a mythological stan(^oint, too, .presents a confus'

indignation aßuinat tiie goü. And wh^ ia it u.u neceaaar:/ anj/waj'?
Wotan has paid his debt, has Iiis castle and, as we learn later
i'afner, having killed his brother, ia idly v/atching Yihi poaaesa-
ions without threatening the position of the gods. Albe rich, too,
is helpless. It nia^
,
of course, be thought of as a part of the
dwarf's curse that those v,/ho do not have the ring shall desire it,
that Wotan is cursed from having once had possession of the ring,
that, as i'afner is mortal, he must in accordance with the curse
some time die and Uien bring danger to the gods. At ie ast they
fear so; for, as Loge tells us, they are blind; and Wotan tells
us that fear has possessed his being. To Wotan, then, this con-
tinuation of the plotting seems necessary, but again his character
suffers from his ruthless raanipulati on of his creations - a course
that Wagner meant probably ot illustrate the effect of love of
gold. Wotan here, as Hebbel* s god, sacrifices the individual,
but not that good ma:> come to the race, merel:^' to a personal end;
or rather he creates the characters for a personal end and sacri-
fices them vvhen they cannot serve him.
In his KIBELUl^GEMIYTHUS Wagner Si^eaks of a servitude un-
der v\fliich the dwarfs and Alberich himself are suffering in conse-
quence of the ring; a servitude which it is Wo tan's noble purpose
to remove by causing the return of the ring to the Rhine. To that
end he has been developing the human race to a high state of valoi;
The whole situation, however, seems a mere arbitrary choice of
purpose of Wagner without logical development or connection. That
the retun of the gold to the Rhine should have 00 sv/eeping an

,
Z'i
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hen: nur ein, von den Göttern delböt unabhän^^i c^r , freier Wille,
der alle Schuld auf sich aelhat zu laden llna zu hüszen im Stande
ist, kann den Zauber lösen, una in dem Menschen ersehen die Gül-ter
die Fäi-iißlceit zu solchem freien Willen." We do not as yet in the
drama have any feeling that Wotan is moved by such a desire but
connect his action v/ith the fear that came over him in RHEIIIGOLD.
-
Has Wotan cume to a realization that his falsity v/eakens his pov/er
and resolved to restore confidence b^' turning over a new leaf?
(This confidence seems to have been lacking before his robbery of
the ring as we see from Alberich's attitude upon Wotan' s arrival
in lUbelheim. ) But is he any les5 false to contract by this indi-
rect method of breaking it? Suppose, too, that man does restore
the gold, to the Khine - does that bring any credit to 7/otan or re-
store to him any respect? Ke should now have on his mind the mis-
fortunes his instruments have had to bear to accomplish his pur-
pose, but that, in themain, does not disturb him. The situation
remains as it v;as in the EHEIEGOLD and there can be no further
development for Wotan. Ke i s ruined if he keeps his contract -
for he can keep it only by dishonorable means, "durch Gewalt und
List" according to the IIYTHUS as in the drama. Ke is ruined, too,
if he breaks it. This is evidently the feeling that Wagner has
v/hen in his last version he has Wotan will his own ueath. Even
that, however, cannot convince of any greatness in Wotan's char-
acter and it does not seem there to correspond with tte events.
It does not seem to rise from any sense of guilt on the part of
V/otan (in spite of Wagner's assertion of it in the MYTHUS) but

from his inttbilitj, to cope with fate. On the other harid the cor-
rect mood for interpretation on the part of the hearer haa not
been motivated, for the hearer has the impreaüion that fate at
last has been successfully coped with. Because of the emphasis
laid on the return of the ßola to the Rhine, e.g. in Wotan's hope
expressed to Wul traute, the naive reader certainly feels surprise
and disappointment at the termination. He is torn asunder by
v.hat seems to him the incongruity of the two aims: renunciation
and ransom. The correct mood is to a certain degree produced but
is
with Ij^ses - but perhaps t/iis^one of the cases vi/here music moti-
vates!
Scene 3.
In the last scene of the first act of VITAIJIURE we learn
Wotan's immediate tho not ultimate purpose in bringing Siegmund
to Hunoing's home: that he may receive a s?/ord promised to him
when he should be in deepest distress. '/^otan, moreover, has not
only brought the sv/ord he re but has created the distressing situa-
tion that requires it - the need on the part of Siegmund and the
feeling on the part of Sieglinde that it is destined to her res-
cuer and th-a t the rescuer is Siegmund, as Yirell as her feeling of
sj,mpathy for his distress. As the scene progresses, however, in
spite of the charm of their unrestrained and th-^. pretty figure of
A
spring lured by love, our s^iapathy grov/s less; for, tho Hunding
has received Sieglinde from robbers as an unwilling wife, he is
now a wronged man after all, and, moreover, the brother and sister
i

knowing Lheij" relationsiii|j i^light tj'ieir i,rot/i. The Tact Ihai. jira-
ilar casea exist in ra^/ Iholog^ does not make it attractive. The
3i Luation oi" Oedipua would have been more bearable and given an
opi^or tunit;, for a deeply moving traged:'. Or course, we know that
Wo tan is back of the scene and to aornre critics that is sufficient
to miake the scene acceptable, and they think of these simpiy as
elemental beings who follow their impulses as a matter of course.
They do not, however, seem, to be naive enough, for there is too
much reflection thruout the scene.
When Sigmuna is alone he meditates upon Sieglinde 's ef-
fect upon himself, analysing his feelings; e.g.
"ein Weib sah' ich,
wonnig und hehr;
entzückenaes Bangen
zehret mein Herz:-
zu der mich nun Sehnsucht zieht,
die mit süssem Zauber mich sehrt - etc.
tief in des Busens Berge
glimmt nur noch lichtlose Gluth.'"
Ke speaks of stealing her from her JraAsband, but justifies himself
because of viäiat she has to endure. Even if we are willing to ac-
cept his motive v/e cannot grant him naivete. If we think of him
as receiving all ideas from Wotan, the motivation seems artificial,
and he ronains unnatural. Just one tning mitigates in some de-
gree Sigmund' s attitude, ne has been buffeted cruelly by fortune,
ana from Sieglinde he receives the first sympathy.
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Sieglincle, too, meditatea and even makea advanuea, "but 1
there is motivation in tiiat she interi^reta the placin^^ of the
sword in the tree as the promise ol" a hero to rescue he r, and she
triinks she recognized Waelse, her father:
"0 fänd ich ihn heut''
und hier, den Freund;
was Je mich geschmerzt
in Schand' una Schjnach,-
süszeste Kache
sühjite dann Alles.' ....
fänd' ich den heiligen Freund,
umfing' den Helden mein Arml "
Siegmund' 3 musings ahout love and spring suggest that
he realizes their own situation and do not permit us to regard him
as entirely naive:
"Zu seiner Schwester
schwang er (der Lenz) sicr: her;
die Liehe leckte den Lenz;
in uns 'rem Busen
barg sie sich tief:
nun lacht sie selig dem Licht.
Die hräutLiche Schwester
"befreite der Bruder
^
zertrtlmraert liegt
was sie getrennt;
i1
jauchzend crilszt sich
das Junpe Paar:
vereint sind Liebe unu Lenz?"
iie shows nü surprise wiien Sie^linue discovers their re Je», ti unship
,
and thruüut meditates upon the passion of his love. There is, to9
much 01' the spirit of foilowinc their desires in spite of the sit-
uation. Sieglinde sa^ s at last:
"Bist du Siegmund,
den ich hier sehe -
Sieglinde bin ich,
die dich ersehnt:
die eig'ne Schv/ester
gewann 'st du zu eins mit dem Schwer tl"
and Sigmund replies:
"Braut und Schwester
bist du dem Bruder -
II
30 blühe denn Weisungen - BlutI"
That Wagner should have put such a purpose in the mind of Siegmund
alread;>'
,
however, seems out of place, and does not make the inci-
dent palatable. This trul^ is not the kind of love we should
think of as a factor in the redemi^tion of the world. Vi^otan's plan,
however, as far as the action of tJrie drama shows, is still a sel-
fislfi one. In view or so much reflection I cannot agree with
Meinck (pp. 191-4) who a.uotes also from v. Hagen's UBERDIE ERSTE
RLLEI IIGOLDS CEIJE, i..37: "der Liebe zwischen Siegmunu und Sieglinde
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iüt durcn üen höchaten Grad, der Indivi dualisat ion der Wahl jede
Sinnlichkeit benommen," nor excuse ii thru "diti uralte Anachauuriß
vom Augenzauber" or the old nature mjth. It do ea not aetm lo me
Lhat the situation is made acceptable b^ the I'act that, according
to Meinck, th&y learn ii "too late," 'and tirieir heroism in saving
the Wälsungen race is not felt as convincing.
Köstlin (pp . 59-uO ) take s exception to the presentation of
such a relationship between Siegmund and Sieglinde and to the
latter 's desertion of Hunding, as offensive to modern taste ,ppintri
in^;, out v/nat he considers a better motivation for the former inci-
dent in the Völsungasage
,
excusing all in Wagner, however, on the
ground that expiation is made. The desertion of Hunding seems to
me, however, to be sufficiently motivated, and the story in the
saga is not less repugnant than here, tho there is more heroism in
their purpose of obtaining revenge at all costs. Love there does
not enter into the question, and Signy remains faithful to her
husband to this extent that she shares his death.
Act II, Scene 1.
In the second act we learn definitely that it is Wo tan's
purpose thiat has lain back of the progress of the affairs of Sieg-
mund and Sieglinae, for he instructs Brünnhilde to give to Sieg-
mund the victory.
Scene 2.
We receive still further light upon the situation in

i'ricka's accusation and finu it ad stated above. Why Wotan
yields to iVicke becomes now a uuestiun in our minds. Is his char-
acter consistent? He says he has not "been ^ont lo disturb her
in her rule:
"Stört* ich dich Je
in deinem Walten?
Gewähren liesz ich dich stets,"
but in the second scene oi' Rlffill^GOLD we gather that he considered
hi J own desire in the building of the castle and pawnirig of iVeia
first without particular regard for her feelings and again (V/AL-
KURE II, 2) where iTricka says:
"Die treue Gattin
trogest du stets."
Kov/eve^" v/e infer that it has been his custom to try to appease
h er
:
"denn dein Weib noch scheutest au so,
dasz der Walküren Schaar,
und Brttnnhilde selbst,
deines Wunsches Braut,
in Gehorsam der Herrin du gab "st."
Are we to regard Wo tan 's su emission, then, as the settlement of a
family quarrel, in pacification of an angry wife, or does he be-
lieve her statement:
"Von Menschen verlacht,
verlustig der Macht,

Girißen wir Ciötter zu Urund,
würde heut' nicht hehr
unu herrlich mein Hecht
gerächt von der muthigen Maid."
(This is Hunaing's attitude to Siegmuha, oi' ilVotan's race, tho v/e
have no reason to suppose that he associates the V/älsungen race
with the godsT
"Ich weis2 ein wildes Geschlecht,
nicht heilig ist ihni
was And'ren hehr:
verhaszt ist es allen und mir.")
irom Wo tan 's general attitude we mai/ believe that he is not
troubled much about the sacredness of marriage:
"Unheilig acht' ich den i:.id
der Unliebende eint"
but that he does wish to pacify the goddess and that lot perceives
his deceit has been penetrated and is useless. J'ricka says in
speaking of Hunding's way nf obtaining Sieglinde:
"V/enn blinde Gewalt
trotzig und wild
rings zertrüiumert die V/elt,
wer trägt einzig
des Unheils' Schul-d-
als Wotan, Wtithender, du?"
Again in regard to Sie ©nun d she says:
"Was hehres sollten

lielden Je wirken
daa ihren Göttern verwehrt,
dtren Ciunst in ihnen nur v/irktV"
ana again:
hü-uchte Menachen ihn (den Muth) ein?
Wer hellte den blöaen den Blick?"
also:
"willst du es leugnen,
dasz nur deine List
ihn lockte v/o er es (dus Schweni ) fänd'?"
Wotan him seil" sa^s to Brünnhilde:
"Wie wollt' ich listig
selbst mich "belügen?
So leicht entfrug mir
ja ?ricka den Trugl
Zu tiefster Scham
durchschaute sie mich:-
ihrem Willen musz ich gewähren.'"
Accordingly/ he f indo that Siegmund is not reality' the hje ro he re-
quires:
"Nüth thut ein Held,
der, ledig göttlichen Schutzes,
sich löse vom Güt tergesetz
:
so nur' taugt er
zu v/irken die That,
die, wie noth sie den Göttern,
dem Gott doch zu wirken verwehrt."

Tht situation is ct;rtainl^ a painful one, but seems absurd and
Wotan suffers another loss of dienitj to öuj the leust (cf. also
pp. 25-27 ).
Scene 3.
In the re xt scene comes the result of Wotan's reluctant
promise to Pricka in that he remands his former orders to Brünn-
hilde, betra^/ine, however, his real desire. He reverts to past
history,
,
for V/agner wrote nis dramas in reverse order in conse-
quence of wiriich we find more or less repetition. ^otaxi relates
Alberich's curse of love and acquisition of power, his own warning
ana his creation of the Valkyries, the offspring of his so-called
love, to wara off the doom oi the gods, his fear of Albe rich if
the latter should regain the ring, his feeling then of tne necess-
ity' of regaining the ring himself and his own powerlessness:
"doch mit dem ich vertrug
ihn darf ich nicht treffen;
erläge mein Muth.
Das sind die Bande
die mich binden:
der durch Verträge ich Herr,
den Verträgen bin ich nun Knecht" -
a situation which has been discussed above, (p. 6) He states in
somewhat different terms his requirements for a hero:
"Lur Einer dürfte
was ich nicht darf:

ein ileld, dem hell'eriü
nie ich mich neigte;
der l"remd dem Gotte,
frei seiner Gundt,
unbewuaat
,
üline Geheisü,
aus eigner Noth
mit der eig'nen Wehr
schüfe di e That
,
die ich scheuen mus2,
die nie mein Rath ihm rieth,
wünscht sie auch einzig mein Wunsch."
He must find one to fight against himself - "a friendly enemy":
"der in eig'nem Trotze
der trautest e mir .
"
Why all tni s limitation should he placed upon the hero is not
clear; e.g., that it should "be "unbevmszt" and that he should def;:,
Wo tan himself, unless that should be a means of proving the hero
an independent force of vdll and Wotan in consequence free from
e
anj additional dec^t or guilt concerning v;hat he should do. The
god expresses his despair at finding such a hero:
"denn selbst musz der iYeie sich schaffen,
Knechte erknet' ich mir nur.*"
But what a ridiculous demand thüt the free man should create him-
self.' Wotan' s reason for :>ielding has been discussed above (P*-
33. -A-s another reason for his dilemna, he gives:

"Ich berührte Albe rich 's King -
ßieriß hiölL ich das Goidi
"
Here it seems tu the reader somewhat strange that the curse should
hold I'or V/otan unless ne still dusires the ring. That he does de-
sire it, hov/ever, foilov/s from his fear.
In tJnis scene v/e feel more s;ympathy for Vi/otan than in any
prece ding it, for he says:
"Unwissend trugvoll
übt' ich Untreue,
band durch Verträge,
was Unheil barg:
listig verlockte mich Loge" etc. and
"was ich liebe, musz ich verlassen,
morden, was ich je rainne,
trügend verrathen
wer mir ver traut I" -
He seems to be more sensible of his 0V(/n guilt and to ]^ve more
sympathy for his victims. However, his surrender seems sudden and
weak:
"iahre denn hin
herrische Pracht ....
Zusammen breche
was Je ich gebaut i
Auf geb' ich mein Werk;
Eines nur will ich noch:

dexa ^ndu . "
jirora the action üi the drama ( tho v^^e aHOw frum the MYTHUS) what
Wotan meana hin work id nut clear - but we suppode he rel'era lo
his dream oT power and creation of men. There is nothing here to
inaicate that he iiad wished a dissolution of the curbe for an^
other reason than to free himself from the fear of downfall, with-
out any added ma{^nimit;> to the dwarfs such as suggested in the
KIBELUWGEUl'^YTHUS , tho he has had a pleasure in the rearing of man.
That, however, was a means to a personal end.
Wo tan's awaiting the ena has been comuiented on above (p« ^7
He says here:
"was frommte mir eigner Wille?
Einen Preien kann ich nicht wollen."
Yet in the next arama vve find him rejoicing in the freedom of
Siegfried. He sa:, s also:
"So nimm raeinen Segen,
Kibelungen Sohn.'
Was tief mich ekelt,
dir geb' ich's zum Erbe,
der Gottheit nichtigen Glan^*
zernage sie gierig dein Neidl"
In the SIEGi'RIJlD he has passed his inheritance over to the hero,
who has overcome the- aragon and obtained the ring:
"weiht' ich in wüthendem Ekel
des Nibelungen Heid schon die Welt,

dem wüuriißsten Wäisunc
we i a ' i ch me in Krb e nun an
.
Der von mir erkoren
doch nie mich gekannt,
ein kühnster Knabe,
meines Rathes bar,
errang dea Nibelungen Ring."
Are »ve to suppose then that Wotan does not know of events that
Brtinnhilde has hinted, until sne tella him at the end of the
scene?
Another puzzle is added in this scene, tho suggested in
KlilililGOLD:
"Und für das i:.nde
sorgt Alberich.'....
•Wenn der Liebe finstrer Peind
zürnend zeugt einen Sohn,
der Seligen Ende
säumt denn nichti'"
V/e learn that Alberich is to have this son - but just why this is
to have a more direful effect than Alb-Erich's own malice is not
clear. It seems to be merely another case of arbitrary motivatiorj,
tho perhaps Wagner meant this, as the offspring of hate, to illus-
trate the spreading of evil. Such an aim would not be a suffi-
cient motivation for a dramatic plot, hov/ever. We have no feeling
of any dramatic necessity.
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We have in tj:ia acene some preijaration for Ue next in
Brünnhilde"' 3 atLitude towurd Wo tan* a unexi^ected order. She has
always had Wotan'd will at htiart (m:/ thological 1^ she io thought of
as the expresaion of ni a will) and has "been accustomed to the role
of aifectionate protector of Siegrauna. IJow, therefore, she would
be acting, she feels, contrary to Wotan'o real will as well aa her
personal feeling - wuuld be guilty, in fact, of perfidy. She is
very human in her sympathy/ for forsaken valor.
Scene 4.
In the lourth scene v/hi ch bringo us back to the lovers
we find a feeling of guilt on the part of Sieglinde mingled with
delist in her love and terror for Siegmund. On the part of Sieg-
mund we find confidence in his sword and his role of avenger. The
scene is vivid, with a rapid movement befitting it - would be
stirring if it were not marred by the revolting situation. Our
sympathy stays with the lovers, nevertheless, on the whole, since
we feel that Wotan is responsible for their position and now,
whether by force or free-will, has aeserted them. The scene is
interrupted by Brtinnhilde, who comes apparently expecting to carry
out Wotan' s last comiriand. Siegmund' s devotion to Sieglinde and
determination to share her unhapj..y lot in preference to the de-
lights of Walhalla, hov/ev er , as also the helplessness of Sieglinde
win our ä^n-pathy together with that of Brünnhilde. Now, then, the
Valkyria is moved by love to Siegmund:
"Sieg Oder Tod
mit Siegmund zu ^heilen -

diesz nur erkann L' ich
z,u. kiesen aid Luual"
It wad a lüve, huwever, that waü saving him for another and in-
cluded pity for Sieglinde and her child. (cf. also Meinck's dis-
cussion, pp. 244- V and Wagner's statement (Bayreuther Blätter
16M, p. 206) that she feels "öich von einem neuen, ihr bisher
fremden Element "berührt, das den hehren Gleichmut in ih .rer Seele
ins V/anken zu "bringen "beginnt." Dr. Meinck compares the incident
to that in Schiller's JUNGi'RAU in wni ch the maid spares the life
of Lional. I fina more motivation here, however, in the appeal to
Brünnhilde 's ^mpath^ and in the fact that Wotan has taught her to
lov e the hero . )
That Wo tan's motive in yielding to Pricka was chiefly
that of pacification or su"bmission to law is lUrther shovm "b^ his
i<:illing of Hunding, tho his iimiiediate participation was made
plausi"ble Brünnhilde 's contempt of his authorit^^, ihe death of
hunding is necessary for our feeling of Justice, as also V/otan's,
for his former wrong to Sieglinde, but it is a somewhat summary an
and convenient way of becoming rid of him.
Act III, Scene 1.
The importance of the first scene of Act III in the ac-
tion of the drama lies in the information that Sieglinde receives
from Brünrihilde concerning her son's future greatness, in the pre-
servation and giving to her of the broken sv/ord and the senuing of
Sieglinde to the forest inhabited by i'afner for purposes of saf'et:-
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from Wotan In a place avoided by him. (We are to suppose that
Wo tan feeld diagudt at the i-'lace from his iria.biiitj/ to take i-he
rini^. ) This incident makes it possible and natural for Ai-ime to
come to tne aid oj.' Sieglinde and have cJ-iarge of Siegfried at the
opening of the following drama.
Scene 2.
As a natural punisinment for Brilnnhilde (for she is no
longer Wo tan's Will since she has violated it) she is condanned
to take on the mortal nature and fall to the Iol of whoever should
waken her. The tragic guilt, or necesaitj', in Brünnhilde here
seems to me to "be somewhere hetv/een that ofj^ScJ^iller and that of
Hebbel. She has not a sense of guilt as, for exLjnple, Johanna
felt it. She felt that she was carrying out her mission even in
acting counter to instructions and she was following her nablest
impulse of ^^ity and sacrifice for what seemed to her a noble hero
and a worthy cause. On the other hand, the god's command v/as not
to be defied ana b,, the nature of r human vi ev/ and human feeling
she no longer fits into her surrounoings nor ma^ she be the trust-
ed servant of the god.
Wo tan, of course, has a tragic guilt in the sense in
which Schiller conceives it, a guilt wM ch has brou^t him into
further entanglement, so tJriat now he is the creature of circum-
stance ana is forced to deal injustice to those he loves, as well
as those he has not thou^t it worth while to consider. He gives
here the impression of a more noble purpose tho it has not been
introduced before and is not now clear. When we recall, the end of

KHÜIKüOLD we may wonder whether he i 3 not deceiving himaelf. Other-
wise we must think that the chief growth in hid cliaracter has tak-
en place off ti-ie atage. Tliere has been lapse of time, to be sure,
to allow for this, but not even a narrative to account for it, nor
has his mode of action since his reappearance prepared us. The
new motive tu which I refer is suggested in the lines:
"So leicht wähntest du
Wonne der Welt erworben,
wo brennend' Weh' i
in das Her^; mir brach,
wo gräszliche l^ioth
den. Grimm mir schuf,
einer Welt zu Liebe
der Liebe Q,uell
im gequälten Herzen zu hemmen?"
How does he triink he is benefiting the world by the death of Sieg-
mund? Are we to believe that he has in heart accepted Fricka's
view of the order of tb-ings, or that he foresees the events and
outcome of the two following dramas? His foresight, in the latter
case, varies greatly, and we do not have tr. e feeling that he has
an^ more inclination tov/ard the conventional order than formerly',
tho he sees himself forced to submit to it. We may perhaps think
that he has come to believe that this law, or convention, is nec-
essary, that he cannot escape it and must , therefore, give place to
o th er s
:
"Wo gegen mich selbst
ich Sehrend mich wandte,

au3 Olriruaacht. Schinerzen
schäumend ich aul'dchoaz,
II
wu the rider Sehnsucht *
sengender Wunsch
den s direckii Chen Willen mir schuf,
in den Trümmern der eig'neri Welt
meine ewige Trauer zu enden."
Concerning this attitude comment has been made (pi.. 27-26).
That Bnünnhilde^ demand a fearless hero i s in keeping with
our conception of her and our feelings concerning her deserts.
Wo tan's speech:
"Wer meines Speeres
Spitze fürchtet,
durchschreite das j^'euer nie"
prepares us fur the later encounter wi ih Siegfried. Why such a
motivation has been given hao been discussed above (pr«3o).

Motivation inSIiiG^RIED
Act I , Scene 1.
In t^ie lirst scene oi SIEGij^iX) we find Mime forging for
the ^outii a oword, in deai-o^ir, however, aa Siegfried has broken
the receding masterpiece. Mime has been unsuccessful in his at-
tempt to weld the broken sword while (in part presumably frcm
Sieglinde' s disclosure to him, tho we find in his later conversa-
tion with Wotan that he knows the whole progress of events) he
feels sure that tMs sword in the hands of Siegfried would accora- •
plish his purpose. That is, he hopes thru Siegfriea to overcome
Fafner and thru him gctin possession of the lUbelungen ring(a de-
sire aroused in the thi ra scene of RHEIEGOLD). That only this
sword shoula accomplish the deed is an arbitrary motivation, taken
from mythology, but has justification in that Siegfried, of semi-
divine parentage, should find an:/ murtal sword too fragile for his
superhuman strength.'
Scene 2.
The second scene of SIEGFRIJiD is exp osit ional
,
gives us
the characterization of Mime and Siegfried, their attitude toward
each other with the reasons for it. We find that Mime has come
to tne aid of the unhap^j^ Sieglinde and h:^ received into his
charge the infant Siegfried and the sword pieces. In the hope of
overcoming Pafner ana winning thru the boy the power -giving ring
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(a desire aroused in tl.e third acene of Wlii.IlIGÜLD) , he haa tried
without a-ny feeling ol real afl'ectiun himaelf to win tiiaL or Si cc-
fried. Prom hi a vcr^ lavi 'nnesa and reiteration of hi a care, how^
ever, the latter luela an instinctively^ strong antipathy, reading
his character arigtit, as iJ common among chJ.ldren (Dr. Karsten
suggested to me in a conversation about these scenes). in-
stinct the^ discern the difference between a real interest and a
pretense. (We learn tJ-iat Mime is unsuccessful in hio attempts to
weld the broken sword while (in part presumably from Sieglinde'
a
disclosures to him, tno we find in his conversation with Wo .an
that he knov/s the whole progress of events) he feels sure that
this sword in the hands of Siegfried would accomplish for him his
purpose.) Mime has evidently fostered the lad's desire for a
sword, a desire easily, aruused because of the latter 's own desire
for activity and dissatisfaction with his surroundings. We find
the youth impatient, boisterous, craving deeds, feeling sym-
pathy with nature of iftäiich he has been a must interested observer.
The breaking of the swords on the stage serves the purpose of
showing this boisterousness and feeling of necessity for action
while the repeated failure increases' Mime ' s chagrin and anxiety
and forms a contrast to the climax of trie successful sword. The
receiving of the sword pieces and the learning of his i^rentage
lead to Siegfried's determination to leave Mime for a new and
active life, a fact which increases Mime ' a haate to make use of
him. The bear incident ia episodical, tho it illustrates the

Ab
iad'ü aarin^;, hid discuntent (iTüra wrJ. d-i apriru^d in part hid ionc-
ing Lu be up and away) and aervea to increaae Mimy'a I'ear or Sieg-
fried and anxiety tu maxe the aword:
"Nach "bead 'rem Geaellen sucht' ich,
ala daheim mir einer sitzt; ...
Ol) sich froh mir gesellte
ein guter Freund? . .
.
er gefiel mir b^eaaer als du,
doch bess're wohl^\fänd ich noch:
mit dem zäh^n BaateX^
zäumt' ich ihn da, \^
dich, Schelm, nach dem Schwerte zu fragen."
Mime's dilemna prepares for the next scene.
Scene 3.
The value of the cco-fi-d scene lies, of course, in Wo tan's
diaclosure of ths secret of the welding of the aword and hia an-
nouncement of Mime's aeath at the hands of Siegfried. This scene
has its prototype in the EDDA but the introduction of this German-
ic custom of winning shelter thru wit in giving and answering
questions seemed to me at first to be merely episodical. It does
not lead to Mime's determination to kill Siegfried, for Lhat , we
may suppose, he alrec^dy intended for the purpose of gaining the
ring. However, it seems plausible to regard the scene, as Dr.
Karsten suggested, aa preparatory to Mime 'a ailly conduct in the
following scene and in the sixth scene of the second act.
1
That the Tact " Jiat he hau not learned fear" should en-
able an ignorant ^outh to forge the weapon that had baffled the
oKilled smith seems at first glance absurd. i:owevjr, it ij not
unnatural that Mime's excessive eagerness and fear at so colossal
a project as the killing of ITafner shoula only thwart his puri^ose,
while Siegfried's confidence comes to his aid - only the daring
ones accomplish what seems impossible. Siegfried has also had
some instruction!
.V
iir lehrte mich schmeiden
und ii'rze schraelaen:
doch was der Künstler
selbst nicht konnte,
des Lehrlings Muthe
musat' es gelingen."
The incident of Siegfried's making the sword himself is doubtless
suggested by Uhland, but not the requirement that the swordmaker
should be without fear. The requirement is, of course, in keep-
ing with that for the whole career of Siegfried but the fact that
it comes again from outside instead of developing from Siegfried's
own needs -and desire to surmount them seems again to be rather
the epic style of mo tivati on. Whether the hero's whole career is
not, from the dramatic standpoint, somewhat artifically motivated
ma^ be questioned; for while Wo tan refrains from all direct inter-
ference, do "we not, nevertheless, have the impression that he
gives indirect suggestion, such as thjat to Mime and that in the
messages from the birds; that is, the prcmpting of those feelings

or muL.ivciä in Siegrriyd Tor v/hi ch Wotan cliaclcxima tht reai-un ji bi i-
ities and wMch he later combaf.a?
The fact that the hero'j career i s bo in harmon:, v/i th
Wo Ian '3 wi alles leads us to ex^^ect their consummation in him.
Scene 4.
iVantic at tn e prosj^ects of his own doom and ^et eager
that Siegfried shall v/in for him the ring, Mime thinks of the plan
of teaching him fear in the encounter with jj'afner
,
ostensi"bl;>' to
prepare the ;youth to go out in^.o the v/orld, tho he has already
said to the latter:
"verfallen, verlor ich 's (das Haupt) an den,
•der das Fürchten nicht gelernt.'"
Tho Siegfried after Mime's description of it naively consents to
try to learn Lhis feeling we art not to sup^ ose him to he utterly
stupid. Ke has no expectation of learning fear, ret;ards Mime as a
mere bungler, and thinks of this as only some more of his non-
sense. We have in the lad an amusing mixture of ai^parent "boyish
docility and innate antipathy, correct intuition - a queer but
charming combination, he distrusts the smith instinctively, in
ga^ieral, and we may feel he has in a measure understood some of
Mime's stupidly Oj-^en remarks. He says:
"was er kocht, ich kost' es ihm nicht,"
tho, to be sure, his contempt for his foster-father y/ould be suf-
ficient reason for his attitude without any specific fear of Mime's
treachery. We may think of the lad as not knowing fear but never-

thelesa knowing how t,u avoid hann.
The split lint: oi Uie anvil ia merely episodical, tho , lo-
Cether with the othur epijudes, it cives us an impression of the
youth's extraordinär J stren^^th and spirit. This "boisterousness
has, however, been relieved his joyousnejs and the tenderness
ol' his attitude toward nature and toward his mother.
Act II , Scene 1.
The second act presents a second meeting betv/een Wo tan
and Albe rich. Golther (p.7o) says concerning the scene: "Ernst
unu erhaben schreitet eine Gestalt durch das Drama, der Wanderer.'.'
ana quotes Wagner's explanation : "Wotan ist nach dem Abschied von
Brtinnhild in Wahrheit nur noch ein abgeschiedener Geist; seiner
höchsten Absicht nach kann er nur noch GEWAIiRBIli lassen, es gehen
lassen, wie es geht, nirgends aber mehr bestimme eingreifen; des-
wegen ist er nun auch Wanderer geworden." As far as any effect,
then, on the following action is concerned the scene is purely
episodical. We have already been told too of Wean's determina-
tion to la^ dov«n his v/ork, so that his attitude "zu schauen und
nicht zu schaffen" affords no further exposition of character. It
is a question v/hether the god rises- in our esteem thru this scene,
tho he no longer tries to do any thing in his own interest, and
ostensibly his object is in a measure to repair the v/rong he has
done bj directing Albbrich now in ^.lans that MAY aid tJne latter in
regaining his lost property. In spite of his suggestions to the
dv;arf
,
however, we feel conscious th^t Wotan knows all the time

wi.ut the outcome will be and that Alberich'e elTurta are vain. Ly
giving theac directiona, the gud aetsks, i^^rhapa, tu clear hi a con-
science in tiie matter, but v/i >,h Alberich we must recQ-f'd him ua
showing hi a real reeling in his laugh at Alberich 'a failure to
persuade i'afner. He cannot then to me se!:;m so "ernat und erhaben'.'
It may be said that he is rightfully pleased at the fail-
ure of the power of evil, but why this muckery then of pretending
tu further its puvi'cr? Is this another example such as Hebbel
speaks of (Tgb. I, bOb): "Ea giebt i^dllle, wo Pfli cht-ürfüllen
sündigen heiszt." There seems to me no dramatic necessity for
this scene however.
If V/otan had here succeeded in returning the ring to Al-
berich and righting the v'/rong he had done, it would, of course,
have meant his owi downfall in accordance with Alberich' s purpose
of revenge. But the case woula not Jnave been otherwise if Wotan
had not done this wrong, from the Cunseouence of Alberich 's vow,
a matter which has been diacusaed on RHEIJJGOLD
,
pp. 9-12.
In regard to Wo tan 'a weakness, of which Alberich taunts
him, in that he is bound by his bargains because of runes on his
spear, discussion has been given above (on WALKÜRE, p .27)
.
His spear with the runes must, naturally", be only symbolical of
his power and contract. A new impression, i a i^roduced here, hov/-
ever: (cf. on WALKUIiE pp. 27-8)/' '
"was mit den trotzigen
einst zu vertragen
dess' Runen wahrt noch heut'
deines Speeres herrischer Scho.ft.

Kioht du darfst
was als Zoll au be^iahlt
den Riepen wieder entrazen:
du selbst zerspelltest
deines Speeres Schaft;
in deintir Hand
der herrische Stab,
der starke zerstiebte wie Spreu."
Does this not implv that Wotan Cuuld now maintain his power as
long as he is true to the runes, provided Albe rich is not able
to take advantage of his inability by gaining the ring himself?
If then Alberich is circumvented at last, can v;e 33.2/ that the plot
is consistent or logical? Has not Wotan, then, expiated b^ his
torment of mina? Do we not :now expect better things of hJÜm in
return for h-s wickedness than mere surrender? Is it enough sim-
ply to put an end to the curse? Do we not expect him now, without
the aim of his own happiness or power, to carry on the v/ork of the
world? Judging from his past, however, he is perhaps not capable
of it, su that to rise to the height of the philosophy of negation
was the best he could do. Whatever philosophy Wtigner meant to ex-
pound, his cnief god certainly lacks virility and lessens thus our
sympathy with his tragic end.
#Wagner's view (in a letter to R^eckel Jan. 25, 1654):
"Dies ist alles, was wir aus der Geschichte der Menschheit zu
lernen haben: das Notwendige zu wollen und selbst zu vollbringen",
suggests a similar vi ew of Hebbel 's (T^b.;. II, 2504): "Der Mensch

ilut freien Willen - d.ii. er kann einwilligten in'a NüthwendiGe.'
"
Since, tiien, Wotan seems "in's IJotnwenditie nicht einwillicen zu.
können," the onl^ tiriin^j; lelt Tor him is "die Verneinun^;^ des Will-
ens." Wotan, in accord with T/aßner's viev;^ oi tragic exaltation,
however, goes a st ep farther in not onl;,' seeming to v;ill his sub-
mission but to bring on his doom alter it has been warded off, a
situation that seems very much forced.
Still another statement in the scene is worthy- o f consid-
eration:
"Vven ich liebe
lass' ich für sich gewähren;
er steh' oder fall',
sein Herr ist er:
Helden nur können mir frommen,"
This too produces the impression that Siegfried's achi evemerits
will be of use to Wo tan, tho he may refer only to the removal of
the curse. It may refer back to
"dem wonnigsten Wä Isung
weis' ich mein Erbe nun an....
Dem eY/ig Jungen
weicht in Wonne der Gott,"
concerning which Wagntr says "Das Schöpfungv/erk dieses höchsten
selbst verni critenden Willens ist der enalich gewonnene, furcht-
lose, liebende Mensch, Siegfried."

Doea it mtian that Wütan intends, then, o renounce his
i;uwer in favor oi Sicflricd? (Thia viev/ is held by h^-bert. )
Concerning Sißinv^nd KÖ3tl(ä{in (p. 41) saj/S Wo tan's aim was "die hr-
weckunc eines Helden, welcher ... den Weltherrschaitsring erwerben
kann und, sich als den Tapfersten fühlend, selbst aus eicenem
Trieb dieses Werk unternel-imen wird ohne Gefahr oder doch jeden-
falls ohne so grosse Gefahr für die Götter, wie sie von Riesen so--
v/ol als von Zwergen droht" and (pp.4L.~6) "er will ... bewirken
dasz Siegfried aen Drachen bemeistere und hiedurch der Herr-
schaftsring an einen Menschen, welcher den Göttern nicht feind ist^
welchem vielmehr V/o tan, wenn es nicht anders mehr gehen sollte,
die Weltherrschaft abzutreten nicht ungeneigt wäre, da er seines
eigenen Stammes und Geschlechtes ist." Köstlin (p.41) points >^ut
that this hero v/ould not be a god because the;:, were all involved
in the contract. It w^uld be absurd, however, to think of the
rule 01 the universe as ^^laced in tne hands of a mortal, V/e must
surel^' think of Siegfried as Wo tan's heir only in so far as he
takes up Wotan's work of returning the gold to the Rhine. Tho
Wutan did intend the later encounter with Siegfried, he did not
expect the breaking of his spear. We have a feeling of disap-
pointment on his part then, -cer tainlv no feeling of exaltation in
his submission to his fate.
Alberich's last speech in the scene prepares for his
schemes in GÖTTERDJÜliMERUEG:
"Doch lacht nur zu,
ihr leichtsinniges.

lutitGieriees
Götterßelichter
:
euch a eh' ich
noch alle vergeh' n.'
So lange das Gold
im Lichte glänzt,
hält ein Wissender Wacht :-
trügen wird euch sein Trotz."
Scene '(j*
The second scene prepares for the lat\er ones in "bringing
Siegfried and Mime to the place of action and in Mime's vain ef-
forts to produce the sensation of fear in Siegfried's heart. It
maj perhaps he a question whether Mime really wishes to inspire
fear as yet since that would defeat the ver^ purpose for which he
had come; on the oth«^r harid "because of Wo tan's prophecy, he does
hope to produce it at the same time that Siegfried shall kill the
monster. However that may he, whether from his shrewdness or his
s.tupidity, however, Mime's apparent efforts to inspire fear have
the opposite effect.
There is further preparation for the later scenes in
Siegfried's feeling which causes him to warn the smith to d^art
if he values his life. His disgust at Mime "becomes insupportable,
since the hero has learned his own parentage and made his own
sword, while Mime's eagerness for the ring leads the smith to his
death.

Scene 3.
The third scene is episodical but presents again the ten-
derer side of Siegfried's nature - his longing for his mother,
(together with his jo,- at separation fron Mime) and sympixthy with
nature, wMch prepares for his later understanding of the birds.
It ends with the blast frum his horn w?ii ch rouses i'afner.
Scene 4.
In scene four, Siegfried fulfils the curse u^/On i'afner,
his own spirit prompting him to kill the monster that threatened
him. The creature warns him of the curse upon the gold and of the
intentions of Mime - a warning which, tno the youth seems to -ga^'
little heed to it, helps to make that of the birds unnecessary'.
The transcendental element, in that the forest bird tells him of
the treasure io not unharmonious with the promptings of his own
curiosity - his instinct to explore. That he is not influenced by
the bird's promise concerning the ring:
"der macht ihn zum Walter der Welt"
is shown by the words upon securing the booty as also \)y his later
attitude in the scene with the Rhine maids. There, too, it is
shown that he was conscious of the dragon's warning but regarded
it as part of trie attempt co teach him fear. He was ccenmitting
no wrong and needed not therefore, to fear a curse. Thruout the
scene he has a mixture of naivete, that keeps him from the ccci-
prehension of the meaning of these things, together with a confi-
dence, a self-sufficiency, that gives him rightfully the feeling

of indifrer ence and security.
Scene 5.
The I'ii'th acene is merely eijisodical - a mere wrunglinc
"between Alberich and Mime regarding their respective rights to the
booty, aiid an expression of disappointment at finding it in the
possession of Siegfried. While Mime has hope for himself, Albef-
rich mereli' disappears v/ith tne words:
"Und doch seinen Herrn
soll er noch gehören" -
without any attempt to gain his desires, another case of arbitrary
motivation, it seems to me. There was, however, good reason to
suppose tnat Siegfried would not consider any assertions of own-
ership on the part of the dwarf, nor could the latter cope with
the youth's strength.
Scene 6.
In tr-is scene terror and eagerness lead Mime, as Dr. Kar-
sten expressed it, to uoe the language of self-expression instead
of that of impression, or communication, ao he intended, thus re-
vealing thß very plot he v/ished to conceal and bringing about his
speed:/ death. This foolishness on the part of Mime makes the
Warning of the birds unnecessary or only symbolical of the lad'o
own understanding of human nature,, a use of symbolism quite in
Jceeping withHebbel's idea.
The sla^/ing of Mime marks the third tragic ending due to
desire for gold, Mime meeting the same fate as Fasolt and Hafner.

The atür:. at tiiia point (aa also in SieeTried' s obtaininc
ul' ring and TarnhelLi) ij upic, rather tlian dramatic, in il3 manner
f
progress, aa the pr omitting to seek Brünnhilde has no other motiva-
tion than the lollov/lng of the forest "bird in quest of another ad-
venture. The use of üie symbolical again is not offensive as it
is in accord with Siegfried's feeling of loneliness and desire for
comi- anionship - some critics call i t an undefined desire for love,
in wrdch case I should lay the em^Jhasis on "undefined." It does
not seem natural that the inexperienced Siegfried should so sud-
denly have so definite a desire as for a "bride and th- suggestion
from the "birds is decidedly epic rather than dramatic. The inci-
dent does not grow out of any previous action or plot other than
the impulse supposedly caused 'bj Wotan. i'rom this point of viev/,
whcit follows is a part of the Wotan-drajna hut it is very loosely
connected as far as the course of the human character ib concern-
ed - is of the same type of motivation as that in the case of
Siegmund and Sieglinde.
Siegfried's setting out leads, of course, to the next
act
.
Act III , Scene 1.
The conversation "betv/een Wotan and Erda is purely episod-
ical. It consists largely of a narrative of past events, due
again no douht to Wagner's rever-s-e order of v/riting the dramas.
It seems, absurd, however, that Wotan should summon Erda at all,
simply to tell iier of his attitude toward his approaching doom.
Reference has been made (RHEIIJGOLD, p . 12 ) to his speech:

"Urwi ssend
atacheat du einst
der Sorge Stachel
in Wo tan 's wagendes Herz:
mit Furcht vor schmachvoll
feindlichem Knde
füllt ihn dein Wissen,
dasz Bangen band seinem Muth.
"
One critic speaks of it as part oi the result of Ms guilt that
should be engaged in a continued vain endeavor to evade a fate
that he knows before hand he cannot escape:
"sage mir nun:
wie besiegt die Sorge der Gott?"
The scene may perhaps lend additional color to hio despair but it
aads noLiiing to the action of the drama and for that reason even
detracts from the exjjected concentration of the dramatic form.
Wo tan's attitude toward his doom has been discussed (p. 53 ) as
also his attitude toward Siegfried (p. 55 ) •
^
I have alread:^ discusoed (p. 49 ) Wo tan's statement:
"Ein kühnster Knabe,
meines Rathes bar,
errang des lUbelungen Rin^^. "
It was thru Wotan, indirectly, that it was possible for Siegfried
to have the instrument with which to kill Pafner, tho it is true
that the :/0uth'3 course of action was wholly in keeping with his
ov/n instinct. This drama of gods and men is a somewhat complica-

ted matter. In the i^recediriij arania , it seemed an ai'lii'icial moti-
vation tü thinlc oi" Wo tan a.3 givintj "tiie human ciriaraotera impulses
anu bringing them into conditions to suit his will, while on the
other hand here it seems a preposterous state ol" affair^ that the
god should stand ajide and leave the world to take care ol itself-
tho the dituation is made necessary h^ Wotan's nevi^ attitude and
hi 3 stipulation for the efl'ective hero. It was a difficult pro-
blem and it does not seem to me that Wagner has solved it in saiy
cwnvincing way, from the dramatic standpoint at least. Wotari's
relation to Siegf^r^ed reminds one of a very current conception of
free will and divine guidance wMch tries to asaert both, a common
Christian idea being that of divine guidance in man's good acts -
of course, as here, in accord with man's character - and man's own
#
responsibility for the wrongs he commits.
#
(It is interesting in passing to recall Hebbel' s vie?/
(Tgb. 1,973): "llicht seine Wirkungen nach auszen, der Einflusz,
den er auf Welt und Leben ausübt, nur seine Wirkungen nach innen,
seine Reinigung und Läuterung, hängt von dem Willen des Menschen
ab. Er ist die von unsichtbarer Hand geschwungene Axt, die sich
selbst schleift. In diesem Sinne könnte man sagen: aer Mensch
thut sein Schlimmes selbst; sein Guteü wirken Gott und Matur. durch
ihn. Dies Alles ist so wahr, daoz gerade, was unbewuszt als Wirx-
ung von ihiü ausgeht, alles andere bei weiten übertrifft.")

^^^^
Wotan' s statement:
"ledic des Neides,
liebes froh,
erlahmt an dem Edlen
Albyrich's i'luch;
denn fremd bleibt ihjn die Furcht"
has been discussed above (p. 57). The ineffectiveness of the
curse seems natural enough but is Siegfried's death then consist-
ent? That point will be touched upon later.
Scene 2.
Siegi'ried's conduct in the second scene is quite in har-
mony with that of the scenes with Mime. In the earlier scenes his
conduct, however, was relieved lo'j his sympa-thy with nature and
feeling for his mother, but his treatment of V/otan reiainds us of
the common summary treatment of vagrants - tho it was provoked by
Wotan and is in accord with the independence of the youth's heroic
spirit and Siegfried's independence of Wotan is what Wagner is
trying to show. Nevertheless., his impudence and use of abusive
epithets help to produce a scene of low-comedy that reminds one of
the degenerate tj/pe of the sixteenth century. It is the more
striking since - tho, of course, unconsciously - Siegfried is
speaking to the chief of the gods. A scene of this type is, hov/-
ever, found ,in HARBARTHSJOTh of the EDDA, tho between two gods,
Thor and Odin.
The encounter was prepared for at the end of WALKÜRE and

»vaj cuijinpnted upon above (cl". on WALKUIÜi p . :v/ ) "-nd on SIEG-
PKIED, 1.. 55).
The lines :
"Mi t dem Aur, ^
»
das als and' res mir fehlt,
erblickst du selber das eine
b
das mir zum Sehen ver^^lieb"
seems to me oracular and highly absurd even frcm the point of view
of a myth, in spite of II. v. Wolzogen's explanation, quoted by
Meinck, p. 88): "'Wotan erlangt das Wissen nur um die Hingabe der
Hälfte seiner Kraft, d.h. durch seine Selbstteilung, worin die
Doppelseitigkeit seines Wesens besteijt', und er erklärt (Bayreuth-
er Blätter 1876, S.3b7 Anrn. ) so den anscheinenden Widerspruch der
Dichtung, dasz Wotan, obwohl er, um di e Pricka zum Weib zu gev/in-
nen, sein eines Auge werbend daran gesetz hat, trotz dem zu Sieg-
fried spricht," etc. Meinck' s own explanation is "dasz-V/otan zur
Erlangung der höchsten Weisheit, seiner Gemahlin iYicka und end-
lich des freien Helden Siegfried, der ein verjüngtes Abbild von
V/otans Wesen darstellt, ein Auge dahingegeben , d.h. einen Teil
seines SeTbst geopfert hat."
#
Robert (p.u2) says: "La preraifere faute de Wotan est
d'avoir cessfe d'etre un instinctif , d'avoir voulu poss^der la
science. En meme temps que la science achet^e au prix de I'in-
stinct (symbolist par son oeil mort ) , il cona_uiert Eri cka qu'il
aime sans doute maiö qui est encore plus 6pouse qu'amante." Wag-
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ner in hiJ letter to Koeckel Jan. lib, 1854, di^eaka uT Wotan's re-
lation to i'ri cka as tiie "root of the matter," i.e. the fact that
Wotan was susceptible to evil, and sixya: "The necessity ol' ro-
longing 'bejond. the point ol" change the subjection to the tie that
"binds them - a tie resulting I'rom an involuntary illusion ul' love,
the duty of maintaining at all costs the relation into which they
have altered and so placing themselves in hopeless opposition to
the universal law of change and rerie\ral, v/hich governs the world
of phenomena - these are the conditions v/hich bring the pair of
them to a state of torment and mutual lovelesöneso. " VZ-agncr does
not develop this motivation with an^ clearness or consistency,
however, and Robert '0 interpretation would make of Wotan only a
blind force. Was he not following instinct when he sought reason?
The speech seems to me, however, to h-ave no further val-
ue than to give the impression that this v/ise god knows something
beyond the comprehension of mortals. Tr.ere is perhaps some at-
tempt to rouse sympathy on the part of Siegfried, of course.
Critics have been greatly puzzled about the scene. K'ost-
lin (p . 64 ). speaks of Wotan's attitude "wie wenn es ihjf reute,
Siegfried so mä.chtig werden zu lassen, ihja den V/eg zu Brünnhilden
versperren will." Wagner himself in his letter to Roeckel Jan.
25, 1854, says of Wotan: "In presence of his impending destruction,
A
the god has at last become so completely human that - contrary to
his high resolve - there is once more a stirring of his ancient
pride, brought about by his jealousy for Brünnhilde - his vulner-

able point, as i I haa now become. He will, 3u to ai>eak, not allow
himself to be merely thrust aside; he choosea rather to lall be-
fore the cona.uering mi^rit of Siegfried. But tMa part is so lit-
tle premeditated and intentional, that in a sudden burst of pas-
oion the longing for victory overpowers him, a victor, moreover
whicli he admits could only have made him more miserable."
The speech:
"fürchtest das Feuer du nicht,
so sperre mein Speer dir den Weg.'
Noch hält meine Hand
der Herrschaft Haft;
das Schwert, das du schwingst,
zerschlug einst dieser Schaft."
precipitates the encounter and the breaking of his spear, b^ ap-
pealing to the youth's feeling of loyalty to his father and con-
sequent instinct of revenge. (The fact that the youth should be
able to break the spear, too, hao been the subject of much crit-
icism. ) The encounter explains itself most naturally on the v/hole
if we th-ink of Wotan as having succeeded better than hje wished
(since Siegfried's heroism excludes respect or sympathy for others)
and again as unable to throw off his habit of governing and in his
effort to prove Siegfried fearless incites him to a display of
disrespect that he cannot himself, tolerate, causing thus the en-
counter.
Such mo ti vati on as
"Verschlossen hält

meine Macht die achlafende Maid:
wer sie erweckte,
wer sie cev/änne,
machtlos macht' er mich ewig.'"
seems to me again purely capricious motivation. Wotan had aunk
Brünnhilde into sleep, saying that only he v/ho feared not his
spear should waken her but tliat did not necessaril:, involve the
breaking of the spear, as this fearlessness was sufficiently
evinced by Siegfried's display of spirit.
Another incident that seems inexplicable is:
"Zs (das Vöglein) floh dir zu. seinem Keil,
den Herrn der Raben
errieth es hier:
weh ihm holen sie' ein.'"
A
What other bird is this supposed to be, then, if not one of Wotan '3
birds? Or are we to look upon this as an attempt to deceive Sieg-
fried, thus putting him more fully upon his o\Ta responsibility?
(V. Hägen - pp. 131-2 says "Der Umstand, dasz gerade diese Haben
es sind, aus deren Geraun, als sie über Siegfried kreisen, Hagen
die Rache gegen Siegfried errath, läszt nochjuals einen Bück thun
in den entsetzlichen Zwiespalt Wotan' s, dasz er verlassen musz,
was er liebt'.')
The h er ' s exp lanati on
:
"Strahlend offen
steht mir die Strasze ...
Im Feuer zu finden die Braut,"

appeals to me as too rapid development to be natural (cf. p. 59).
The succestion b;> the "bird affords motivation but it does not make
plausible, from a dramatic point of view. It Would have seemed
more convincing if the youth had referred lo the maid in such a
waj after finding her; for we do not think of Siegfriea as a med-
ieval knight going out in search of a lady but only as a naive
youth in quest of adventure and desirous of companionship. It may,
aij Dr. Wiehr has suggested, be a matter of wonder as to where
Siegl'ried obtained his concept of "bride." He did form the con-
cept of "mate" from the observation of birds and animals and v/as
striving for the conception of "mother." That would hardly ex-
plain, however, his idea of a "bride."
Scene 3.
In the last scene of SIEGiTRIED the li/^t myth comes into
prominence and we think of Siegfried as bringing th.e joyousness
of the sunlight. The wakening of Brünnhilde is very pretty, tho
the scene grows later into one of sensual passion. The young hero
seems at first, hov/ever, to have forgotten the promise of a bride
#
and, because of ürie armor, thinks he has found a man.
#
His recognition of the fact that she is a woman may not
be within the limit of his experience but may be thought of as
having some connection with his longing for his mother and his
perception that tnis creature, while a human being, is different
from those he has seen before.

When he hu.3 awakened the maid, too, he believes her at
first to be l-iis mother for whom he ha5 had such loncint: - a very
ciiannin^ touch, as also the fact that he now learns fear. Such
reflection as in tJri e last thought would be out of keuijin^^ with his
naivetij were it not for the fact that this idea of his learning
fear has been so impressed upon him.
Brünnhilde' 3 greeting of Siegfried as the light is pret-
ty but her dwelling on i t brings the mythical interpretation rath-
er too much into the foreground. It is, however, in accord with
her ovrti mythical ciiaracter and her joy over her renewed life.
Some consideration of Brünnhilde 's speeches may be prof-
i table:
"0 wüsztest du, Lust der Welt,
wie ich dich je geliebt!
Du v/ar'st mein Sinnen,
\
mei n ^ 3orgen du
!
Dich zarten nährt' ich,
noch eh', du gezeugt;
noch eh' . du geboren
barg dich mein Schild;
so lang lieb ich dich, Siegfriedl"
and again:
"Di ch Ii eb t ' i ch imme r
:
denn mir allein
erdunkte Wotan' s Gedanke.
Der Gedanke, den nie

ich nennen dürft ei
den ich nie deichte,
sondern nur fühlte;
für den i cti focht,
Kämpfte und stritt;
für den ich trotzte
dem, der ihn dachte;
für den ich büszte,
Strafe mich band,
weil ich nicht ihn dachte
und nur empfand.
Dann der Gedanke -
dürftest du 's lösen -
mir war er nur Liehe zu dir."
To think of Brünnhilde, from the motive of loving pity and a knowl-
edge of Siegfried's worth, as protecting the unborn hero is a
beautiful thought, but to speak now of this love as that to a
future bridegroom does not seem agreeable nor plausible. Rather,
it lowers the character of Br"unnhilde. If we thirik of her pity
then as pr-eparatory to her nev/ feeling now, connecting it with her
hope expressed to Wo tan , it seems natural enough and pleasing. It
does not seem to me, however, that Wagner v/as just happy in his
expression here, in referring us back rather to the scene with
Siegmund where we were led to think, as also in her confession to
Wotan, that her feeling of love was for Siegmund, tho for the
Wälsungen race in general.

The second speech does not se-jn entirely corni/rehensible
,
either. In the I'irst place it would seem that Wo tan's thou^^ht be-
came clear to her "before it was clear to t?ie ßod himself (cf.
Walktirejj". ) as far as the means to his pun^cise was concerned.
Only in so far as this motive for her protection and strife refer-
red to the Wälsungen race in general, thus including Siegfried to
be sure, can her attitude seem plausible. That she should at that
time, semi -divine tho she was, have felt love for him as nov/ seems
preposterous and incomprehensible.
That Brünnhilde should resist Siegfried's love as com-
pleting her isolation from and punisiment by the god seems con-
vincing and awakens our sympathy. (It reminds one of the same sit-
uation in Hebbel, but her struggle here is more pleasing tho less
tragic.) Knowing, however, that it is her fate to yield, she does
so gradually but entirely, attracted by the vehemence and beauty
in Siegfried's personality. Her nev/ feeling then becomes 00 in-
tense that it prepares us here for her attitude in the scene with
t
Waltrai^e in GOTTilEiDAIiOffiEUilG. Por her v;ider v/o rid view vanishes:
"Trauriges Dunkel
trübt mir den Blick," etc.
and her interest becomes limited and 'so centered in Siegfried that
she becomes indifferent to the weal of the gods, as to her own
fate:
"Lachend musz ich dich lieben;
lachend will ich erblinden; .^^
lachend lass' uns^ verderben -
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Lachend zu Grunde c^hn!
Faiir' hin, Walhalls'
leuchtende Welt!
zer^^ll' in Staub
deine Stolze Burgi
Let' wo?il, prancende
Götter -Pracht.'
Ende in V/onne
,
du ewig Geschlecht.'
Zerreiszt, ihr Eornen,
das Runenseil.'
Götter -Dänin' rung,
dunk'le he rauf I...
Mir strahlt zur Stunde
Siegfried's Stern;
er i st mir eWig, ...
Erb und Eigen, . .
.
leuchtende Liebe,
lachender Tod.'"
The motivation here is by no means clear. One would be inclined
to take the passage to mean simply, that the heavens might fall
for all she cared, fur she was happy in her love. It seems, how-
ever 10 imply that the fall of the gods is conre cted with her
yielding to love, an interpretation that seems unwarranted as far
as an^' motivation is concerned. (0^ does she refer to the break-
ing of the sword?) There is no reason to suppose that her surren-

der Ol" Lhe ring would have been more effective before the deatj-i of
Siegfried than ii proved later. Or are we to think that the pre-
vention of Siegfried's death by her surrender of the ring wuuld
have made possible a new and better era? There i s no development
that shows that to be the case - there is certainly again a lack
of clearness in motivation.
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Motivation in GÖTTEKDÄJ/IMERUUG
Vorspiel. Scene 1.
Wagner has been criticised for the introduction of the
Norn scene, a scene based in part upon the i^DDA. The style is
certainly undramatic fron the modem point of view; for the Noma
do not further the action, nor do they, indeed, make it much
clearer. Tho more mystic than the Greek chorus, and not philo-
sophic, they pt-rform in a way the function of the chorus. They
give us the impression of the absolute certainty of Wo tan's fall,
relating again past events (some of than only hinted before) and
suggesting those to come. The scene is, however, more strictly a
recounting of the events of the drama than is true of the Greek
chorus (wriich rather comments upon than recounts the events of the
drama) and is more in the epic manner.
We have another mention of Wo tan's sacrifice of an eye at
the well of vdsdom (cf. on SIEGFRIED, p.^3-<;^) and the Norn tells
of the making of Wo tan's spear from the V/elt-Esebe, a tree suppos-
ed to sustain the v/orld (cf. Simrock's EDDA, p. 258). There we
are told:
"In langer Zeiten Lauf
zehrte die Wunde den Wald;
falb fielen die Blätter,
dürr darbte der Baum:
traurig versiegte
=____
^
^
'
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des Q,uelies Trank," et,c.
Waener, then, haa chan^ea the myih hy having the spear made I'rom
the ash and connectinc wiih this incident the downfall of the
world. (In the EDDA, it is true, some connection is sugfjested -
Simrock, . 2bb - "between the fall of the tree and Nihelheim: "die
dritte (Wurzel) steht über Niflheim, und unter dieser Wurzel ist
Hwergelmir und Kidhüggr nagt von unten auf an ihr." In Wagner,
however, this connection is not brought out, tho the tree falls
thru Wotan, and Wotan's fall is supposed to "bb precipitated by the
robbery of Albe rich, and suggestion is made of Alberich's previ-
ous distrust -/ii<u^£^, 5c. 3. In RHEIIIGOLD Wotan's guilt began
earlier than his robbery uf the dwarf; that is, with the pawning
of Freia. Now Wagner breaks the unity of action further by con-
necting his guilt, or at least the ultimate cause of his fall,
with the attainment of his power - we were before told that his
doom was due to the breaking of contract, tho it really went back
of that to the sacrifice uf the Goddess of Love for pav er. Tiie
thought of the two incidents is similar but has, nevertheless this
difference that the later incident represents an unfair acquisi-
tion of power while nothing of the sort is implied in the earlier
(un-less we think of wantonness in his doing violence to the ash.
Then the question suggests itself, "What kind of gods were these
before without any power? Does an age of innocence imply that
there was no need of guidance?") On the contrary the runes on the
spear are spoken of as
"Treu berath'ner

Verträge Runen."
The makinc tl-ie spear, then, which insured Wotan' 3 power made
his downfall inevitable and its cause previous to any specified
guilt. (V/e have no reuson to believe that the. v/ound would not
have killed the tree even if he haa been true to contract.)
The withering of the ash makes questionable the value of
all the struggle of the dramas; for, since it is the "all-nourish-
ing", its fall implies not onl;> that of the gods but of the whole
world, tho we do not know how !).ong a time might elapse before that
event. In the EDDA we find such a case, tho a new world arises
and Baldur returns. In the case of the end of the world (and it
is suggested in Brttnnhilde ' speech, "E^iden sah ich die Welt,"
Brünnhilde' s sacrifice and the return of the ring to the Rhine
would seem to be rendered useless. If, however, we understand the
destruction of only the gods, as im^^lied in the earlier speech:
"Verging wie Kauch
der Götter Geschlecht,
lass' ohne Walter
die Welt ich zurück,"
then the r-eturn of the gold would have a value as far as Wo tan's
conscience is concerned in stopping the progress of the wrong tho
it cannot repair all the v/rong that was done (cf. on \KLK15RE, -p,^^'^^
The w^orld has a more hopeful outlook, perhaps, with the death of
each one - except Albe rich - who has craved the gold (cf . below
p. 108).
The comprehension, then, of Wotan's fall d^ends upon the
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epic prolO{^, rather than upon the developne'it of the action of the
drama - an account of an inciuent before the drama began. We muj
look upon his connection with Loge and subsequent predicaments as
only a means, perhaps, of hastening the catastrophe, his own will
then hastening it still more b:y the cutting down of the ash and
the preparation of the pyre. (The time of Wo tan's connection with
Loge is subsequent to the making of the spear.)
The connection between the curse and the end of the world
"Aus Neid und Noth
ragt mir des Nibelungen Ring:-
ein rächender Plueh
nagt meiner ?äden Geflecht,"
has been discussed above (-fj^ ^'j^yj Kös tlin (pp . 55-56) jus tly objects
that the fall of the gods should not d^end upon a little ring;
that is, that the ring story should be a part of that of the fall
of the gods instead of the reverse state of affairs. He questions
the sufficiency of the guilt of the gods, having in mind the rob-
bery of the dwarf, to which he adds Wo tan's subsequent course;
e.g. the manipulation of Siegmund and Sieglinae to afford suffi-
cient justification for the gods' doom. In part I agree with him
but think he has failed to notice the previous guilt in Wotan's
forfeiture of the Goddess of Love and Youth. With Golther {y d'r)
I should grant to the story a certain unity of thought (with
lapses; e.g. see on KEEINGOLD , . a / ), in that Wotan's career and
downfall are in harmony with his selfish desire for power and dis-
regard 01 the spirit of love. I should not, as Köstlin, charac-
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terize i t as merely lack of proportion in the two stories but
rather an in cungrui t:>' with facts, since Wo tan ' s fall does not
really depend upon the curse. The eiqjhasis is placed there, how-
ever, by the reiterated statement of such a fact and, as pointed
out (p.^S ) the reader does receive such an impression.
Scene 2,
The epic element is again predominant when Brünnhilde
sends Siegfried out merely to seek new deeds. Some excuse is
found perhaps in the fact that this is a prolog rather than a part
of the drama proper, but nevertheless it is to be presented on the
stage in close connection with the rest. We find here essential 1;;,
a beginning rather than a motivation of events.
Another st^ in the ring tragedy is made, however, in
Siegfried's presentation to Brünnhilde of the fateful ring. There
is also a hinted motivation for Siegfried's later misfortunes in
his inability to benefit by her advice:
"nicht zürne, wenn dein Lehren
mich unbelehret lieszl"
This was characteristic of him in SIEGFRIED in his attitude toward
learning fear, tho there his aversion to Mime must have aided his
resistance, conscious or unconscious, to the feeling. iiere , if we
may Judge by the older versions as regards the amount Brünnhilde
tried to impart, it is no wonder that Siegfried felt burdened.
Wagner showea good Judgment in omitting the runes, as the inci-
dent is essentially undramatic and unappealing.

lb
Act I , Scene 1
.
The motives for the following action lie in the charac-
ters of Gunther and Hägen - in Gunther 's vunit^' or desire for fam^
which Hägen is not slow to make use of and has no doubt "been in
the hahit of cultivating:
"deinem Rath nur red* ich Lob,
frag' ich dich nach meinem Ruhm." Hagen' s purpose
iö, of course, revealed later. His knowledge of the outside v/orld
is traditional tho here v/e may suppose him to have obtained it
from his feither.
The plan to win Siegfried, and thru him Brünnhilde, is,
naturally, pure intrigue and redounds little to the credit of
Gutrune, as well as to G%ither and Hägen.
The arrival of Siegfried is motivated to a certain extent
in his desire to perform deeds and his apparent knowledge of Gun-
ther'o strength. To Hagen's question as to where; he is going, he
replies:
"Zu Gibich's starkem Sohne."
Hebbel because of his different plan is able to offer a more def-
inite motivation in Siegfried's knowledge of Kriemhild's beauty
and his desire to win her.
Scene 2..
The second scene brings the entrance of Siegfri-d, de-
manding combat or friendship. The former request seems more in
keeping with his character as we have seen it, tho he is supposed
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tü be a peaceful, or at any rate good-natured, hero, and in the
preceding drama was desirous of friendship. Their exchanf^e of
oaths seems, nevertheless, precipitate, tho we understand Gunther's
motive and are familiar with Siegfried's impetuosity.
"Des Schatzes vergasz icji fast:
so schätz ich sein müss*ges Gull"
ma^ illustrate his impetuosity, tho the second line seems to me
rather forced. The fact of his passing such a judgment hardly
implies naivet&, tho it shows still his independence and his free-
dom from the influence of the common opinion. Siegfried's knowl-
edge of the form of the oath, etc. implies some lapse of time and
some experience since his parting from Brünnhilde, too.
The use of the potion here to me, aj to many critics,
seems an artificial and inconsistent motivation, andlSso from a
psychological standpoint, since the result is in immediate and
direct contrast to the feeling Siegfried has just expressed and
to his pledge of fidelity to Brünnhilde. Wagner introduced purely
magic interference without any consideration of harmony with char-
acter, thinking by that means to save the nobility of Siegfried's
character but he does not succeed in making the scene or Sieg-
f reed's character in this respect convincing. The effect of the
potion is, of course, not in harmony with our conception of his
character, nor does time elapse to account for any change. The
incongruity is, moreover, made more pronounced by the later potion
Or are ?/e to think of Siegfried as a conceited fickle fellow who
can at any time change his mind and become faithless without men-
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tal pain or stru^^ele? Wagner, of cuurse, does not intend us to
think so. Or we may say that in his inexperience or naivet^; he
unconsciously follows the impulse of the moment, unthinkinc a,s far
as wrong to others is concerned? The return of his feeling thru
the second potion makes this, too, improbable. Wa(^er does not
trouble himself to make the action grow out of the characters but
contents himself with miracles.
Meinck (p. 268) supports Moritz Wirth (MUSIKALISCHES WOCH-
ENBLATT lööö, Nr. 17-23) in speaking of Siegfried's death as due
to his failure to recall Brünrihilde's rune for protection against
magic. Wirth says, "Es entspricht dies ganz seiner Hatur seinen
Verstand nur dann anzustrengen, wenn er ein Bedürfnis dazu fühlt
oder vor sich sieht. Ein solches la^^ber in dem Augenblicke, als
ihm Brünnhilde ihre Lehren und Vorsichtsmaszregeln für den Zug in
die Welt mitteilte, nicht vor; von allem blieb nichts in ihm haf-
ten, und so hat er es vergessen, wo er sich dessen erinnern will..
Aus ihjn selbst, genau wie unsere Vorstellungen vom Drama es er-
langen, geht also das Unheil hervor, v/elchem er zuletzt anheim-
fällt." All that is a sufficient explanation for a fairy story or
epic style but does not seem to me a convincing motivation for a
drama. As far as this circumstance is concerned at least, Sieg-
fried's death is due to his misfortune rather than his fault, and
is sad but not tragic. (Brünnhilde says in SIEGERIEL.'S TOD:
"was du mir nahmst, nützest du nicht, -
deinem muthigen Trotz vertrautest du nur."
In the final version we have no attitude of disrespect for her
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knowledce, but it wuuld be more natural for Siegfried to depend
upon his strencth and couiace , rather than to try to learn a long
list of rules for his protection. In mytholocy and in i'ouqui we
find runes against magic and advice concerning fidelity to friends
ana oaths and association with women, etc. ad infinitum. The rune
against magic is, of course, the one needed as all his misconduct
is dependent upon that rather than himself, - and that motivation
we have just discussed. )
His desire to win Gutrune at once, as soon as he is con-
scious of his new feeling is in accord with his impetuosity, but
the form that it takes - exactly in keeping with Gun the r' s wishes-
would seem^ deliberate on the part of the author, were it not for
the fact that we may regard Siegfried as oO filled with this de-
sire himself that it is the most natural question:
"Hast du, Gunther, ein Weib?"
The a_uestion, of course, leads at once to Gunther's disclosure of
his desire and Siegfried's offer of assistance.
Köstlin (p. 58) justifies Siegfried's death on the plea,
"i^inmal ist Siegfried von Schuld nicht frei, er verübte Gewaltthat
una List gegen Brünrihilde, als er sie durch den Tarnhelm für Gun-
ther zu gewinnen unternahm," as also from the fact that it is com-
mon in life that people die as victims of deceit. The latter
statement is true enough but the former statement needs a little
further consideration. It is true that he did exercise violence
and the affair is not in accordance with modern ideas. It is true
that in both Wagner and Hebbel Siegfried in this affair had blunt

sensibilities as i'ur as 13rünrihilde was concerned, but it is also
true that in both cases the youth iiad no I'eeiin/^ of guilt in the
matter (in V/agner we may suppose him in his simplicity to have no
criterion ol' rigl^it and wrong in the matter), and his motive was
commendable - that of service to one to whom he liad made the vow
of friendship. , at a period, too, when we may suppose such service
from friend to friend to have occupied a more important part in
life than now. In both the hero has held an altitude of honor
toward her as far as his own consciousness is concerned - in Heb-
bel from the fact that he does not greet where he cannot woo and
In Wagner in his use of his sword to preserve his faith to Gunther.
In Hebbel Siegfried has more contempt for Brünnhilde' s personality
tho he does not appeal to this as reason for his willingness to
perform the deed. The deed, the eJTployrnent of strength, is in
both cases a matter of course. There is, however, a decided dif-
ference in motivation in the two poets. In Wagner this episode
is the pretext for Hägen act and that in part is true in Hebbel
-
to a certain extent he is a victim in both cases. In the latter,
however, his first act which was voluntary - not motivated by
magic - leads inevitably to his second. There he does have a cer-
tain feeling of guilt, some consideration for Brünnhilde as well
as Kriemhilde, but now is forced by a tragic necessity to perform
in his second contest a deed that, leads to his own destruction -
a tool again perhaps but not without his own moital struggle.
The fact that Hägen refrains from the oath leaves him
free to perform his wicked deed from motives ostensibly good -

to the mind of Gunther and Brünrüiilde - without breokin,- a faith
sacred to the Gennc<.nic mind.
At the cloae ol' the scene we find Getrune rejoicing in
the ^rosi.ect of winning Siec^ried, unashamed of the means, and
Hägen glorying in the success of his schemes and in the ho^e of
th-e ring and consequent power.
Scene 3.
Waltraute' 3 account to Brünnhilde presents oncc more the
situation of Wo tan (his career is presented in the epic manner
thruout this drama, tho here a natural opportunity is offered for
the account). Wotan is solemnly awaiting, or even hastening, the
end, smiling only once - presumably when Siegfried wakened Br"unn
hilde - indifferent to all supplication, filling all with fear.
Again, however, a glimmer of hope comes to him as he v/hispers to
Waltraut-e
:
"des tiefen Rheines Töchtern
gäbe den Ring sie zurück,
von des Fluches Last
erlöst wär» Gott und Welt."
What then does Wotan mean? Is he still trying to escape his fate
or does he mean that a peaceful end v/ould then bepossible? Con-
cerning the effectiveness of release from the curse, comment has
been made above (p. and on WALKÜRE (p.^^'-'^^y.
The demand made upon Brünnhilde is to her, however, im-
possible of fulfilment. She cannot see the value or justice of
it. She seems no longer to have comprehension of the impending

I'all of the gods. In frifjht she asks:
"Was ist' 3 mit den ewicen Göttern?"
and again sa;ys:
"Welch ban t; er Träume Mären
meldest du traurige mirl
nicht fasa' ich, was ich erfalire.
Wirr una wüst
scheint mir dein Sinn."
Whatever the situation, however, she cannot rise to the sacrifice
of her love and selfishly refuses to consider others, to perform
the mission assigned her - not out oi greed for gold, nor for any
power it might "bring, but for personal hai^piness, including never-
tl'aLass, a feeling of loyalty to Siegfried:
"Mehr als Walhall*3 Wonne,
mehr als der Ewigen Ruhm -
ist mir der Ring:
ein Blick auf sein helles Gold,
ein Blitz aus dem hehren Glanz -
gilt mir werther
als aller Götter
ewig währendes Glück]
denn selig aus ihm
leuchtet mir Siegfried's Liebe."
In being true to her love, then, she sins against the broader con-
ception of love, and we fina the individual in clash with the g Ni-
eral weal. It is similar to the case of Johanna where a laudable

bJ
personal feeling ia regarded as wronc in conflict with a misaiun -
with this difference that Brünnhilde has not accepted theraisjion,
tho she is in a measure conscious of it. She defends her position
placing the blame on others (and it helon^is there), recardinc
the demand as a taking away of sumethinc rightfull;^' belonging to
her
:
"die Liebe liesze ich nicirit,
mir nähjnen nie sie die Liebe -
«
stürzt auch in Trümmern
Walhall's strahlende Prachti"
Heedless of the reproach of perfidy, she exclaims:
"den Ring entführest du mir nichti"
What she does not perform of her own free will, however,
she performs later from force of circumstances, or rath-^r she
gives up ring and life when they no longer have any charm for her.
"But is that an:> credit to her, is that self-sacrificing or re-
#
deeming love?" has been asked.
#
Wagner in a letter to Roeckel, Jan. 25, 1854, in speaking
of Brünrjhilde ' s loyalty to her love does not think of it ad sel-
fish (consciously or unconsciously) in any degree, but this is the
love thru which, together with Siegfried, she becomes the redeemer
of the world.' His own interpretation is a lower ideal of love,
and his ideal here seems in conflict with his gospel of renuncia-
tion (inserted, of course, later).

The lutt er part ol' the scene presents the car in, out
uf Siecl'ri ed' d promise lü Gunther in the conquest of Brünnhilde,
ana the transfer of the rinc to Siecfried aguin. Are we to regard
this as the fmlfilment of the curse upon Brünnhilde? True, she
has desired the rin^:;, hut plan was made for hex' conquest "before
her refusal to give i c up - tho not before she has desired it. The
surrender of the ring would probably not have prevented the con-
quest tho it mi^t have prevented the catastrophe to the human
characters. The scheme was concocted before Hägen knew that Brünn-
hilde had the ring but was, of course, a pretext for Siegfried's
death thru which he hoped to secure the ring. She would, then,
probably have been overcome without ever having had the ring.
That she did have it, however, and thereby learned from Waltraute
Wotan' s need forms motivation for her final return uf the ring to
the Rhine maids.
BrünrJriilde ' ^ view of the matter:
"Wo tan, ergrimm ter
grausamer GottJ
Wen 'I Nun erseh' ich
der Strafe Sinn:
zu Hohn und Jammer
jag' st du mich hin.'"
would no t b e consistent with Wotan 's attitude of inactivity.
Siegfried gives evidence of his intended good faith in
his speech:
"Nun, Nothung, zeuge du.
It
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daaz ich in Züchten warh:
meine Treue wahrend dan i^ruder,
trenne mich von seinem Weihi"
The use of the mt^ic Tarnhelm does not make the deed aeom
improbable, for we are even told that it concealed most of ihe
hero's face, or rather that the hero feared it had not entirely
concealed his face.
The fact that the fire still surrounded the rock has been
objected to as untrue to mythology. The same case is found, how-
ever, in the Y^lsungadaga and may be thv^ught of as symbolical of
the protection of Brünnhilde' s maidenhood - as well as a part of
the nature myth.
Act II , Scene 1.
In the first scene of the second act the conversation be-
tween Alberich and Hägen makes clear Hägen 's superior knowledge,
his true feeling toward the Gibichungen and desire for the ring.
Wagner has chosen to represent Hägen as in sleep, from the old
superstition that the elf comes to one asleep causing nightmare
(of. Meinck, pp. 311-^) Albericn relates Wotan's absurd defeat
by a mor tal and consequent helplessness. He relates, too, Sieg-
fried's conquests and says:
"jede Gev/alt
hat er gewonnen;
Walhall und Nibelheim
neigen sich ihm - "
a fact that is true to this extent, ihat he has a possession they
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are seeking.
Alberich'3 as:3ertiori:
"an den furchtlosen Helden
erlahmt seihst mein Fluch:
denn nicht weisz er des Ringes Werth,
zu nichts nützt er
die neidlichste Macht"
seems to me consistent with the facts of the case as they should
be but not just as they are represented in Siegfried's conversa-
tion with the Khine maias. Siegfried relates there tie prophecy
concerning the ring, but still does not mlue it and should remain
free from the curse. As regards the result of his knowledge of
the baneful effect of tht; ring discussion will be given later.
We receive further hint as to Hägen' s plan:
"Zu seinem Verderben
dient er mir schon,"
as also concerning Albe rich's machinations. He has managed to
have in the midst of the enemy and in the guise of a friend an
instrument, a son of brave lineage thru his mother and shrewdness
thru his father - a son into whom he has instilled a desire to ac-
complish his (Albe rich's) purpose, so that Hägen in turn uses
those about him to come into contact, thru them, with Siegfried.
We may imagine that he would have accomplished this, even if the
hero had not of his own accord arrived on the scene. If, then, we
regard the suggestion that Albe rich should not roaain helpless if
he could have a son as a pro^^hecy of these events, it may be ac-
ii
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cepted. To accept.
,
however, !.he mere fact ol" tho dwarf's having
a son as a proper motivation would still seem forced. In addition
waa needed the rißlit environment to make that fact of value.
Scene 2.
The second scene is for the most part episodical, tho it
gives the author a cliance to relate naturally the manner of trans-
fer of Erünrihilde from Siegfried to Gunther. Gutrune has some
natural scruples about Siegfried's part in the conquest, but her
suspicions are allayed his explanations and, as in the other
accounts, her admiration for his x^rowesa is enhanced.
Preparations are ordered for the reception of the bridal
pair, Gutrune's attitude suggesting that of Hebbel's Kriemhild.
Gutrune says:
"Laszt sie uns hold empfah'n,
dasz heiter und gern sie weilel"
In Hebbel ws have a more vivid impression in a charming scene
representing the welcome.
Scene 3.
Hägen* s summons of Gunther' s men provides witnesses for
the following scene and increases the necessity for revenge and
the restoration of Gunther 's honor. However, the mariner of the
summons and the effect upon the men seem incongruous in view of
the occasion, as does also his characterization of Brün .hilde as
"freisliches Weib" (unless recalling her career as Valkyria). His
manner, however, has consistency with his faithless character.

Hi3 setjminß joke chances to quite the opposite in the Tollo-Aring
scene. Already he aucgesta the ex^ ectecL turn or alTairs:
"Hold seid der Herrin,
helfet ihr treu:
traf sie ein Leid,
rasch seid zur Rache."
His revelation of Siegfried's having lent assistance nakes his
only plea that of disloyalty and places Siegfried entirely in the
position of a wronged man, (cf. p, q2)
Scene 4.
The catastrophe is greatly hastened by Brttnnhilde's im-
mediate discovery of the ring on Siegfried's finger and her con-
sequent accusation. That he had not ronoved the ring from sight
is not surprising, in view of the rapid course of events and his
ahsorhing interest in his ov/n love - tho this ahsorption is merely
suggested in his swift return and immediate inq,uiry for Cxutrune.
Wliy Siegfried is not puzzled at receiving his om ring from Brünn-
hilde "becomes a query. He should he conscious of tvvo facts: that
he has a ring which he took from her and that the ring he has is
one which he won with the Tarnhelm. Why he never expresses any
consciousness of the mystery is surprising. There is, of course,
little time given for reflection and hemight naturally refrain
from expression of surprise in Brtinnhilde's presence hut he seems
later on, too, to take the ring as a matter of course. The potion
does not seem quite to settle thje difficulty since it was supposed
to make him forget merely his earlier relation with Brünnhilde.
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If we accept, however, a aecond lapse of memory as well
as a first, we find a highly dramatic scene filled with contrasts-
or intended contradictions. The courses of tv/o people are made
to croas each otlier and "bring about the anni liilati on of "both -
both characters in the rir;ht as in Hebbel but with this difference
that here the conflict does not grow out of their characters - is
not inevitable, but is arranged by the author as deus ex machina.
It is true that in life a wicked intriguer may force each of two
innocent people thru mutual misunderstanding to destroy the happi-
ness of the other but we then expect mental suffering on the part
of both. The conflict cannot but seem here unnatural and forced
from its very superabundance of contradictions.
Brünnhilde hao ample evidence of Siegfried's guilt in her
remembrance of their former relation and in Gunther 's confusion
when she asks,
"Wo bärgest du den Ring,
den du von mir erbeutest?"
Siegfried, however, conscious of his sincere intent admits his
part in the contest, pleading innocence, however, of perfidy.
Hägen *s mention of Siegfried's part in the contest above was not
in any way to Siegfried's discredit - a variation from Rau^^ach,
with v^iom Hebbel in a measure agrees, where the whole matter c ernes
as a vivid shock to the public v^t-nin the drama. In each case the
charge hinges upon his loyalty toward Brtlnnhilde and toward Gun-
ther. Here he has only an unconscious guilt, in Hebbel a guilt
forced upon him by circumstances but one that he caj-mot entirely
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ahake off, and in Raupach, a guilt that we will all admit from his
low ideal of morality-, a guilt tlnxt does not, riowever, mak-j the
stor;> more palatable.
Here, Siegfried exclaims:
"Hört, oh ich Treue brach.'
Blut braider Schaft
hab' ich Gunther geschworen
i
Nothung, mein werthes Schwert,
wahrte der Treue Eid;
mich trennte seine Schärfe
von diesem traurigen Weib,"
while Brünhhilde having in mind his earlier visit makes repl:,:
"Wohl kenn' auch die Scheide,
darin so wonnig
ruht' an der Wand
Kothung, der treue ?reund,
als die Traute sein Herr sich gefrei't."
The hero is put on the defensive here before Gutrune a second
time, - in Raupach and Hebbel only before the quarrel:
"Treulos, Siegfried,
sännest du Trug?
Bezeuge, dasz falsch
^ ene dich zeiht.' "
The scene results in an oath, as in Raupach and Hebbel,
and in Siegfried's relation to Hagen we have a touch of tragic
irony that reminds one slightly of the situation in Hebbel. Here
Siegfried says, taking oath on Hap:en's spear:

"Wo micli Scharfes schneidet,
'
i
!
schneide du mi cii
;
wo der Tod mich trifft,
treffe du mich;
klagte das Weih dort wahr," etc.
and it all only too terribly "brought to pass. In Hebbel, the
tra-gic irony is yet more striking in that Hägen skilfully leads
Siegfried to characterize himself unconociously as a villain de-
serving of the death that soon comes to him.
In Wagner, as in Hebbel, the first suggestion of Sieg-
fried's death comes from Hägen, the in the latter Brttnnhilde
assumes that outcome as absolutely a matter of course. In Wagner
she is dimlj conscious that the hero does not recognize her:
"Siegfried ... kennt mich nicht?"
and her desire for revenge is mingled with something of pathos,
since she regards the situation as part of her punishment inflict-
ed by the gods:
"Heilige Götter I . .
.
Lehrt ihr mich Leiden
wie keiner sie litt?
Schuft ihr nur Schmach
wie nie sie geschmerzt?
Ptathet nun Rache,
wie nie sie geras'tl
i
Zündet mir Zorn
v/ie nie er gezähmt.'
[

Heiszet Brünnhild'
ihr Herz zu zertrechen,
den zu zertrüininern
der sie "betrog."'
Her feeling of the inexp licatility of the situation - a feeling
that there vms something needing explanation - is not unnatural
from her earlier acquaintance with Siegfried a-nd in view uf her
relation to the gods. That she should reflect upon this and still
resolve upon his death seems less natural, hut it is made reason-
able "by Hägen' 3 interpretation of the case.
Siegfried has not re the understanding of k man nature
that served him in his relation to Mime, tut there doubtless he
had learned to judge thru his years of association with the smith.
He sa;; s now:
"Gönnt ihr Weil' und Ruh',
der ¥/ilden 5'elsen - i'rau,
dasz die freche Wuth sich erlege ...
Loch Prauengroll
friedet sich bald."
Ki s judgment is, of course, clouded too by his f orgetfulness of
past events. His characterization of the scene as "Weiber - Ge-
keif" recalls Fouqu^ and Kaupach and suggests Hebbel.
That he still does not feel any compunctions of conscience
concerning the deceit is shown in his speech to Gunther:
"Glaub', mehr zürnt's mich als dich,
dasz schJ.üCht ich sie getäuscht ; Uc
.

der Tarnhelui dünkt mich fast,
hat halb mich nur gehelt
dasz ich es gewann
dankt gewisz noch das Weih."
Scene 5.
In Brttnnhilde's attitude toward the proposed death of
Siegfried we do not have such a feeling of absolute necessity as
in Hebbel. As suggested above, she feels conscious of some ex-
ternal force:
"Welches Zaubers Rath
regte diesz auf?
Wo ist nun mein Wissen
gegen diesz Wirrsal?"
She feels, however, helpless in her effort to solve the problem,
and not having any way to establish Siegfried's innocence she is
obliged to believe his shameful deceit and to demand revenge.
That the fact that Brtinnhilde has imparted her knowledge
to Siegfried should deprive her of her wisdom might seem at first
purely mythical motivation (and it has mythical basis) but it
seems reasonable that new interests should make old ones grow dim.
She expresses an idea similar to that expressed by Hägen
in Hebbel, but with a somewhat different turn:
"in seiner Macht hält er die Ifegi:
in seinen Banden
faszt er die Beute,
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die, Jammernd ot ihrer Schmach,
jauchzend der rciciie verschenkt I"
(In the KNTWURi^ and in SIEüjj'RIEDS TOD she says:
"Du übermüthicer Held,
wie hieltest du mich gehanntl")
She refers, however, to her helplesönesö in taking revenge, while
Hagen refers rather tu Siegfried's irresistible attraction for
her, a feeling that had to be satisfied by the hero's death since
her love v/as spurned. The idea that she has been trars ferred as a
chattel is present here too as in Hebbel where s'ne regards herself
as the despised "Pfennig."
Her adniiration for Siegfried remains in spite of her
bitterness and causffi her to be contemptuous of Hägen. 's plan-
"Ein einz 'ger ' cK
- das selbst durch die Lügengestalt
leuchtend strahlte zu mir -
deinen besten Muth
machte er bangen I n
and again:
"Eid und Meineid -
mttssige Acht.'
l^ch Stärk' rem späh'
,
deinen Speer zu waffnen,
willst du den^Stärks ten bestehn •"
Brtinrihilde ' s speech:
"Iii cht eine Kunst

war mir iDekannt,
,
di^ zum Heil nicht half seinem Leib'.'
Unwissend zähmt' ihn
mein ZauberS>4^el^
das ihn nun vor V/ünden gewahr t"
is another use of magic motive, not out of hamion^y with the hero's
om. spirit, however. We feel that it is not necessary, but is
made acceptable b^ the fact th-at Brünnhilde was Wotarfs mrrior
maid, and also by its incompleteness:
"Niemals - das wuszt' ich -
wich er dem i'eind,
nie reicht' er ihm fliehend den Rückent
an ihm d'rum spart' ich den Segen."
This solution makes the hero more attractive to me than that of
Hebbel, but the latter was more suitable for Hebbel' s purpose and
gave opportunity to make a more plausible hero of Hägen, v/hile
here the latter is a mfe erable intriguer. In Hebbel, tOv^, Sieg-
fried's invulnerability was in accord v/ith his character.
The character of Gunther is, it is true, vveak in all ac-
counts but here his morality suffers more than in other versions.
In J'ouqufc, and in Raupach in the earlier scenes, he is b:,' no
means attractive - - in the former quite unattractive since he
becomes eager for Siegfried's death but it is after a long and
hopeless äbruggle to pacify Brünnhilde. In Hebbel, as in Raupach,
he protests vigorously against the sacrifice of his friend and
feels his own humili^tinjpart . In Hebbel he never re'all:> consents,

tho he feels compelled by circumstances and does not hi nder. in
Wa^jntr he is not the champion oi" his ba'ielactur but., while he
recognizes his own guilt, regarda himaelf as thu victim of ueceil,
accepting the assertion of Hägen and Brünnhilde rather than be-
lieving Siegfried'^ oath. In rhetorical i>hraaes he even ai-i^eals
to Hägen for aid:
"Betrüger ich - und betrogen.'
Verräther ich - und verrathenJ
Zermalmt mir das Mark,
zerbrecht mir die Brust!
Hilf, KagenJ
Hilf meiner Mirl"
(In Fouqufe, too, he v/as distrustful of Siegfried at the time of
the conquest, but unsuccessful himself he entered into the arrange-
ment with Siegfried only under protest, at his mother's instiga-
tion, and feels the strange effect of the magic exchange of form.)
In V/agner Gunther shudders at tiB breaking of the oath.
(In Eouqufe too he on thjit account as in Northern mythology finds a
substitute.) It is chiefly the oath Y/hich troubles him here, mo r«
over, and when Hägen plays upon his desire for gain - a desire
that the latter has already suggested to him in the first scene -
he yields without much protest. V/agner, of course, illustrates
again the coitral thought of the dramas b^ bringing Gunther under
the curse, but he lowers his character. In the NILBELUlIGIdJ LIED
Hägen suggests to him th-at he could have more power if Siegfried
were out of the way, but v*re do not look upon that as an important

influence.
In all versions ol" the story the wonder is that so wcuk
a character shoula enjoy so much Tame, but in Fouqufe, Raupach and
Hebbel we have more idea uf his own love of conquest and hear more
01" his rowess in contest with others of mere mortal strencth. His
fame was doubtless augmented, too, by his position of power and
by the support of Hägen. In Wagner, he i-cknowledges his indebt-
edness to Hägen in the opening scene, and v/e find the same si tua
tion,due to a nobler motive on Hägen' s part, in Raupach arid Hebbel
The deception of Gudrune furnishes t?ie pretext for the
hun t
.
Act III
,
Scene I.
Shortly before his death Siegfried is givtn a chance to
return the ring to the Rhine and thus remove Hägen 's motive for
killing him - tho not Brünnhilde* s unless Hägen should arrange the
difficulties. IJow he is represented as subjected to the curse,
from which Alberich told us he was free:
"denn nicht weisz er
des R^^Ages Werth,
zu nichts nützt er
die neidlichste Macht."
Ke did remember and quotes now the promise concerning the ring,
however, but it did not allure him:
"der Welt Erbe
gev/ann mir ein Ring:
für der Minne Gunst

lüO
miss' ich ihn gern."
lie does not ^ et covet the ring for itself or wliat it will bring
was even atout to give it. up until he was threatened. Ke was con-
scious "before of the curse upon the gold - tho not especially
upon the ring - but, had no reason to fear it since he J'iad not de-
served it, and he has not jet, as far ao he knows (and is there
unconscious guilt?). It does not alter the situation, as fur as
his deserts are concerned or his occasion for fear, that he is
told more specifically that the one who made the ring and lost it
had cursed it:
"zu zeugen den Tod
den, der ihn trüg'".
There is nothing said here of a wrong done to the Rhine maids and
his opport-unity and consequent duty of restoring it to its right-
ful owners. The ranark is made that it was of Rhine gold but
nothing is said about the vow thru which it was taken. The only
wrong implied is one to the maker of the ring and one who did not
understand the whole s tor^" would naturally suppose that to him
restitution should be made. Only an artificial and enigmatic
motivation is given:
"Nur seine Pluth
sühnet den Fluch.
"
Plow should Siegfried know th^at thi 3 is not merel^^ a scheme to
obtain the ring? That i^'afner's speech has not caued him to pay
A
attention to this warning is explained below (p. 102). I can see
no reason why Siegfried should not have the same feeling of secur-
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it: as formerly.
Meinck, p. 6'6, sa^ a the maids did not at first receive
the rinGJ"v/eil nur ein V/IS3iIND>IR den Rinc vom P-l-uche befreien
kann." This success in freein^j from the curse has been discussed
(on WALKÜRE, p. 2 4 ), But he must be a knower of what? is a [jer-
tinent question. Is not a consciousness of guilty possession
necessary, in order thctt such a curse raaj really be & curse - or
prove efficacious? That he has no reason to feel. He obtained
the ring fairly (he seems to have in mind only the first tine he
won the ring), does not know of the r-bbery and can justly cast
aside threats even indignantly. There is, hov/ever, an element in
his character that seems to suggest love of power - or rather of
independence - not because of any ring but because of his own
merit. He goes farther th-an the mere defiance of the maids and a
superstition which the:; are trying to impose. Siegfried says in
SIEGPEIEDS TOD:
"Eurem ?luche fliehe ich nicht,
noch weich' ich der Nomen Gewebel
Wozu mein Muth mich mahnt,
das ist mir ürgesetz, -
und was mein Sinn mir ersieht,
das ist mir so bestijnmt,"
in reply to the mermaids' warning:
"Ihn (den Fluch) flochten webende E'-'rnen
in des Urgesetzes Seil."
That warning is omitted in the last version in this connection,

however, tVio it would or should have come nearer to ßivinc him
some feelinc of responsibility. The attitude is preserved, huw-
i
ever, since he seems in some way to ha\ e become conscious of the
spear which he shattered and is willing to pit himself against
fate (but does not even that rest upon a consciousness, in refer-
' ence to the curse at least, of an innocence that Justifies him?):
"Mein Schwert 2 erschwang einen Speer:
-
des Urgesetzes
ewiges Seil,
flochten sie wilde
Flüche hinein,
Nothung zerhaut es den Kornenl"
I
I
Again, in speaking of Pafner^s v/arning against the curse, Sieg-
I
fried seems to consider the world in conspiracy to teach him fear
i
and says:
"doch das Fürchten lehrt er mich nichtl'
His attitude toward Fafner and toward fear in general is consist-
ent thruout. The fact th^t the first suggestion came from Mime,
of whom he h^ad a profound distrust, was sufficient to impress Ui^on
his mind the importance of resistance to any sujh feeling - his
resistance was of course innate anyway. I can see no guilt, or
reason for his being subjected to the curse, other than a courage
that tends perhaps toward presump.ti on.
Life that was saved thru fear would be, moreover, con-
j
temptible, intolerable to him. In SIEGFRIilDS TOD he says:
"Nun sollt' ich selbst mich entmannen,
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mit dem Rinc verthun meinen MuLh"
arid in tiie lust version:
"Denn Leben und Leib
- sollt' ohne Lieb'
in der Purcht Bande
barig ich sie fesseln -
Leben und Leib -
seht! so
werf ich sie v;eit von mir!"
The connection of the second line is U no means clear. I
It seems to fall out of a clear sky. Siegfried has not given
evidence of any high conception of love. Indeed, his attitude
tov/ard the Rhine maids hais lowered our opinion of hJ. s conception.
Wagner, of course, (cf. his letter to Roeckel, Jan. ^5, 1854)
regarded the union of man and woman thru love as fonning the per-
fect human being, in that each is a complement to the other, and
making possible, thus, the the redemption. He certainly does not
present his idea in any convincing light, however.
If, köÄe^rer", one accepts the Khine maids' warning as
sufficiently clear, then Siegfried may perhaps, as Brünnhilde, be
regarded as declining a mission that it was his duty to perform.
Meinck (p. 62) taxes a view similar to this: "Allein der Pluch htu
hat an ihm nur so lange keine Macht, als der Held von der unheil-
vollen Bedejitung des Hanges noch keine Kenntnis hat. Ifenn so lange
er in Ui'iwissenhei t über den R'^rig bleibt, kann es ihm auch nicht
als Schuld anierechnst werden, dasz er ihn an seiner Hand behält

lU4
und unbekümmert und sorclos seiner Wege ceht. Sobald er aber
diese Bedtu'.unc des R^ncea weisz und ihn trützdera nicht forf;iebt,
macht er sich dadurch derselben Schuld teilhart ic wie früher
seine Braut Brünnhilde." I should not lay the sLreas on t?i e
"unheilvolle BedeOtunc" as far aa he himself was concerned, how-
ever; for the rinc -i^Jaa proved powerless to rouse in him any pas-
sion of covetbiousness and that wuuld then be an external motivc».--
tion. His case is not similar to that of Brünnhilde, since she
was conscious of the necessity of the gods. Siegfried interprets
the maid's warning as referring to himself, not to mankind that
he is to save. It appeals to him therefore not as a mission but
as a threat to yield to which would be a disgrace to his bravery,
anu to defy which would prove his courage. Wagner in his ElJTVrURF
says concerning thi s p oint , "£r hat schuldlos die Schuld der Götter
übernommen, ihr Unrecht büszt er an sich durch seinen T^'otz, seine
Selbstständigkeit." But how can one expiate a thing of #iich one
is not guilty, and if it is truly expiation must one not be con-
scious of it as such? Siegfried lias been ccnpared to Christ,
but the latter felt burdened with a mission for others.
The further accusations of the mermaids Siegfried natur-
ally cannot understand, and as the maids approached him in a some-
what piquant manner as if trying to inveigle him into granting t} fe
their wish, he thinks thsm not ¥/or.th heeding:
"Im Wasser wie am Lande
lernt' icii>xnun Weiber art:
Y/er nicht ihr^m Schjneicheln traut,

den schrecken sie mit Drcn'n;
wer dem nun kühnlich trotzt,
dem kormnt danrt ihr Keifen dran."
The ena of hi 3 speech:
"trüg' ich nicht Gutrun' Treu',
der zieren Frauen eine
hätt' ich. mir frisch gezähmt I"
impresses rae as heinc rather common, and lends a little color to a
strain of fickleness in his disposition.
Scene Ii.
The second potion administered "by Hägen furnished to the
spectators within the play some justification as avenging a per-
Jur^ confessed, and to a certain extent responds to a feeling on
the part of the reaaer tiiat Siegfried should not die in a false
relation. Yet this second potion from a dramatic view makes Sieg-
fried's character improbable as it has no i^sychological consist-
ency. Again his conduct is directly contradictory to his feeling
shortly before.
As regards the consistency of Siegfried's death discuss-
ion has been given above.
Seen e 3
,
The third scene represents Gutrune's anxiety about Sieg-
fried's failure to return and her fear of Brünnhilde, then the re-
turn of the hunting party and Hägen ' s cruel announcement, Gutrune's
reproach of Gunther, the latter's reproach of Hägen, with Hägen '
s
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confession. His onl: justification is:
"Meinem Speer war er cespart,
j
"bei dem er Meineid sprach,"
a pretext whicii he u^es also to gain possession of the ring, kill-
j
ing Gunther wiio tries to prevent it. Siegfried's uplifted arm
I
' then oolves the plot in an artificial v/ay, preventing Hägen from
j
securing the ring. That such incidents are well known in folk
lore does not make this convincing. On the other hand how is thäs
interference to he regbsrded? - Other than from Wo tan? And in
that case wh^ is he more j^^tified now tha.n "before in interfering?
V/hy could he not have avoided all this sacrifice of others and re-
turned the ring earlier as well as now? Two contradictions of
earlier motivation are added, then, in that V/otan ceases to be in-
active and Alhe rich's son proves useless after all.
The use of the transcendental here differs from Hehbel's
use of the superstition concerning the flowing of wounds, in that,
in the lutter case, the subsequent action, or solution of the plotj
is not made to depend upon it. Kj-iernhild alread;>^ believed in the
guilt of Hägen, and we are not to imagine that her desire for re-
venge was based on this incident, tho it may be counted as one of
the thdngs, perhaps, adding to her bitterness.
The summary dismissal of Gutrune has been criticised and
I her submissive withdrawal is weak,. It has Justification, hov/ever,
in her own feeling of guilt in the previous consciousness that she
was causing Siegfried to forget some one. It is excused by some,
moreover, on the ground that Wagner for the sake of unity had to
.
sagrifi üft nweh&roino .
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He does no I, however, succeed as well aa Hebbel in pre-
dervinr: th e inytholoci etil «trength of character cornrnon to both wom-
en, altho Hebbel droi^d Brünnhilde earl^' from the scene, as iiVacner
does Wotan. Prom tlie ver:,' fact that Hebbel does rtjnove her from
the stage he is the better able to preserve this strencth thru
suggestion without at all taking the chief interest from Brünn-
hilde.
Tlie situation gives Wagner again the opportunit:y for the
presentation of a series of contradictions:
"Achter als er
schwur keiner Eide;
treuer als er
hielt, keiner Verträge;
lautrer als er
liebte kein and'rer :
und doch alle Eide,
alle Verträge,
die treueste Liebe -
trog keiner wie er.'"
Brünnhilde 's speech:
"Durch seine tapferste That,
dir so tauglich erwünscht, - o^'V i
weihtest du den,
der sie gewirkt,
des Verderbens dunkler Gewalt :-
mich - muszte

der Keinate verrathen
daaz wissend würde ein Weib.'"
makes us wonder still more about Wotan's inactivity,' thO- it is
natural that she should interpret Ja ter events in the liglrit of
Wot-an's need of which Wal traute had told her. We have neverthe-
less the feeling that V/agner is speakinc thru the whole of Brünn-
hilde 's last speech, as he certainly is when she expounds his
philosophy.
The S2,'inbolism in the purification of trie ring by fire is
very pretty tho Brünnhilde's return of the ring to the Hl-iine maids
when she is conscious of the significance ought to be sufficient
10 remove from her the curse and to take away from others the
possibility of appropriating it to wrong uses (cf. p. ^.(^^ 1^J.
Brünrihilde ' s speech dues not relieve the confusion in
which we have found ourselves many times. In both the iilJTWUIlF and
in SIEGl'RIEDS TOD she declares not only the curse resolved but the
servitude of Alberich and the othiar dwarfs at an end and conducts
Siegfried to Walhalla. The change in the last version shows, of
cocxrse, the influence of Wagner's later ideas, but in no state of
clearness (cf. p. 75). We are in doubt as to wheth:,r the whole
world is involved as in the KDDA but have the impression that only
the gods are destroyed - a fact that is in conflict v/ith the idea
in the destruction of the ash but- is more in accord with the
action of the drama, (All who have been subjected to the curse
have died, unless we interpret the wording of the curse to include
everyone since all who did not have the ring should desire it.)

_lUi^
"Vereine wie Hauch
der Göller Geöchlecht
,
lass' ohne Walter
die Welt ich züruck:
meines heiligsten Wissens Hort
weis' ich der V/elt nun zu." *
The idea that a world that has teen accustomed to guidance, of
whatever sort it was, should he left to take care of itself, even
with the additional message, seems absurd. Are we to suppose now
an age of innocence that needs no guide? That does not seen poss4
hie (cf. on ^^.«fCT ^//
Her next message is:
"ijicht Gut, nidrit Gold,
noch^^göttliche Pracht;
nicht Haus, nicht Hof,
noch heVrischer Prunk;
ni drit trüher Verträge
'\
\
trügender Bl^nd,
nicht heu Chi end er Sitte
hartes Gesetz: \
III, selig in Lust und Leid
läszt - die Liehe nur sein," -
ideas that seem hardly to imply negation of the will. Critics have
objected to thinking of Brtinnhilde as an embodiment of redeeming
love, an opinion that seems reasonable. It seems rather that her
death is neither necessary nor beneficial - the aim is accomplish-
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ed with the return ol" the rinc to the Khine and she does not need
to die in order to give it bauk. Her death is due only to the
desolation v/hij:jh makes life to her no longer worth the living.
j
She is enabled, thereiore, to carry out the principle of the nega- i
tion of the will to live but it does not involve especial heroism
or spirit of sacrifice for others. She rises to exultation in her
death but it is from her love to Siegfriedr
"helles Feuer
fasst mir das Herz:
ihn zu verschlingen,
umschlossen von ihja,
in mächtigster Minne
vermählt ihjn zu seini"
A still more complete destruction than in the EDDA is
implied in the later ending given by Wagner as the epitome of the
whole:
"Führ' ich nun nicht mehr
Nach Walhall' s Feste,
wisst ihr wohin ich fahre? v'-'-
aus Wunschhein zieh' ich fort,
V/ahnheim flieh' ich auf immer;
des ew'gen Werdens
offne Thore
schliesz' ich hinter mir zu:
nach dem wuns-:^- und wahnlos
\
heiligsten Wahlland,
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der Welt- Wanderung; Ziel,
von Wiederi-ieburt erlös' t,
zieht nun die Wissende hin.
Alles Ew'^en
sel'ges Enae
wi sz t ihr , wi e i ch ' s g ev/ann?
Trauernder Liehe
tiefstes I/i^/den
schlosz die Augen mir auf:
enden sah ich die Welt."
This seems to suggest the end of everything and in nothing , a fact
tha,t would make the i^receding message useless. We are by no means
sure how to interpret the last message. What is this of re-birth,
and hoY/ extensive is this freedom? What is to "become of the rest
of mankind? Does she impl^- a new world to begin, as i)rophesied in
the EDDA, and this ideal of self-annihilation ending in nothingne^
to be attained thru unhappy love as in her case? Truly I cannot
find any healthful or even clear philosophy, Kor has ther^e been
preparation thruout the drama for this philosoph;y of rebirth or
freedom from it. It is simply appended, and leaves us in a state
of hopeless confusion.
Brflnnhilde ' s last message, as the one preceding it, is,
of course, omitted in the stage pr.auuction, in accordance with
Wagner's theory of the function of music to solve the action of
the drama thru reflection. He thinks to appeal thru intuitiun
ci
rather than intellect. He does not "pose as a dialectian" and his
h
II

"onl:> lurißUJ^iße is Art", he writes to Rueckel, Auß. 23, 185G, con-
cerninc this passage, lie admits that in Brünnhilde ' s first speech
thü "öhe declares tuat in love alone is blessedness to be found"
she "does not make a_uite clear what the nature of that Love is,
which in the dcvelppment oi' tiie myth we fina playing the part of
destructive genius." lie thinks then that Schopenhauer's i^hil-
osoph;> fumislies the ke:,stone of his poem and understands thru
Schopenhauer the"differ ence betvveen intellectual conceptions
(Begriff) and intuitions (Anschauung)" and that which he realizes
as a. truth he does not at tempt "to force on others by means of dia-
lectic," He himself cannot be convinced "unless his deepest in-
tuitions liave been satisfied" and he thinks, then, that if the
truth of what he has spoken is to be brought home to any one, he,
the hearer, must have "felt it intuitively before he grasp it in-
tellectually," Musicians do not, however, agree upon the clear-
ness of Wagner's ideas as set forth by the music here but say that
confusion his become chaos.

^ '
Comparison of motivation in i'ouuui'a SIGURD
and in Wacner'd SIEGFRIED.
Tho the motivation in xouqui'g SIGURD ia largely epic in
st^le, yet the poet haa made some slight "beginnings in the dramatic^
and has apparently influenced Wagner to a considerahle extent in
the arrangement and choice of material as also in the interpreta-
tion of the subject matter offered mythology; that is, in
thought or mo tivation.
Meinck and Golther who have made a detailed study of
Wagner's mythological sources have made some mention of Fouqu^
iflThich I in turn quote or indicate in connection with my o\vn commeni;
Some other critics, too, have made reference to Wagner's indebted-
ness to Fouqufe but have in general been content with the mere allu-
sion. Rehorn (p. 110) in commenting upon Pouqu^ speai^s of "eine
sehr grosze Verwandtschaft, weniger in Einzelheiten als im ganzen
Tenor in R. Wagner's Texte." Miss Periam speaks of Fouqu^'s in-
fluence but her observations are included in those by Meinck and
j-olther. Pohzer (in the Literaturblatt fflr germanische und roman-
ische Philologie, February, 1905) in speaking of the underestimate
of Golther, as in most other accounts, of Foua_u& ' s influence says,
"Denn aus ihm (SIGURD) .sind ....zahlreiche Einzelheiten nicht blos^
sondern namentlich in SIEGFRIED der Aufbau der Akte, Szenen und
selbst die Entwickelung des Gesprächs vielfach entlehnt."

There i s in Foujud no division into scenes, a.a in Warner
too, no number inC) su that I have attenii^ted some division mj^elf,
which I shall tr:,' to indicate to the reader. The order oT mention
is that of i'ouQufe.
Vorspiel of SIGURD. Scene 1 (SliiGPRIED 1,1)
Concerning the Vorspiel Meinck (pp.id05-6) says: "In den
ersten Scenen von Wagner j SIEGFRIED sind Anklänge an Fouqud's Vor-
spiel 2U SIGURD DER SChLANGEIITÖTER nicht zu verkennen. Das einlei
tende Selbstgespräch Mimes, der ein Schwert für Siegfried auf dem
Amhos hämmert, entspricht demjenigen Reigens, des Waffenmeisters
und Lehrers des jungen Sigurd, der ebenfalls eine Waffe für diesen
anfertigt. Hier wie dort zerschlägt Siegfried alle Schwerter auf
dem Ambos , " etc. Golther
,
too, (p.o4) says, in speaking of SIEG-
FRIED: "Auch dort (in Fouqu6) beginnt der Akt mit einem Selbstge-
spräch Reigens (d.i. Mime), das durch Sigurds Hereinstürmen unter-
brochen wird." Meinck (p.50) says also: "der Fonqufesche Reigen
lehrt den Sigurd zwar alle Waffenkünste und rüJimt sich dessen, al-
lein er thut das in durchaus eigennütziger Absicht, die er unzwei-
deutig kund giebt:
'Gewisz verhilft mir der zu Fafners Schatz,
dem teuren Goldeshort auf Gnita neide.
Zwar wird er ihn f\Ur sich behalten wollen,
Doch meistr'ich dann den wilden Degen wohl'".
In both cases the smith, as he talks to himself, speaks
in short lines, as he would naturally bet^-zeen the blows on an anvi

and exjjresseiä hicj weariness:
"Zwangvoile Plage .'
Müh ohne Zweck I
"
Minne exclaims; and Reigen says:
"Müde mein Arm fast I"
It is true, hov/ever , that from Wagner's first line we feel Minry^e's
impatience in a way that "better prepares for the speedy revelations
of his treachery. Reigen' s more genial manner is more in keeping
with the planning of a calm villain such as we find in Fouqufe, as
Miniie's manner accords betcer with his silly and useless scheming
as shown in RIiEINGOLD and thruout SIEGj'RIi:!}.
Reigen' s complacenc;>
:
"Hei , welch ein hochgemutes Heldenkind J
Gewisz verhilft mir der zu Fafners Schatz."
t-eminds one in a wa:> of the c;>'nical good nature of Mephi stopheles
,
suggesting, too, the similar lines in Wagner:
"Siegfried's kindischer Kraft
}ilrläge wohl Fafner's Leib,"
expressing somewhat of the p^ronizing tone together with an admira-
tion which could not be withJheld. This union of the childlike and
the heroic in Siegfried's character is, of course, suggested, too,
in KURIIEII SEYrRID and in the HIBELUEGEN LIED, tho not in this
connection.
In boLh dramas in his soliloouy the smith expresses pride
in his sword; in Wagner:

"Daa beste Schwert,
das je ich ceschweiazt,
in der Riesen i'äusten
hielte es fest,"
and in i'uuqufe:
"Hellulanker Klingen
Kön'ßinn zu Schmieden
Hallt hier der Hammer."
V/e dü not find this scene in the sources; th^t is, we do not have
a picture of the dwarf at his v/ork and his soliloquy is new, tho
he was a plotter in the ilDDA. We do have a "brief description of
a forge in Uhland's poem, SIEGi^ED SCH'V/ERT, and in the opening
scene of Hemann's DIE IjIBELUlJGEIJ we find several smiths at work.
In tMs monolog, too, the smith makes comment upon Sieg-
fried's character ( a violent dis,, osition as in HURtlEU SEYERID).
Mime calls him "der schjnähliche Knahe" who snaps his good sword in
two, wMle Reigen says he is forging a sword for "keeker Heerkön'ge
Kuh-nstem.
"
In both authors we find, then, in the opening scene the
expression- of the smith's purpose, and his attitude toward his
protegfe, as his difficulty in making a sword.
Scene 2 (1,2)
The second scene of SIEGFRIED is a combination of the
second and third scenes of Eoua_ud's VORSPIEL. In the second the
hero d'jTiands and breaks a sword upon the stage and in the third
learns his history and rf^np^vps t.h p Rworfi pief^RS.

In reference to the second scene Golther (p. 69) says
"Ne"ben dem EDDALIiilD iiut auch i'ouquÄ ' s SIGURD, teaondera beim Ge-
spräch zwischen SießlYied und Mime, einzelne Wendungen und Gedank-
en hergegeben.
"
Meinck (p.204 fl". ) says also: "In der dichterischen Be-
handlung dieses kraftvoll sich äuszernden Jugendübermutes zeigen
Fouqu^ , Simrock und Wagner Übereinstimmung. Bei ersterem ist
Sigurd ungeduldig und ergrimmt, als das von Reigens geübtem Arm
geschjaiedete Schwert nicht gleich fertig ist, und die Ungeduld
brennt ihjn schon in allen Adern. Der välde und unbändige Knabe
zerschlägt dann die allerbeste Keldenwaffe, die dazu so stark ist,
dasz sie einem Riesen recht wäre (Vergleiche Wagner: 'In der Riesen
Fäusten hielte es fest') an einem Eckstein, schimpft den Reigen
einen Prahler und trägen Werkraann und ruft ihjn zu:
"V/illst du nicht tüchtig schmieden? So thu' ich's,
Und zwar auf deinen Kopf an Ambos statt,
Dazu ist noch des Schwertes Trümmer gut'."
G^lther (ijp.64-r)) says concerning the similarity: "Manch
übermütige Rede Siegfrieds findet sich schon im Vorspiel zu Fou-
qu4's SIGURD angedeutet. ... So z.b. folgendes:
Reigen (ein Schwert bringend)
•Kimm hini l^iur wen 'gen Recken wird's so gut,
mit Reigens V/affen in den Streit zu ziehn.
Sigurd
Lasz proben denn, was Reigens Waffe kann,
hier an den Eckstein woll'n wirs gleich versuchen.

liö
Reigen
Du wiri^t doch nicht.
Sigu rd
Sollt ichs an weic}ien Sand.
(lir haut ceßen den Eckstein. Die Klinge
zerspringt.
)
Sieh den vermaledeiten Bin sens to ckl
Re igen
Das.' Binaenstockl
Sigurd
Ja, hälts denn besser vor? etc.'"
In both dramas, then, Siegfried enters impatiently -
boisterously - donariding the sword. The scerje represents the
smith's pride in his achievement, Siegfried's trial of the sword
and contempt for it as also for the maker, whom he regards as an
idler and a boaster. The quotations given above bring this out
but v/ere not exiiaustive. To them may be added these:
"Sieh* mein kräft'ges Meisterstück,"
Reigen says, and
"Ich schuf die Waffe scharf,
ihrer Schneide wirst du dich freu'n,"
says liime.
"Langsamer Werkmannl"
Sigurd says to Reigen,
"Mit deiner Zunge bist du rascher da,
Bohrst manch ein ärgerlich gespitztes Wort

Durch meinen Sinn, - noch jetzt von dem Knappen!
Und siehst dahei so schlau und feindlich aus,
als wärst der Schlang* auf Gnitnaheide Bruder."
"Soll mir der Pralriler,"
Siegf ri ed says
,
"Läncer noch prellen?
Schwatzt mir von Riesen
und rüstigen Kämpfen,
von ktih_nen Thaten
und tüchtiger V/ehr;
v»'ill Waffen mir schmieden,
Schwerte schaffen,
rühmt seine Kunst,
als könnt er was Rechtes."
In the saga (cf. Von der Hagen 's translation of the Volsung-
saga, Chap. 24) there is not so much expression of pride. Reigin
merely says ao he hands Sigurd the first sv/ord,"Mit diesem Schwert
wirst du Fafnirn erschlagen können," and as he gives him the sec-
ond, "üieses wird dir gefallen; aber schwer ist es, für euch zu
schmieden." Ih '/VIELMD (Klee's edition, pp. 83-84 he says merely:
"Da nimm es hin
Und strafe Holdings Söhne, dasz ich dein nur ledig
hin,"
he-
as gives the youth the first, and in handing him the second:
A
"Es wird schon Mühegehen, wenn es dein Arn er-
schwingt. "

Sicurd's reproac}i in yviJi;LAlID (p. 83) has the aarne ve-
il tanence:
"Das ist nun dein Geschmiede'
,
sprach da Siecl'ri ed,
"Mime, ^reiser ir'rahlhans, du unnützer Scl^unied".
Kunnst du nicjits Besseres wirken als solch ein
gläsern Ding,
So bist du zum Erschlagen, ^um Hängen seihst zu
gering.'"
Pouqu^'s Reigen, delivering to the hero a sword which is
at least th.e second, has in mind tl^ie fate of a former weapon and
"bids him have a care:
"Ich bitte dich, du verderbst mein ganzes Werk,
Mir meine Lust, una dir die gute Klinge,"
while Mime exx>»resses his chagrin at tne boy's treatment of his
swo rd:
"er knickt und schjneiszt es entzv^'^ei
und schmäht doch, schjnied' ich ihm nicht."
The smith is v\ilth good reason in V;fholesome fear of the
y-uth:
"An 's Leben geh' st du mir schier,"
Mime exclaims, and Reigen:
"Hein, ich kenn' dich schon;
vor Jedem Tadel wirst du wila, unbändig.
Viel lieber hüt' ich mich und bleibe still."
This fear, as Siegfriea's conduct, is not new but rather his tell-
ing Siegfried of it. In the eighth adventure of the EIBELUUGEIJ
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LIED we are told that the youth pulled Albe rich's beard no that
Liic l:-tter cried out, while in WIKLAND (pp. 83-4) we are tola tnat
the hoy felt like throwinc his hilt into his master's face, and
attain l
"Dem Meister ward, dem Alten, duch vor dem Knaben
bang:
Er mocht' es nicht gestehen, er trällerte, pfiff
und sang.
"
After Siegfried has left with a threat he moans:
"Oweh mir, immer wehe, dasz ich den Tag erlebt,
V/o mir das Herz im Ängsten vor diesem Knaben
s chwebt .
"
The smith is a flatterer, boasts of his care for tlie
youth and cäiides him because of ingratitude. Reigen says:
"Es ist unlciblich wenn ein junger Degen,
Entwachsen nur der lang' getreuen Zucht,
Dem Waffenmeister harte Reden giebt.
Bedenk ich doch, mein Held, v<rer lehrte dich
Die Lanze schwingen, v/er das Schlachtross lenken?
Wer dich des Schildes Schirm, der klinge Hieb?
Prangst du vor allen deines Alters drin,
So wiss', vom alten Reigen kam die Gabe.
Ja, selbst dein edl-e-s Ross, den starken Grane,
Durch wessen Rat denn hast du 's?"
Mime, too, says:
"Mach' ich dem bösen Buben
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nicht alles gleich zu best,
was ich Gutes ilim schuf,
vereiszt er [;-ä.r zu schnell", and again,
"Das nun der Liebe
schlimmer L)hnl
Das der Surgen
schmählicher Sold! . .
.
mit klugem Rathe
rieth ich dir klug
mit lichtem Wissen
lehrt' ich dich Witz." A long dissertation he gives
upon his services. His flattery is insinuating - fav/ning, one
may say
;
e.g.:
"Was dem Vögelein ist der Vogel ...
das ist dir kindischem Spross
der kundig sorgende Mime -
das musz er dir sein."
This idea is much slighter in Fouqufe, but we have the feeling
there that he wishes to ingratiate himself : "Mein Held," Reigen
calls Sigurd. This is, of course, not unnatural homage to his
rank and not undue familiarity between master and pupil, yet it
easily suggests his desire for familarity or friendship, which he
will use to his ovm ends. Regin pays him c canpliments
,
too, in the
EDDA (3IGURDHARKWIDA II) but there we are told that he loved
Sigurd (Simrock's EDDA, p. 170). At least his evil intent was not
yet 30 entirely on the surface.

The youth is impatient of the sraiüi's self-praise, how-
ever, and replies to Rei^en's speech above:
"Nicht durch deinen (Hat) ....
Das war nicht deine Schuld, "etc.
As Mime, too, expatiates upon his ov/n goodness, Siegfried inter-
rup t s
:
"Still mit dem alten
Staarenlied.
"
In almost every case Wagner intensifies the feeling of the char-
acters in Pouqufe. The feeling of enmity "between Siegfried and
Mime is greater, the unpleasantness of Mime's character is in-
creased, his self-appreciati on greater and his chiding more severe
"but the suggestion is in i^ouqui, Siegfried is more impudent, and
his impatience is more "brief and pointed.
As ma:/ be easily noted from the quotations alread^^ cited
there v/as foundation in the saga for Siegfried's contemptuous
treatmoit of the smith but the wording and the continuity of his
attitude and of his chiding in Wagner remind one of the treatment
of I'ouqufe.
Siegfried ccmraents in a very frank way upon the smith's
appearance, b • / z^! > ^""^ -
"Und siehst so schlau und feindlich aus,
Als wärst der Schlan-g-' auf Gnitnaheide Bruder,"
is PouqUvfe version, while in Wagner he calls Mime a "garstiger
Gauch" and compares him to a toad.
(Note. Siegfried's feeling that he does not rightfully
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"beloni: to Mime recalls a similar situation in i'ouquft's ASLAllUA,
the tl'iird part of the trilo^;:,'. Aslau::a'3 foster parents, who
have black hair, have her wear a cap to cover her locks and
in certain seasons cut than off. Upon one such occasion Aslaü^a
protests, and Grima says:
"HoJ Sieht sie mich doch fremd und seltsam an,
Als wär' sie uns ein unerhörter Gast ."
Aslauga returns:
"vV'är' ich das nicht, was trüg' ich gold'nes Haar?
Du seihst meinst ja, solchem edlen Pflanzen
Sei unziemlichjer Hag Lein russ'ges Haus"
Siegfried sa^ s to Mime:
"Nun kam ich zum klaren Bach:
da erspäht' ich die Bäum'
und Thier' im Spiegel;
Sonn* und Wolken
wie sie nur sind,
ein G-Litzer erschienen sie gleich
Da sah' ich auch
mein eigen Bild;
ganz ariders als du
dünkt' ich mir da.
So glich wohl der Kröte
Ein glänzender Fisch."
Again Aslayga says:
"Gekommen ist die Stunde, wo vom Haupt

Der schnöden Kap^^e Nacht mir sinken musz.
Hinv/üß, du Keid'schel Wallt, ihr col^i'nen Ilaarel..
Und du, sprudelnder Bercesquell,
Spiegle, wasche mein blühend Haupt!
Wie bin ich schön in gold'nen,
Wie schön in blanken Locken.")
Sword-breakLng is brought upon the stage in both dramas.
The bear incident was probably suggested bj' the NIBELUliG-
ilN LIXD, but Wagner is doubtless influenced by ]Foua_u&, in that
he has Siegfried bring it in to frighten M^me wheri urging the
latter to make the sword. In I<'ouqu& we have no bear, but the
smith flees in terror from Siegfried as he does in Wagner when the
bear is introduced.
Scene 3 (1,2)
As neither drama begins as far back as the marriage of
Sieglinde the incident of the thrusting of the sword into the tree
b>' Odin is related in the earlier drama by Hiordisa to Sigurd and
in the later by Sj^*glinde to Sigmund (in the WALKÜRE) where the
sequel is brought before our eyes but related again in part by
Mime to Siegfried in the scene in Wagner corresponding to this in
Fouqu6.
•
,
Concerning this scene in Wagner, Meinck (p. 186). says:
wie es^^BBt-^Simrock (WIELAI^D, p. 95) heiszt:
'Von Odin ist die kommen, die gute Waffe hehr.
Als er bei Signe's Hoch-zeit sie in die E^de(?) sti^z,
Heraus zog sie Siegmund: kein anderer vermöchte die;^
ii
I
I
i
i
i
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und ausführlicher bei Fouqui:
•In einea Baumes mächt '{^en Stamm
Der in der Halle stand, die Burg beschattend,
Weit über ' s hohe Giebeldach hinaus,
In dieses Baumes Stanmi bohrt er (Odin) ein Schv/ert,
Sprac}:: "V/er 's he rauszuzieh' n vermag, behalt 'sJ"
Verschwand. Viel Herrn versuchten eo umsonst.
Dein (Sigurds) Vater, seiner Heldenkraft vertrauend.
Ging allerletz hinzu und nahm es hin.'
Man vergleiche hiermit die Darstellung bei Jordan (Qes--
13) und Wagner in Sieglindes Erzählung."
The passage to which Meinck refers is:
"Auf mich blickt' er (Wotan),
und blitzte auf Jene,
als ein Schwert in den Händen er schwang;
das stiez er nun
in der Esche Stamm,
bis zum Heft haftet' es drin:-
dem sollte der Stahl geziemen,
der aus dem Stamm' es zög':
Der Männer alle,
30 kühn sie sich müh 'ten,
die Wehr sich ke iner - gewann
;
Gäste kamen
und Gäste gingen,
die stärk'sten zogen am Stahl -
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keinen Zoll entwich er dem Stamm:
dort }iartet scliv/eit^end das Schwert."
Meinck (201) says also: "Der Weltruhm des mit gariz au -
5zergewöhnli chen Kräften und Tugenden "begabten Helden wird, wie der
des Harakles, schon vor seiner Geburt verkündigt. Als sein Vater
Siegmund aul" der Walstatt seinem ii^'ide entgegengeht, v/eist er
seine Gattin (Iliördis) auf die Bedeutung ihres künftigen Sohnes
hin, der der "berühmtste und trefflichste von ihrem Geschlechte
werden würde ("Völsungasaga c.20) eine Prophezeihung , die bei J'ou-
qufe lautet:
'Du trägst in deinem Schosz ein Kind,
Preis der Weisungen, aller Zeiten Loblied,
So fern und weit die deutsche Zunge tönt,
u
v/ährend Wagner, dem HE^GILIEDE folgend, wo eine der neun Walküren
dem grossen und schönen Sohne des Hiörvardh ... und der Sigurlinn
den Barnen verleiht, die Walküre Brünnhilde, der als solcher die
Gabe der Weissagung innewohnt, der Mutter Sieglinde den Ruhjn ihres
noch ungeborenen Keldensohmes verkündigen und mit den V/orten:
'Siegfried erfreu'sich des Siegsi ' den Namen erteilen läszt.
Hiordisa's account reminds one of the plea whJ. ch Brünn-
hilde made to Sieglinde in WALr-CURE:
"Rette das Pfand,
das von ihm du empfirjg'st:
ein Wälsung wächst dir im Schosze'"
Wagner gained, as a critic says (cf. Max Rieger, Germania
III) by making Siegfried the son of Sigmund and Sieglinde whereas
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in the a&ß-a. this ciiild is Sinfjötlii and Sieci'ried that oi" a later
marriatre. Fouuufe does not precede him in th.at, hut at any rate
dues perceive the weakeninc hy introducing two sons and omits the
former story entirel.y.
According to hüth dramas, Siegfried desirejhis sword this
very day, and expresses his Joy at ßoinc ii'^to the \iX)rld:
"Die Sonne steigt herauf, die freud'ge Sonne,
Mr meines ganzen Lehens Heldenhahn,
Fruchtreich, erweckend, trifft mich froh und stark,
Reigen, Reigen, schmiede mir den Stahlt"
sa:, s Sigurd. In Wagner Siegfried says:
"Denn heute noch, schwör' ich,
will ich das Schwert;
die Waffe gewinn' ich noch heut' ...
aus dem Wctld fort
in die Welt zieh'n:
nimmer kehr' ich zurück.
Wie froh ich hin,
dasz ich frei ward,
nichts mich bindet un<J zwingt .. .
Wie der i'isch froh
in der Fluth schwimmt,
wie der Fink frei
sich davon schwingt:
flieg' ich von hier,
fluthe davon,
wie der Wind ühern Wald
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weh» ich dahin."
The aane ap i ri l is 3ho\vn as Meinck '^1^) sugcests in the line
in Simrock's DIETLIEB (p. 179): "iVei hin ich wie der Vocel, der
in den Lüften schwiinmt." It is süovm, too, in i'ouquä:
"Den Burgwall hinab
Wandelt, erwacht in den Wald
Singend der Sigmunds Sohn.
Schiffe schwanken bereits am Strand,
Lustig schwellen Wellen und Wolken,
(or Lustig rauschen Wellen und Luft,)
Weit fort winket die Welt."
The idea of his desire to wander is not new. It is found, too,
in the SEYPRIDS LIED and in SliGFRIEDS SüHWERT. But here we have
his joy expressed in his ovm words, together witn his sympathy
with nature; - as also in his words of consolation to his mother.
He has this mood, too, in WIEIJUiD (p. 88), as Golther suggests,
when he goes into the v/ood on Mim e'o errand:
"Noch stand die Sonne niedrig, da fuhr zum grünen
Wald
Siegfried der junge; wie fröhlich ward er bald,
als er im lichten Scheine die Bäume grünen sah:
vor Freuden wollt er springen: nicht wuszt er, wie
ihm geschah.
Er begann ein Lied zu singen: nach sang's der
Widerhall.
Da schuf ein lustig Pdngen der starken Stimme Schall
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Bald freut ihn mehr zu lauschen des Bächleins muntrer.
Ganc,
Bald wie ein wonnic Rauschen durch alle Läuber sich
s chwanc
•
Von abertausend Stimmen der Wald erfüllet war,
von Blüthen summten Immen zu. Blüthen immer darj
"bald Adlersflügelschläge , "bald kleiner Vögel Lied,
bald Reh in Laube raschelnd, bald Wasservögel im Ried.
Wie leuchtend durch die Grüne die Morgensonne schien,
Siegfried der kühne sprang wie ein Thor dahin.
Er hatte nie die Wunder der Wildnisz gekannt,
bald an dem Orte stand er, dahin ihn Mime gesandt."
Simnock's hero was quite unlike that of Pouqui and V/agner, hov/-
ever , who have been accustomed to the delights of nature.
Tho Siegfried's longing for hio mother in his conversa-
tion with Mime, ac5 just before the killing of J'afner and at his
wakening of Brünnhilde is thought to be a reflection of Wagner's
own feeling for his mother, the character of Fouqu6's Sigurd na^
have been suggestive to him, as Dr. Karsten felt in my discussion
with him of. the tv/o characters. Sigurd, too, exj^resses his affec
tion for his mother and sympathy for her suffering. In Jouqufe:
"Liebe Mutter,
Ich hab' dich doch fürwahr, recht herzlich lieb....
Kein, Mütter lein, sieh' d'rum nicht traurig aus.
Schau' doch, wie Alles drauszen luftig blüht.
Der J^rühling herhaucht durch den heitern Himmel,.

Die Wücen wall'n, von Wind und Sonne wach,
Grün kühl die Wälaer ob Gebirges Schlürten -
Allsaant die Welt ein heller Peiersaal,
Grusz spendend deines Sigurde erstem Zug. . .
.
Es tl'ait mir weh, lieb' Mutter, dasz du weinst,
Derweil mir keck und froh der Muth sich regt."
In Siegfried's conversation with Mine (the scene corresi^onding
with this in ^vosition) he longs for his mother and a mother's lov^
while in the scene when he is alone in the v/oods he expresses
cMldlike Wunder and sorrow at her death.
The last two lines quoted above recall, too, his atti-
tude toward Mime to this extent that in his own fearlessness he
cannot appreciate any feeling not akin - grief in his mother's
case and fear in Mime's.
Wagner's hero goes, of course, much farther than Fouqu6 '
S
in his attitude tov/ard fate. Ilj Wagner he defies it, in i'ououfe he
is indifferent, and disinclined to v/orry about what is to come to
him:
"Das mag geschehen in aller Götter iJamen,
Denn was nicht raeine Schuld ist, liebe Mutter,
Geht mich nicht an."
Scene 4, (1,4)
Before the v/elding of the broken sword, vie find Sigurd
searching for the smith:
"Wo blieb er denn? Dort schleicht er durchs Gebüsch,"
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while Sitcfried 3a:,'3:
"Wo 3t eckt der Schmied?
Stahl er sich fort?"
The ami til's plotting acainst Siecfried is not new but
iOUQufe's treatment of it suggests itself 0.3 a beginninc of Wagn^rä
;
plan, in th^t trie smith saj 3 one thing to Sigurd and another aside 1
so that the Icttter hears his ranark indistinctly and ccamients on
it; e.g.
Reigen
"Schon gut. (Beisei t) Wif kommen doch wohl zur Berechnung
Sigurd
"Meinetv/egen murmle was una wie du willst."
With this we may ccxiipare the whole later scene in which the fool-
ish Mime tries to deceive Siegfried. In the 'KDDA his treason to
Sigurd is first told to us by Fafner and in the VOLSUljGASAGA by
the birds.
That Siegfried shouid make the sword himself is an idea
no doubt taken from Uhland's poem, but v/e have in Po^iqufe, too, a
picture of the hearth and the biasing fire. Sigurd says:
"Ich häuf ein m^enig Holz, hauch ob den Kohlen",
and Reigen replies:
"Sigurd, Lasz ab, die Lohe schlägt ja schon
Ans "iebeldach der Burg!"
,
"'o ist auch so niedrig,
Ich haucht' ein v/enig , warf ein wenig Holz hin,
Da rankte gleich die Platmne sich hinan, "

is Sigurd's rejoinder. In Wagner Siegfried talks to himseir in a
somewhat similar vva:, :
"Blase, Balgi
blase die Gluth] -
Wild im Walde
wuchs ein Baum,
den hab' ich im Porst gefällt:
die braune Esche
brannt' ich zu Kohl',
auf dem Herd nun liegt sie gehäuf tl . .
.
Die Baumes Kohle,
wie brennt sie kühji,
wie glüht sie hell und hehrl
In springenden Sunken
sprüht sie auf,
schjnilzt mir des Stahles Spreu."
Meinck notes one other similarity in this scene in the
two accounts (p. 212. Anm.2): "Vergleiche die Anreden Sigurds an
sein Schwert b&< FouquÄ: "Aus kranken Trümmern neu erstand 'nes
Liciht.'" The note is to these lines from Wagner, which form part
or a quotation made by Meinck:
"Tot lagst du
in Trümmern dort
,
jetzt leuchtest du trotzig und hehr."
Adventure I, Scene I. (11,2)
There is no counterpart in ?ouqu6 to the first scen^^ of
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Act II in SliiGjj'RIJin) - the scene "between AllDerich and V/utan. This
scene in Fouqu6 corresponds to the second scene of Act II.
As SiefTri ed and the smith ßo out in quest of Fafner, the
former comnients upon the length of the way:
"Fern hast du mich geleitet;
eine volle Uacht im Walde
seltander wanderten wir."
In Pouqufe, too, Sigurd c cmments upon Re igen 's aunswer to his ques-
tion concerning the nearness of the goal:
"So sprichst du schon seit einer Stunde,
Doch immer weiter geht's durch Heidekraut."
Meinck (p.218, Anm.l) notes one similarity here "between
jTouqufe and Wagner: "Den Ausdruck, 'wohnen' "brauchen Fouqui, Ett-
müller und Wagner in gleicher Weise von dem' Wurme.
'Darin wohnt
ein gräulich wilder Wurm.'"
Siegfried calls the dragon, too, a "saub'rer Gesell"
and Sigurd applies the similar epithet "seltsamer Gesell", a rath-
er noteworthy expression, in connection with\such a creature.
The smith warns Sigurd of Pafner's magic in Fouqufe, of
his dangerous weapons in Wagner - to inspire caution in the former
case, to teach fear, he sa^s, in the latter. In "both cases the
warning makes the hero only anxious to dispatch the monster. Q,uite
unlike th-is is "Von der Hagen 's account (VOLSUHGASAGA Chap. 27)
v/here Sigurd seems to need encouragement.
Reigen continues his plotting at this point, aside:

"lie in I Schnell daa Gold cewonnen und hinabi
So lautet es für dich, mein armer Bursch.
Als Meiüter, breoh' icli nach der That mein V/erkzeuo "
Sigurd, no ticing it, aa^ 3 :
"Dul Murmle nicOrit. Da,ö macht mir gar verdrieszlich. "
Mime's murmured speeches, however, for the most part, occur after
the death of i'afner tho he makes two such speeches in the scene
succeeding Wotan's disclosure.
The youth is conscious that their wa:, s are to part after
i'afner's death and tells the anith so. Sigurd says:
"Mich dünkt, wir bleiben nicht mehr lang' beisammen,"
while Siegiried says:
"Allein zieh' ich dann weiter,
dich werd' ich endlich, losi"
His antipathy to Reigen is continually suggested in ?ouqu6.
Scenes 2 ana 3.
The second scene, in which Sigurd, left alone by Reigen,
receives advice from Odin, has no parallel in Wagner, as the third
scene in SIEGi'RIjiD also has none in Fouqui. We do find the lad
alone in both cases in the wood awaiting Pafner but the scenes are
verj unlike. Th^t Siegfried should summon the dragon b:, means of
a horn may have been suggested by the end of the first scene in
Fouqufe. Reigen says of Sigurd:
"Und schreit, als blies er durch ein Wisentshoml"
to which Sigurd replies:

"Solch kräft'cer Schlachtruf iat des Helden Zier-."
In connection with the second scene from i'ouuufe, I make
ont quotation from Meinck (p. öu): "Grosü, iilitze sprühend aus
dem einen Aug' erscheint er (Ocin) als Greis .. bei Fouqu6... und
nach Sieglindens Erzählung in der V/ajJCUKE flöszt der Augenstrahl
des franden Greises, der bei ihrer Hocl-izeitsf eier plötzlich in den
c.
Saal tritt, den zechenden MÄnnern durch sein nächt'ges Dräu'n'
Artr:st ihr selbst aber Trost una Hoffnung ein."
Scene 4 (11,4)
The scene between Siegfried and i'afner may be thought
of as the fourth in the first adventure in SIGURD and in the sec-
ond act of SIEGJRIXD. Hafner makes no revelations, however, as in
the RIUG, tho in both cases they are made before Siegfried obtains
the treasure.
When Siegfried sees Fafntr he says:
"Eine zierliche Fresse
Zeigst du mir da:
lachende Zähne
im Leckermaul,"
presenting a very repulsive picture. Fouqu^'s expression is sim-
ilar: " Fafner ... zeigt den wetzenden Zahn."
Scene Y. (11,6)
In j?ouqu& we find two meetings betweai Reigen and Sigurd
,
of wJrjich the former (V) does not occur in Wagner. The smithsplan
for Sigurd's death is found here, however, as Mime's in the sixth
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scene ol" Act II. Heicen demands recompense Tor Fain er 'a death,
desirinc the latter 'a heart when Sigurd rel'usea the gold. Sigurd
expresses the desire to "be rid of Reigen, too, and speaks of him
as mad, as Mime surely is:
"i£s ist abscheulich, hier in weiter Oede
Dich Tollen anzuschau'n, und reizte wohl
Auch den gesunden Muth zu That,"
an idea that is present, too, in Siegfried's speech to Mime:
"sein (i'afners) Tod grämt mich doch schier,
da viel üblere Schächer
unerschlagen noch lebenlt II
Scene ö (1,4)
Reigen* s raonolog after Sigurd's withdrawal is, of course,
not found at this place in Wagner, but Meinck (p.50ff) calls at ten^
tion to his building of air castles in both dramas (SIEGFRIED 1,4)
Meinck says "Schon träumt er (Reigen) sich im Besitz des Hortes
und malt sich die Zukunft mit rosigen Farben aus:
'In der Hand
Des Goldes Glanz, des Fafnergoldes
,
Wer widersteht mir.
'
So dunkt auch der treulose und heuchlerische Mime bei
Wagner, als er den v/ilden Waldknaben auferzieht, nur an den Hort
und Ring, den ihm Siegfried, herangewachsen, durch Fafners Ermord-
ung erringen soll, und bei dem Gedanken an seinen herrlichen Plan
baut er goldige Luftschlösser:

'Den der Bruder (Alberich) schuf,
den achiiamernueri Reif,
in den er gezaubert
zwingende Kraft,
daa helle Gold,
das zum Herrscher macht, -
ich hab ' ihn gewonnen!
Ich walte seinl...
Der verachtete Zwerg,
was wird er geehrt.'
Zu dem Hort hin drängt sich
Gott und Held:
vor meinem Nicken
neigt sich die Welt,
vor meinem Zorne
zittert sie hin'
Dann, wahrlich müht sich
Mime nicht mehr:
irim schaffen andre
den ewigen Schatz,
Mime, der kül-ine,
Mime ist König,
i'ürst der Alben,
Walter des AllsJ "'
Scene 7 (II, A Sc 6)
The birds' warning against Reigen is their only message

given in FouquA, - is one of three in Wagner , corr esi^ondinc to t,he
second Eies3at;e in SIEGil-iliü). The I'irst ne33a,':e conceminc the
treasure, in tiie latter part of thy fourth scene ia not found in
j'üUo_u&, as also the conversation between Mime and Alberich. The
seventh scene corresponds to the sixth in Act II oi' SIEGFKIilD,
tho in Wagner the curse was mentioned in Sjene IV by Pafner in-
stead of as here by Reigen; and Siegfried enters upon the scene
with the ring and Tarnhelm instead of going for them at the close
of the scene as Sigurd. The smith's scheming which is in the
sixth scene in Wagner was in the fifth in Pouqu& - tho a different
kind of scheming.
Meinck mentions several similarities between this scene
and Wagner. Ke says (p. 37); "Dichterisch ist die Erzählung vom
Pluche des Zwergen zuerst behandelt v/orden von Pouqu6 in seinem
Drama SIGURD DER SCHLAl^GEl^TÖTER, allerdings ganz kurz'.' He sa^ s
also (p. 49): "Auch der Zviferg Mime, der sich zwar nicht in Besitz
des Ringes befindet wird ein Opfer seiner Goldgier, gerade wie
der ilim entsprechende Reigen bei Eüuqud." /igain (p.52 ff, ) he
says, "So dÜnkt es dem Sigurd bei i'ouqu^, gar ein kläglich Stück-
chen, um Drohung seinem Eigentum entsagen,' und er nimmt das Gold
an sich' 'sei's auch nur deshalb, zu sehen, was Unheil über Helden-
kraft und Heldenlust vermag' ... Im Drama geht Siegfried bald nach
Pafners Erlegung in die Höhle hinein, um sich, dem Rate des Wald-
vögleins folgend, Ring und Tarnhelm aus dem Schatze zu holen."
He sa:s, too, (p. 230 ff.): "Nachdem der junge Siegfried seinen
Meister in der Schmiedekunst ebenso mit .dem Schwerte er-

schlagen, ocheint der Treuherzige noch ein cewisaes Mitleid mit
dem Heuchler zu empfinden, denn er äugt:
'Listige Schlingen
war!' mir der Schlaue:
nun muszt' ich ihn gar erschlagenl
'
wie "bei i'ouqui:
'Gewisz, du hast von Anfang nichts getaugt,
Und doch thut mir's im Herzen leid um dich.'"
The warning of the birds is in the sources hut Siegfried^
surprise and cumraents raaind one of i'ouqufe - tho Golther (p. 75)
recalls the expression of wonder used hy a gdhlin in folk-lore
shortly hefore his end:
"'Hun ward ich so alt
wie Höhl' und i?/ald,
und hah' nicht 00 was gesehni'"
In Fouüui we find:
"Was ist mir denn begegnet? Bin ich Sigurd?
Ich kenne mich nicht mehr, dieweil ringsum
Der Vögel Zwitschern in vers tänd' gen Reden
Mir kenntlich v/ird, als sei ich ihresgleichen; ...
Ja, aber hier ist auch das Schwalbenpaar,
Vor allen recht vernehmlich zu mir singend
Ein wunderliches Lied. Es handelte
Von mir. Kaum nur, dasz ich des Drachenlettes,
So aus der Glut auf meine Hand mir troff,
Von ungefähr an Mund gebracht, so klang
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Mir deutlich 7/ort aus jenen ::leinen Sciinäblein. . . .
Ei, habt der V/amunf^ Dank
Ihr art'cen Tierlein in den Lüften droben...
Das Süll auch ßleich g-33chehn."
In Wagner Sieci'ried sa^s:
"l3t mir doch fast
als sprächen die Vög'lein zu mir:
deutlich dünken mien's Worte!
nützte mir das
des Blutes Genusz? -
Das Selt'ne Vöglein hier -
horchj v/as singt es mir? . . .
Dank, liebes Vöglein,
für deinen Rath:
gern folg' ich dem Ruf."
As io mort fitting for a drama, the speeches of the birds are
interspersed among those of Siegfried in both dramas and are not
30 long as in tlrie EDDA. The ;youth thünks the birds, too, a fact
not recordea before.
In- connec tion v/ith the quotation from Meinck (p. 52 ff . )
given above, he sa^ s also: "Auffälligerweise wira aber weder in
der EDDA noch in der VOLSÜliGASAGA unter den Kostbarkeiten... der
Ring Andvaranaut überhaupt erwä-hj^it.' Aber Sigurd musz auch diesen
Ring mit fort genommen haben, denn er schenkt ihn am Morgen nach
der Koclizeit - also bei der zv/eiten Zusammenkunft der beiaen -
seiner Braut Brynhildr zum Angedenken.... Im Drama geht Siegfried

i'l^
"bald nach i'afnero lirlecunc in die Jiühle hinein, um sich, dem Hate
des Waldvöcleins folßend, Rinc und larnhelm au3 dem Schatze zu i
holen." In each drama the young hero utters his thouchts aloud,
considerinc hia course of action (Si^^urd a^ he coes5 into the cave
and Siecfried as he comes out) and decider especially upon tht
rinc - does not take the treasure in Vlf'aGner. Doubtless a solit
ouuy is the most natural way in arama oi' letting the audience
know the train of events. The quotation given ahove
,
however,
from Foua.u* recalls Siegfried's attitude toward the Rhine maidens
in GOTTEKDAlvatSRUl^G. Ke i s almost on the point of giving them the
ring hut, the minute the^ warn him of the curse he v/ill thus escapq
he puts it back on his finger v/ith the words:
"euer Schrecken trügt mich noch minder ...
Mein Schwert z erschwang einen Speer.'
des Urgesetzes
ewiges Seil,
flochten sie v/ilde
Flüche hinein,
IJothung zerhaut es den dornen
I
Wohl warnte mich einst
vor dem iFluch' ein V/urm,
doch das Fürchten lehrt' er mich nicht.'"
The liDDA (cf. also Meinck, ) quotes (Simrock, p.l77, J'afnis-
mal ) his rtfply to the dying Pafner v/hich shov/s his fearlesö indiff-
erence:
"Goldes walten will ein Jeder

Stäts "bis an den Einen Tac»
Denn Kinrnai rnusz jeder Mann docYi
Fahren von hinnen üu Hei."
In Von der hagai'i IV, B7, he sa^a: "Heim würde ich reiten ohschon
ich dieses viele Gülci miszte, Vifenn ich wüszte, dasi: i dri niemals
sterben sollte; aber ein Jeder Mann will nun des Gutes sich er-
freuen bis zu seinem letzten Ta^-e. " The tone in the tv.ro dramas
differs from that in both the EDDA and the VÖLSU1GASAGA, however.
His indifference is not due to his sense of 1h e r esistlessness of
fate but rather to a daring which makes him consider it beneath
him (in Fouqud) to avoid a thing from sense of danger or even (in
Wagner) to undertake it because he has absolute cunfiaence in his
mastery of danger.
The hero leaves at the end of the act in quest of the
gold in ?ouqu6, in quest of a bride in Vi^agner.
Adventure II, Scene 1.
(GOTTERDMIERraG, Vorspiel 1)
The Norn scene of i'ouqu§ does not occur in Wagner until
the beginning of GOTTiCRDJUvMERraG , and we may say that the earlier
part of the" second adventure corresponds onlj roughly to the i-hird
act of SIEGFRIED. The first tv;o scenes of Act III in \T0iich V/otan
and Erda, then Wotan and Siegi'ried, appear are not found in Fou-
qufe.
Concerning the first scene of Adventure II, Golther (p.
II
105) says: "Äusseren Anstosz zur Kornenszene gab Fouqu6, bei aem
die drei Nornen vor der Eelsenburg Brünnhilds, ehe Sigurd die

^Schlafende weckt, und tan l>:nde des Draraaa ü"ber dem Hauch dea Ilolü-
stoszes erscheinen und 2;iemlich nichtssagende Lieder aingeri."
The relTain which we find in Wagner is i^lainly modeled
upon Simrock's version of the KDDA, hut Wagner id like i^'ouqufe in
having the Norna speak in turn and then in concert, v/hile the iibLA
omits the latter v^raj . i^ouqu^ places the 3cene before BrjTihilde's
awakening and Wagner after it but before the ^artirig of the lovera
The dialog of the l^orns is naturall^;', then, more closely connected
with Siegfried'a deeds in jouqui, recalling also the fall of Sig-
mund and the downfall of the Valkyria, while V/agner's version has
more to do vdth Wotan's fate, in this following the KDDA.
Scene 2.
($IEGPRI1ID III, 3 ; GOTTEKDmiMERUlJG , Vorspiel 2)
The scene bet-een Sigurd and Br;>'nhildur corresponds to
the third of Act III in SIEGi'RIED and the second of the Vorspiel
to GOTTERUmi^UEG.
Meinck observes a number of similarities to Wagner in
connection with this scene. He says (p. 54): "Durch den Ring ge-
scheit VOLSUKGASAGA c. 24, bei Eouqu^, Jordan, Wagner und Ett-
müller das Verlöbnis zwischen Siegfried und Brünnhilde, die den
Ring fortan zum Zeichen seiner Treue trägt;" also (p.224 ff.):
Obwohl bei !Fouqufe Brynhildes sagt: 'Du bist der Recke, der nie
Furcht gekannt! 'so bleibt der Dichter dem Giarakter des Helden
doch nicht ganz treu; denn dieser zeigt, als er dem giftgeschwol--
lenen Linci_7vurm so ganz allein gegenübersteht, eine leise Regung
von Bangigkeit; doch bändigt er dies ang eborene Beben und "beinei -

>jtert es mit mannhafter Stärke aus Stolz.... WaßTE r dagegen benutzt
aen echten märchenJ-iart en Zug, daaz der ileld durch den Anblick des
schrecklichen Untieres... nicht nur nicht in Atjgat [gesetzt v/ird,
Sondern gleich dem Dummling, der den Schrecken nicht kennt, selbst
in der cefährli chsten Situation seinen li^mor nie verliert;"
again (p.ii47. Anm.l) "'Und dein gehören dieser Schönheit Llunen,'
sagt Brunhilde bei i'ouuufe. "The author makes the note in connec-
tion with an expression used by Wotan to Brünnhilde:
"Die magdliche Blume
verblüht der Maid."
Meinck sa^s, too, (p. 252): In der Darstellung der -irv/eckung der
Brünnhilde folgt Wagner h-auptsächlich der nordischen Sage ... und
Fouqufe, dessen Darstellung sozusagen ein Mittelglied zwischen
jener und der märchenhaften Auffassung der Brünnhilde als Dorn-
röschen bildet."
When Siegfried discovers the sleeping Brünnhilde there is
a pretty little touch in V/'agner that is foreshadowed in F^uqufe;
"Hai in Waffen ein Mann:-
wie mahnt mich wonnig sein BildI
Das hehre Haupt
drückt wohl der Helm?
leichter v/ird ihm,
löst ich den Schmuck,"
Siegfried says, proceeding carefully to relieve the sleeper of her
burdensome helmet. Sigurd, too, says:
"Doch sieh, was liegt da für ein JÜnglingsbild,

X-iL>
Geharnischt, tief in Schlaf? - Mein Knab' , du bist
ü-in Iräcer hüter diesem edlen Bau,
Drum werd' icäi dich des Waffenachraucks entlasten,
Der Tliät'gem ziemt, und dich im Scl^f nur drückt."
In addition to tiie idea of relieving the youth which is common to
both versions, the enployment of the same expressions as "Bild"
and "Schmuck" lead to the inference that Wagner had Jouou6 in
mind.
Concerning this incident Meinck (p. 253) remark^: "Echt
märchenhaft ist der Zug, dasz der Htld mit seLnrfn Schwerte der
schlafenden Walküre die Parizerringe durchschneidet, bevor sie
erwacht, wie (KINDSKMARCHEII , Nr. III) der 'gelehrte Jäger' ein
Stück von ihrem Hemde abschneidet, in das sie eingenäht ist,
und im Märchen von SOHliEEWI TTCIiEK der an der Stelle der Brüne ge-
tretene Schnürriemen zerschjii t ten wird, um die Scheintote ins
Leben zurückzurufen. Wtn^er bekannt aber schön ist die Dichtung
Simrocks (WITT^^ICH, p. 270):
'Da kam er zu dem Saale, da schlief im Waffenkleid'
Ein Mann so voll gerüstet, als käm er eben vom Streit.
Dem band er von dem Haupte den Helm; da war's ein Weib;
Wie angewachsen fi/gte der Stahl dem schönen Leib.
Ihn aufzuschlitzen dacht' er mit klugen Schwerte schwang*
Vom Haupte bis ganz hernieder und an den Armen entlang
Zerschnitt der Heia die Rüstung und ritzte nicht die Haut
Dann schält' er aus dem Eisen die wonnigliche Braut.
Sie war so schön geschaffen, Wunder, Glied für Glied:

Da muszte sie erwecken mit einon Ku33e Sieciried.'
Wodurch Sic^rd den Zaub erschlal' der Jurißfrau ße'brochen habe, wird
in der Sage nicht angegeben.... Aber in den deutschen Volksaagen
wiederholt sich die Voraussetzung, dasz die verwünschte oder ver-
zauberte Jungl'rau nur durch den Kusz erlöst werden kann."
The hero exclaims in surprise and emotion when he finds
the sleeper is a woman; in i'uuqufe:
"Es ist kein Knab'i Kin Jungfräulein,
Das Aübild aller Huld und Lieb' sgewalt.'
"
and in V/agner:
"Das ist kein Mann.'... '
Brennender Zauber
zuckt mir ins Herz," etc.
Wagner follows Pouqufe in inspiring in Siegfried an imme-
diate interest in Brünnhilde so that he implores her not to slum-
ber longer:
"Noch bist du mir
die träumende Maid:
Brünnhildes Schlaf
brach ich noch nicht,
ürwache, sei mir ein 7/eibi"
Siegfried exclaimis, wMle Sigurd sa:,s:
"Ich weisz nicht, giebt es solche Zauber hier?
Dann lasz uns drin verharr 'n für alle Zeit,
Sei's Schlaf, sei's Wachen. Froher war ich nie,
Als seit mir dieses Licht den Sinn durchblitzt.

l'iö
...Sink, o sinke nicht
I^^ deine tiefe Ruh' ^^urück."
Bnllnrihilae in both dramas feels herself - as in ihe saea-
destined to Siegfried hut her destiny contains happiness for her
as well as for Siegfried:
"ewig hin ich,
sehn, ander Wonne -
>
doch ewig zu deinem Heill"
she says in WagTier; and in i'ouqu^:
"Ich wach', ich lehe nun fortan für dichl'
Wagner's love scene, however, is much he tter than Fouuufe' s as the
latter deadens the scene v/i th a recital of runes as in the older
versi ons.
There is in the EDDA (I'lOLSVIESMAL, Simrock, p. 110)
something of -.he happiness of thJ.s destiny but hardly of devotion.
Menglada says:
"Willkommen seiest du
,
mein Wunsch erfüllt sich,
Den Grusz begleite der K j.sz.
Unversehenes Schaxon beseligt doppelt
Wo rechte Liebe verlangt.
Lange sasz ich auf liebem Berge
Dich erharrend Tag um Tag;
Nun geschieht was ich hoffte, da du heim gekehrt
bist
,
Süszer jj'reund in Meinen Saal."

Swipdagr replies:
"Sehnlich Verlan(pn hatt ich nach deiner Liebe
Und du nach meiner Minne.
lJun ist gewisz, wir beide werden
Miteinander ewig leben."
The episode of the Valkyrie's disobedience, which in the
sources is, for the most part, related in the third person, is for
dramatic reasons in both Foua_u^ and Wagner related by Brünnhilde
to Siegfried at the time of her awakening.
One other thought seems to lave been suggested by Fouqufe .
Tho we are told in the EDDA and in the VOLSUIIGASAGA (V^^^ der Hagen
IV, p. 105) that Siegfried regarded Brünnhilde as the wisest v/oman
he had ever met, we have a picture of him here striving - groping,
as it were - to understand this mysterious being whom he admires
and loves, iouqu^ gives us a hint of this:
"Durch welchen Hebel, der mir selbst den Blick
Verschlossen hielt, traf mich dein holdes Auge?
Denn hätt'st du mir, auch dich zu schaun vergönnt,
Lebt' ich schon lang' im Liebessonnenschein."
Wagner's hero says:
"Wie Wunder tönt
was wonnig du sing' st;
doch dunkel dünkt mich- der Sim.
Deines Auges Leuchten
seh' ich licht;
deines Athems Wehen

fühl ich warm;
'
deiner Stimme Siri^en
hör' ich süsz:
doch was du sincend mir sag 'st,
staunend versteh' ich' a nicht.
Nicht kann ich das Ferne-
sinnig erfassen
da all' meine Sinne
dich nur sehen und fühlen."
As in Wagner v^^e find motivation only of the epic variety
and here we have no connection whatever with what precedes. In
^isLgner Wotan forms a connecting link, tho, as far as Siegfried
himself is concerned, the incident remains, th^re as here, a mere
adventure, or chance episode.
Scene 3. (GÖTTERDÄMMERUNG 1,1)
The third scene ha 3 no parallel in Wagner "but contains
one or two suggestions for the first scene of Act I of GOTTER-
DAI\/iMERUNG. As there, so in i'ouqu^, before the hero's arrival at
the court of the Gihichen plan is made to dels, in him and to at-
tract him to Gudrune d:. means of magic drink. This is thought of
after his comini^ in tne source, the VÖLSUKGASAGA , and is not ad-
ministered until later instead of on the day of his coming. The
Giukingen relate Sigurd's exploits, here as Hägen does in the first
scene of Act I.
Scene 4. (Vorspiel 2)
Sigurd's pursuit of his escaped falcon is not found in

Wa/jn er
Scene 5. (Vorspiel 2)
Fouqufe, slavishly followinc the saga, has two criance
meetings between Si^rud and Brynhildur, an arr anf^ement in which
Wagner wi selj. does not imitate him. Söne details of the second
meeting in Pouqu6 remind one of the first scene in V/agner ao some
details in the first meeting in i'oua.ufe (e.g. the betrothal by
means of the ring) are in the second scene in Wagner. Wagner's
second scene is, of course, a continuation, or outgrowth of the
first, in that respect an imxjrovement upon i'ouqul, tho in both
cases the parting has only an epic motivation, in that Sigurd sets
out to perform nev/ deeds. Wagner wisely omits Brynhildur's pro-
phecies of Sigurd's disloyalty. In general the emotional elements
in V/agner are more intense and ra tur al but seem to have received
some impulse from Pouqu^, tho the prot^^^'pe for the latter i s in the
VÖLSUIKIAS^Ga. They are treated more briefly in the soirees, how-
ever, tho we do owe Brünnhilde 's apostrop he to the gods in V/agner's
first scene to the ilDDA.
In 5'ouqu6'S second scene, Brynhildur's speech rsninds us
of that in Wagner's first:
"Du bindest dich, du bindest mich zugleich,
Sei's an den Tod, doch bin ich dessen froh.
So bleibe denn, Andenken deiner Treue,
Der yindwar'.s Ring an meiner Linken fest. -
Zu ew'ger Liebesflammen Brand verlobt

Das Weib aus Hindarfiall sich dir, du Keld!"
In SIEGij^RIED we find:
"Lachend musz ich dich lieben;
lachend vall ich erblinden,
lachend lasö' uns Verderb 3^ -
lachend zu Grunde geh'nl..
Mir strahlt zur Stunde
Sie{;fried's Stern;
er ist mir ewig,
er ist mir immer,
Erb' und Eigen
,
ein' und all'
:
leuchtende Liebe,
lachender Tod."
Whatever the loss she may sustain, whatever the gods or the fates
ma:, have in store, she is willing to give herself up to the bliss
of the hour - an element of recklessness added to her love, giving
it an intensity not found before: (The quotation fron Pouqu6 might
not seem to suggest this so plainly if it did not follow closely
upon her prophesies, but in the position in which it stands it is
certainly in this spirit.
Sigurd, too, as in other episodes gives way tö his impet-
uous nature:
"0 freudig heisze Gluth in Zweien Ein' 3. With this we may
cctopare Siegfried's ardor of insistence upon Brünnhilde' s love:
"die Gluth, die Brünnhild's
ß2

10^
Is en umbrarm
,
die trennt mir nun in der Brus t.'
Du Weib, Jetzt lösche den Brandl
schweige die schäumende ülutVii"
Brünnililde ' s loss of knowledce is expressed similarly in
the two dramas. In Wagner:
"Trauriges Dunkel
trüht mir den Blick;
mein Auge aämmert,
das Licht verlischt."
In i'ouqu6:
"ils liegt vor uns sehr dunkel. Dunkel hleih' es.
Die Runen knüpl' ich nun hinfürder nicht,
Denn unsre Eide sind der Lipp' en tratscht,
Gehören den Gewalten aa szer uns,
Deshalb kein Lenken hilft, kein Früherwissen"
Adventure III, Scene i. (1,1)
The third adventure in i?"'ouqu4 begins as does the first
act of GÖTTSRDÄi^IMiJRUNG , with a conversation in which the king -
in the former Giuke, in the latter Gunther - speaks of himself as
having his seat in contentment - or in splend's^r - by 1ii e Rhine,
Grimhildur, as Hägen in Wagner's account, tries to arouse the
king's ambition or at least to increase the prestige of the realm.
These incidents which are not found in the sources, give to both
dramas a similar setting, making clear the motive for that which

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^„^^^^^^^^^^^^^
1^4 . - - -
follows; i.e. the purpose in de taininjj; Sicurd.
Meinck (p.<iOO) nentiona in -ü-ii s conriection a similarity
between the two authors: "Bei unseren Dichtern treten die Bezie-
huiii^eii Siecfrieds zur Sonne mehrfach vor.
'Die Augen brennen ihiA wie lauter Glut;
Wer nicht ein frisches -lerz im Busen trägt,
Wagt kein Hineinschau' n in die regen Sonnen,'
heiszt es bei Fouqui... In bedeutsamen Metaphern v/eist auch Wagner
... darauf hin, dasz Siegfried ein Sinnbild des triumphierenden
Lichtes im j^hysischen und im ethischen Sinne ist, denn Brünnhilde
singt: 'Du Wecker des Lebens, siegendes Licht' unoli an einer ander-
en Stelle: 'Wie die Sonne lauter strahlt mir sein Licht.'"
Scene 2. (1,2)
As in Hebbel, Sigurd here cones to court with forebodings
but >Ere of disloyalty (as the birds warn him) a fact of which he
has been warned by his mother and Brynhildur. In a sense, he
should have more feeling of responsibility, then, but on the other
hand he has been taught the resistlessness of fate, so that he is
hardly more responsible than Wagner's hero.
We find more motivation in j^'"ouqu6 than in V/agner for both
the games and the immediate oath - for the games, since Sigurd has
to devise a means of conciliating Giuke's sons because of his un-
bidden entrance, and for the oath as an amicable settlement of the
contest in wöiich he h^s been victor.
Meinck again notices several likenesses between this
V//;,

scene and the second scene of Act I uf GÖTTElvDÄTMHS^UNG . He ob-
serves (p . I^uö ) : " Ais Hagen dem Rosse Siefil'rieda 'Rast bieten' will,
legt ihm der Held die Prlege und Obhut des Tieres ganz besonders
ans Herz:
•Wohl hüte mir Granel
Du hieltest nie
von edlerer Zucht
am Zaunie ein Ross.'
Ebenso sagt Sigurd ... bei i'ouqud:
•Ist wer dabei,
Der mir mein treues Ross zur Wartung abnimmt?
Ihr lieben Leute, neirimt dies Pferd in acht.
Behandelt's höflich, sons ten wird es büs,
Denn edler Gattung ist's, heischt feine Zucht.'"
He r'inarks again (p.60):"So wird man anderseits eingestehen müssen
dasz der wunderbare Zustand der durch den Trank verlorenen Erin-
nerung an den Ring von Wagner immer noch plausibler gemacht worden
ist, als von Fouqufe, der den Sigurd sogar Reflexionen über sein
entschwindendes und momentan wiederkehrendes Gedächtm's anstellen
läszt." He quotes also (p,272) Julian Schjnidt (Preuszische Jahr-
bücher 1876, p. 42 7) who says: die Einführung dieses Trankes als
eines 'physikalischen Motives' ins Drama sei nicht zu billigen,"
andMeinck continues:' Aber Wagner,, 'fügt er gleichdam als Ent-
schuldigung hinzu, 'hat es aus der Uberlieferung ^nommen ".nd das
Motiv gerade so behandelt wie j?"ouqu4'" - an hypoUiesis which
Meinck does not grant. The points of similarity wMch ths tv/o do

have, however, we shall note.
When Siet^fried >iaö sunk into rorce tfulness , al'ter drink-
I
ing the magic potion, he ia disturbed by words uttered inadvert-
ently - that is, without the intention of reiVeshing his memory -
and repeats them to himself after the first speuker:
"Auf Felsen hoch ihr Sitz,
ein Feuer umbrennt den Sali,"
words wi-iich call to mind those repeated by him wondering aj he is
losing his monory in Fouuufe, and suggesting that Wagner must have
had the former's description in mind:
"Auch sah' ich eine Burg, sah viele Flacmen."
The probability of Fouqu^'s influence is strengthened by the
ENTWURF in which Wagner sa„ s in reference to the later scene, "I^ie
Erinnerung därnraert immer heller in ihm auf", without, reference to
the second p ot ion. The first potion is, of course, in the sources
but not the description of loss of memory. The episode in Fouqu^
,
however, because of the hero's semi-consciousness of sudden loss
of memory is less plausible, perhaps, than in Wagner.
Siegfried impetuously desires to serve his new i'r lends at
once to rece.ive Gudrun's favor as a reward. In Fouqufe:
"Giebt's keinen Krieg, Ihr Herr'n? Ich zög' am liebsten
Alsbald hinaus, beweisend was ich kann;
Vielleicht dann sähen wir-beim Siegesmahl
Gudrunens, der Niflungin, Schönheit leuchten,
Von der die ganze V/elt bewunde^d spricht."
In Wagrier when he i s overcome by Gudruna's charms he askS' Gunther

suddenly if the latter has a wife and on learninc hie desire to
win Brünnhilde offers to do ii for him. We find him exclaiminc in
"both dramas cuncernino Gudruna's beauty but we are lold, too, in
the NIBELUlJÜi'IlJ LIKD ti-iat >e found her marvelously beautiful. This
does not come, however, until the fourth scene in Fouqud.
Scene 3.
Brynhildur's soliloquy in which she exj^resses knowledge
of S-i-grud'o faithles.snes3 is not found in Wagner, as Hagen's sol-
iloqu^, and the scene between Brtinnhilde and Waltraute are not
found in Pouqufe.
Seen e 4. (1,2)
The fourth scene whicii is an outgrowth of the second
furnishes some details, also, for Wagner's second scere . It rep-
resents the betrotlial and second oath.
Gunnar's expression "Blutsfreund" disturb 3 Sigurd's
.
peace of mind in a way unaccountable to the latter, much as does
Gunther' s rei^etition of the description of Brünnhilde' s rock, and
is a second incident iAfln.ich ma^ have suggested the bit of dialog to
Wagner. Gunnar says:
"So führ ich denn, Gudruna, dich ihjn zu -
Dem edeln Blutsfreund."
Sigurd re^jeats:
"BlutsfreundJ So B-^ut und ?reuna,
Im wunderlichen Bund - . . .
Mir kommt ein altes Sprüchwort in 's Genüth,

Nur 'weisz ich selbst nicht mehr, wo ich's vernommen,
Auch ni eilt die Worte recht - doch achweht 's um mich
Wie eine Wetterwolke schwül und schwer."
In Wagner Siegfried interrupts Gunther' a speech,
a_uoted ahove
,
repeating tue latter'd words reflectively as he
does also Gunther' a next speech:
"l^iur wer durch das Feuer bricht."
In the second oath in i^^ouo.u^ the thought rtjninds us in
part of that in Wagner - in the sources we are told that the oath
was taken hut its form is not given, tho the ceremony was a tra-
ditional one. Gunnar says:
"So mir Odin Httlfreich sei,
Freudvoll mein Leben, schmachfrei mein Tod,
Gelob' ich Sigurd, der Genossenschaft,
Gelob' ich dir zur Hülfe meine Hand,
Mein Gola, mein Reich und meine Kriegsgesellen,
Und deren kein 's sei jemals wider dich."
In Wagner Siegfried and Gunther speak together:
Ii
"Blühendes Lebens
labendes Blut
träufelt' ich in den Trank:
brüder-brünstig
muthig gemischt,
blüh' im Trank unser Blut.
Treue trink' ich dem Freund:
froh und frei

entlDlühe dem Bund,
Blut-Brüderachaf t heut'!" etc.
As in Wu^ner, so in i?'ouqu6, Hüg en doa s not refj Q-at the
oath but he accepts it ai., arentl^. Hägen' s üpirit in TiJLDÄM-
MilKüI^G, however, in more sug(,e3tive of that in the lc»,tLer part of
the NIBELUl^Crilj LIED tiian of Pouaui.
Siegiried'o ecstasy of admiration ard I07 e fcr Gudruna
has no counterpart - in his own words - in the earlier stories,
tho we are told in the epic of his feeling while the story-teller
informs us that he imagines they acted as lovers do. Jor Wagner's
vehement outburst:
"Ha Schönstes Weibl
schliesze den Blickl
das Herz in der Brust
"brennt mir sein Strahl:
zu feurigen Strömen fÜhl' ich
zehrend ihn zünden mein BlutI"
we have in Eouqu6 a calmer expression:
"Nun grüszt mich, das lang' entbehrte Glück,
Im süszen Traum bis heute mich umgaukelnd,
Dasz ich nicht wuszte, war's Vergangenheit,
War's noch Verheiszung - o nun grüszt es mich
Wahrhaft, lebend 'ger Kraft, nun fühl ich wieder
Genesen mich, an Schlacht und Eestmahl froh."

Advetiture IV, Scene 1. (I, 1)
Sigurd's account oi" his conjuest of the Danes is omitted
in Wagner. Griinhilaur's account oi' Brynhildur and incitement of
Gunnar correspond to Kagen's part in Act I, scene 1 of (iOTTJiRDAM-
MERUNG. Sigurd, uo Hebbel 's Siegfried,- opposes the suit but Is
willing to accoinpan:) the party.
Again when Grinliildur describes Brynhildur' s abode, the
words:
"Sie v/ohnt in Mitten eines Flamrnenzaun ' s"
ranind Sigurd dimly of his forgotten past.
"Was? ?larm:ienzaun? Mir hat so was geträumt," he repeat^
recalling to us again the passage quoted above from Wagner. Fou-
qufe, then, in three places gives hints for Wagner's scene, hinto
not found elsewJriere. V/agner gained, however, by condensation,
having only one expression of wonderment. In SIEGi'RIEDS TOi) such
expression is omitted entirely.
The conversation between Gurmar ana Högne concerning Si-
gurd's generosity, and thb,t of Giuke and Grimhildur concerning the
latter 's magic do not occur in Wagner.
Scene 2.
The unsuccessful attempt of Gunnar to cross the fiery
barriers is omitted in Wagner's account. In his account, as in
Eouqufe's, it is Hägen who suggests Siegfried's disguise, tho in a
different manner.

Scene 3 (1,4)
In Füuuufe, tüü, as in Wagner, the conversation between
the Valkyria and the supi-osed Gunther is given. In both cases the
hero takes the ring, as in the sources, upon vanquishing Brünn-
hilde. The scene corresponds to the fourt]-! in Act I in Wagner.
We are told in the sources that Siegfried placed his
sword between himself and his supposed bride, but Wagner follows
xouqufe in having him address his sword, asserting his fidelity to
Gunther.
Scene 4
G^druna's melancholy and her mother's attempt to comfort
her are not found in Wagner, and the scene be tween Hägen and Al-
berich does not occur in i'ouaufe.
Scene 5 (II, ^, 3, 4)
The beginning of the fifth scene - the anno uri cement of
the bridal party - corresponds to the second scene of Wagner's
second act, the call of the vira,tchman corresponds to Hägen' s assem-
bly of GuiOther's men in the third scene and the arrival corre-
sponds to the first part of the fourth. The incidents occur then
in about the same order, tho Sigurd's return of memory upon seeing
Brynhildur again does not occur until the death scene in Wagner.
In the LIED, in i'^uqu6 and in Wagner, Siegfried precedes
Gunther and his bride, announcing their coming. I n both dramas
there is someone on the stage to whom the message may be delivered
at once. In Wagner Siegfried greets Gutrune with the words:
,
•
.
"Heisz' mich willkommen
Gibichskindl
"
In i'ouuu^ he bids her welcome. In "both dramas the two speak to-
gether in a more familiar way than in th e LIJiD, in the one as hus-
band and wife, in the other as accepted lovers. 'Jhere is more ccm-
pression in jj'wuoufe than in the epic and in turn still more in Wag-
ner. In SIGU1-Ü) Gunnar and Bpynhildur are near and appear at the
end of the conversation. In the RING while they are talking Hagen
spies the sail.
In Fouqufe the watchjnan from a tower summons Gunnar' s men:
"Wohlauf I WholaufI Zum fei'rlichen Empfang,
Wer's treu mit meinem Herrn und König meint
i
Wohlauf 1 Er führt die Junge Kön'gin heim,
Die schöne Beüt ' aus Wafurlogas i'lammen,
Ganz nah der Burg schon prangt sein freud'ger Zug.
Wohlauf] Wühlauf
J
Üafen Irom an elevation i-erfoms this dutv in a aimi la-r* wav i n
Wagn er
:
"Hoihol Iloiho: Hoihol
Ihr Gib -i chs-Mannen,
machet euch auf.'
Wehei Weh ei
Waffen durch 's Landi .
gute Waffen.'
starke Waffen, ...
Hoiho .' Ho iho i Ko iho .' . .
.

Rüstet euch wohl
und rüstet nicht;
Gunther sollt ihr empfangen:
ein Weib hut er gefreit...
Ktnp fangt Gunther Braut:
Brtinnhilde naht dort mit ihm. "
Adventure V, Scene 1-7 (II, 4-b)
The quarrel of the queens is, of course, not oontained in
the KIIJG, hut Br;ynhildur ' s glimpse of the ring comes in the scene
after the arrival in i'ouqu^, and immediately upon the arrival in
Wagner. The latter, with omissions and variations, of course, re-
duces to tv/o scenes - the fourth and fifth - the content of the
fifth adventure of Jfouqu^. Wagner introduces the accusation and
danand for revenge immediately upon sight of the ring, and in the
next scene arranges the plan for Siegfried's death according to
the plan in the LIED while i^ouqu^ follows the mythology of the
north. We do find some smiliarities of detail, however.
Meinck (p. 294) makes the ohserv'at ion: "Wie Br;yTihild bei
i'ouqufe (Ahentener V) den Gunnar feig und 'würdigkei tshar ' nennt,
30 wirft sie ihjn bei Wagner vor:
'0 feiger MannJ
falscher Genoszi
Hinter dem Helden
Hehltest du dich,
dasz Preise des Ruhmes
er dir erränge.'

Tiei" wohl sank
da.3 teure Geschlecht,
das solche Zagen erzeuct.'"'
There ia a touch of the seane disposition in Sieefried in
"both Fouqui and Wagner. In the one he does not "blame Gudruna for
the miscJrdef she hi^ ct^used in disclosing the truth to Brynhildur,
is patient and kind; in the other he holds no malice toward Gun-
ther - as is true, of course, of other accounts, too - for his
(Siegfried's) unfortunate position with regard to Brttnnhilde. In
"both he hlarnes himself - not for any misconduct here, however.
In botli cases wh&i the evil result of the magic is evi-
dent, the user of it is reproached; in i'ouqufe "by GrimJriuldur ' s sons
and in Wagner, after Siegfried's death, "bu Gutrune, for using such
means. In the saga Grimhildur is spoken of as a worker of evil
hut not directl;/ reproached.
Gutrune 's humility and humiliation at the end of the Wag-
ner drama have their prototype in SIGURD in -friat the contrite Gu-
druna urges Sigurd to make peace with Brynhili. ur tho it should be
to her own disadvantage. In the saga she mertly wishes him to
offer gold, and there is no v\fil lingness expressed or implied on
her part to give up her husband. Sigurd, of course, in the saga
does make such an offer to Brunhild.
In !Fouqu6 Sigurd's remembrance and love for Brynhildur
return after her arrival as Gunnar's bride; in Wagner just before
the hero's death, tho Ijy^ means of a second potion (cf. on p.
In the saga we are told that he remembered his former vows and
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tried to make r ep a,j at. ion , even offerine to desert Gudruna to sootle
Br^^nhildis but we have no clear idea concerning the return ol" his
love. Pouqu6 brings this out in Sigurd's soliloo.uy upon seeing
Brjnhildur again (end of Adventure IV) and in the last interview
ol' the two, v/hile Wagner has the d^ing Siegfried express his ru;.
-
ture of love for her, unconücious that it has not always filled
his soul.
V/agner imitates Foua.u^ to a certain extent in making
Hägen more considerate of Gudrun' s grief. "Sie jammert mich," he
says of her in SIGURD (where, of course, he is not the murderer)
and in the RIEG:
"Musz sein Tod sie betrüben,
verhehlt sei ihr die That."
He is less terrible - tho more contemptible in his plotting - than
in the epic, where his motive in concealment is quite different.
Adventure VI, Scenes 1-5 (III, 2,3)
The first scene in which Gudruna and Sigurd go to sleep
is naturally not in Wagner, as Siegfried's encounter with the
Rhine maids is not in i'ouqud. Siegfried's death is in the second
scene of Adventure VI as of Act III of GOTTERDAMM® UEG . Both
dramas close with the funeral pyre and Brünnhilde 's self imiuola-
tion, Wagner bringing in the fall of the gods arid Fouqufe a prophe-
cy by the Horns, which si^ggests the next drama. Wve find, however,
some similarity of detail once more.

1 uo
As soon as the murderous deed is done Hacen i>ropose3 to
Günther the division of the treasure in SIGURD and in the RING
after havin^^ aroused Günther's desire for the ring kills him in
the attempt to procure it for himself.
Tie uplifting of the dead SitTefriea's arm reminds us of
the flowing of the wounds in the LIED and of similar incidents in
folklore (cf. G^lther, p. 110), tut also recalls Brynhildur's re-
mark in Foujufe, used in a different connection, it is true:
"Du weiszt es Ja, brauchst nicht
zu eifern o"b des Braut 'garas blasser Nähe,
Der nach mir ausstreckt seine kalte Hand."
In Jj'ouuu^, too, Brynhildur speaks of the committal of the
gold to the Rhine, aö in Wagner she ^-romises the return of the
ring. In the earlier accounts it is not until long after in the
RACHE that v/e hear of the consignment of the treasure to the
Rhine.
I^i both dramas the audience views the pyre, which is, of
course, in the sources, also. It is interesting, however, to find
an attempt at representation by both poets. In the earlier stor-
ies, too, Brttnnhilde looks back upon her love for Siegfried, but
its expression is only slight. In the EDDA her farewell is most-
ly a prophecy and a direction of the preparation for the pyre, as
also in the VOLSUKGASAGa, Wagner's account has more in common
v/ith that of Eouiufe. Brünrihilde speaks of the allurgnent of the
flames and addresses the hero lovingly as she rushes into their
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midst. In Fouqui she says:
Die Flamme leuchtet
I^^ Wagner:
-
Mir zu dem letzten Pfade klar cenuß.
Glühte nicht lockend deinem edeln Mut,
lieber Sigurd, V/al'urlogas i''lanme?
Das ist der Brautgang für uns zwei bestimmt:
Durch dröhn 'de Glut zur süszen Lieheaglut.
Du kamst zu mir erst, nun komm' ich zu dir -
Lächelst, raein holder Bräut'gam? V/ie lichtherrlich
Die Funken fliegen, kränzend dir das Haupt!
Hinein.' dem glüh'nden Herzen thut's nicht v/eh.'
"
"Grane, mein Ross,
sei mir gegrüszt.'
Weiszt du, Freund,
wohin ich dich führe?
Im Feuer leuchtend
liegt dort dein Herr,
Siegfried, mein seliger Held,
dem Freunde zu folgen
wieherst du freudig?
Lockt dich zu ihm
die lachende Lohe?
Fühl' meine Brust auch,
wie sie entbrennt;
helles Feuer

fttszt mir das Herz:
ihn zu umschlincen,
umschloösen von ihm,
in mächticster Minne
vermäjilt ihm zu seini
Heiaho i Grane.'
grüsze den FreundJ
Siegfried.' SieglYiedi
Selic gilt dir mein Gruozl"

Motivation in SIGURDS HACHE
Vorspiel
The atuenpt oi' the Niflungen to persuade Gudruna tw leave
her retreat and become the v/ife oi Atli ia motivated tö' the lat-
ter • ü denand for restitution for trie loss of his sister, Br^n-
hildur; a daricj-id which we learn later, was a pretext to gain the
^iflungen treasure. The scene in which the mother and brothers
try to persuade Gudruna is unnatural and improbable. K(^gne's con-
juration is fantastic and his final appeal to her desire for v en-
gen&Tice seems unlikely tho we may suppose him to depend upon Grim-
hildur's mixture, I'or security. The parleying between Gudruna and
her brothers, too, does not seem reasonable, since she pleads her
delight in her tapestries as a reason for not acceding to their de-
mands, without their having cleared themselves of the great wrong
the,, had committed. Her final yielding is not made plausible,
either, tho her mother does appeal to her childhood memories.
Fouqufe disposes of her ill-feeling thru magic means, eliminating
it from the rest of the drama, following the Northern tradition,
without, however, making it seem probable. The mother's re-
proaches, tho different in nature, remind one of Gunther' s, in
Kaupach, - the one chiding Gudrun because of guilt and the other
because of ingratitude, - neither,, in his own insistent demarid,
considering her feeling. Here ad there, too, Gudruna was at first
rt^^roachful because of her brothers' appropriation of the treas-
ure.

Adventure I
The first adventure reveals Atli'a motive in desiring
marriage wit>i Gudruna and provides, also, oone mot iv.it ion for a
change in her character, due to the disposition of Atli and the
unhappy/ life she has had to lead. It has been filled with discord
and the proud, independent, even daring, side of her nature has
If
been developed. Atli's remark reminds us of Kudicer's in Hebbel.
Atli sajs:
"Noch immer spröd' una keck? i'ttrwahr man rtth-irite
Mir andre Weis' an dem l^iflungenkind.
Zart, lieblich, hiesz es, schliesze sich ihr Blüh'n
Den Blicken kaum nur auf," etc.
Her s:,'mpathy with Di et ere ich, suggested in the EDDA,
GUDRüKARKVIDHA OEImUR, furnishes the pretext for the accusation of
Atli's jealous mistress:
"Doch klagenswerth war Dietereich' 3 Geschick,
Past wie mein eig'nes, und der Recke trug's
Hoch, königlich, v/ie ich mein Unheil trage;
Da strömte gern vertraulich unser Wort
In Leid und Muth zusammen."
After Gudruna 's innocence has been rpvo ed by the test of boiling
water ( an incident absurd to the modern mind) she remains for the
sake of her children and Atli seizes the opportunity to invite her
brothers, ostensibly as recomicnse for the indigrxity inflicted
upon her. The real motive, that of gaining the gold, is clear to
Gudruna, however, and she strives by means of a runic ring to warn

her "brothers. i?'ouqu* tries to explain her loyalty' to them by hav-
ing her place tiie Ijlane Tur Sicurd's cLeaUi upon fixte and Bryn-
hildur's wratli, and "by making Atli :,et more intolerable to her
than they. Atli 's character and her preference for her brothers
are, oi' course, in the WuriJiern niytholocy« Gudruna's plan to foil
Atli and Wingo'o counterplan prepare for the ne:<.t act.
Adventure II
In the second Adventure v/e find Wingo at the Af'iflungen
court, planning to ensnare the brothers v/hile they are intoxicate^
V/e find Högne, in his usual role of adviser, trying to restrain
the -less cautious Gunnar from promising the desired visit. Högne
,
less intoxicated than his brother, is suspicious of the expression
on Wingo 's face. Wingo promises control of Atli ' s realm, however,
and Gunnar, as in Wagner, goes to ruin from his desire for power,
and in his intoxication gives his v/ord. Högne, as in all accounts
determines, th-ru loyalty, to accompany him to Atli's court in
spite of his better judgment. As in the northern mythology, both
heroes have married and i.heir v/ives have dreams, recalling those
of Ute in the German accounts. Both hjtroes, tho with forebodings,
feel bound, however, to keep their word, as Gunther does in Heb-
bel. The oath which the women force Wingo to take and the burial
of the gold in the Rhine increase our expectation of the approach-
ing calamities. The characters are, however, for the most part,
unnatural and lifeless.
Wagner v/as not the first to present to us a picture of
the gold in the Rhine, tho the circumstances of its being there
_

are dit'TerenL. Wimn Gunriar and liü^^ne aink the treasure into lYie
Rhine the:,' describe the water and the col<i» addreasinc the latter
as do tue lilriine muideno in the openin/^ scene uf the HIIIWEGOLD,
HUgn e sa:, s:
"Koll* hin, roll' ^^in,
Du reichen Gut,
Das Vielen v/erth und lieh war.
Am Ui'er vielleicht
Forochen jie künftig,
forschen ver^jeblich nach dir...
Und das schöne GrahJ
Die schäumende ij'luth,
Verklärt in M^nd und Morgenlichtl
Solch ein Bette
i'lüos'gen Silbers
Hätten ja i'ürsten und Helden gern."
Gunnar continues:
"Schlaf, du G^ld'ner,
Tief im Schoosze
Der Woge "bis wir dich wecken.
Rufen wir nicht,
So bleib' in R^h'
,
Dann schJ.afen auch wir, erv/achen nicht."
Kögne says then:
"Da sperre den gähjienden
Spalt, Rheinflusz.'
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Gleit' in clänL:ender Welle d'rob hin," etc.
i'loszhilde, too, speaks vi' "Des Goldes ö'^-'^laf" and "des Schluramerr*-
den Bett" The Rhine maidens, too, describe the scene presenting
a more imaginative picture. Wogelinde says:
"Lugt, Schwestern!
Die Weckerin lacht in den Grund.
"
Wellgunde adds:
"Durch den grünen Schwall
den wonnigen Schläfer sie grüszt."
Ploszhilde continues:
"Jetzt kttszt sie sein Auge,
dasz er es öffne;
schaut, es lächelt
in lichtem Schein;
durch die i'luthen hin
flieszt sein strahlender Stern."
Then the three sing together:
"
... Rheingoldl
Leuchtende Lust,
wie lachst du so hell und hehr!
Glühender Glanz
entgleiszt dir weihlich im Wag.'...
Wache
,
5'reund,
wache froh! . .
.
flimmert der Flusz,
flammet die Pluth,
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umflieszen wir tauchend,
tanzend und singend,
im seligen Bade dein Jiett,
Rl-ieingoldi
"
Adventure III
WinGO "brint^ö upon himself the penalty of his false con-
duct "by the untimely revelation ut it. Unlike other accounts, the
"battle is precipitated at once with Atli's demand for the gold,
Nif lung "breaking open the gates and Atli giving the signal for
battle when the foe refuses to surrender. The heroes, as in the
preceding act, also, comment upon their own heroism. They tell
Gudruna, too, that their plight would be relieved if Sigurd were
alive, putting further strain upon the i> rohabili ty of the attitude
of Gudruna toward them. We are hardly prepared, either, for her
display of valor in battle, so great and successful that she terri
fies those she pursues. The characters of her two warlike chil-
dren are, also, by no means convincing, but their lack of sympathy
for their mother and her brothers and their savage delight in bat-
tle help to prepare for Gudruna' s later resolution. Their lack of
s:,mpath: is accounted for b^ tneir interest in their father's af-
fairs and by their mother's evident neglect or repugnance to them-
her attitude reminding of Hebbel' s account. Here as there her
natural instinct asserts itself to a slight extent - there in
feeling for the danger to which sne has exposed her child, here in
the fact that turns to them for consolation. Her rebuff recalls
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the attitude of Medea's children in Gri llijaruer ' s drama, tho they
reit more of dread and fear than these independent unfeeling; boy a.
The escape or Wiflunc from fall in la. t tie per-napd ^lelps
to make possible Atli's death, since his father, Högne , "bids him
withdraw and "bide his time for ven(;eauce. He doea nut seem to rae
I
to be a necessary character, however, or any valuable addition,
j
since Gudruna seems capable of accomplishing her vengeance alone.
I
I
Gudruna' s attitude toward the gods in her despair after
her brothers' capture recalls that of Brunhild in Raupach and of
Kriemhild, in Hebbel, towards the chaplain's God.
As in SIGURD (e.g. in the prophecies of Hiordisa and
Brynhildur and in accord with the general attitude of the charac-
i ters), so Högne regards the progress of events as ruled by fate
and the dovmfall of the Uiflungen as Sig^urd's revenge, tho the
contest has not been waged v/ith tl^iat end in view. The downfall
occurs as a result of the characters, however, and the c cmbinati on
of events which as a result of Sigurd's death have placed the
treasure in the hands of the brothers and made them subject to the
greyed of Atli. The idea of fate exists, of course, in the sourcee^
and is in the mind of Hebbel 's Hägen in his attitude toward Sieg-
fried's doom and their own as they set out for the Hunnish court.
This fate is not caprice, hov/ever, but the result of the charac-
ters and the combination of circumstances, with the exception in
Foua_ufe of the use of magic to affect the character and subsequent
action of Sigurd in the preceding drama and of Gudruna in this.
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Adventure IV
In the fourth Adventure we find Gunnar with the serpents
in tne cave, in wliich he dies r^iüier Ihaii give up the ßold to
Atli. Jj'ouau^j, as the nytholO{^, of the Nurth, exchaneed in some
measure tiie roles of üunrjar and Kögne, making the former more in-
sistent upon Sigurd 'o death and makmghim now danand the ?iead of
Högne, rather than the reverse order of affairs, (iunnar's singing
before his death, as in the source, is perhaps romantic hut his
heroism is still hardly convincing; J^'ouqui has not succeeded in
portraying real loftiness of personality. The scene is much less
effective than the simple statement of the manner of his death in
the saga.
The mefjting of Gudruna and Niflung near the cave, v/here
the^ hear Gunnar 's voice, offers appropriate occasion for their
plan for revenge. Their characters, however, are lifeless and un-
appealing.
Further identification of the interests of Atli's chil-
dren with those of the father who is so odious to the mother, is
given here. The picture of father and sons is not unpleasing tho
the sons, "especially Ortlieb, do not talk as ch-ildren. The scene
seems to have no purpose as far as plot is concerned tho it re-
lieves Atli's character somewhat and enhances the horror of the
later scene in which- Atli is told of his grewsome meal. They arq
of course, just starting on the hunt from which the children have
just returned when Gudruna puts them to death. Their supposed
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weariness after the hunt satisfies Atli'a enuuiries concerning;; t?«
them until she ia rettdy to reveal rie r U'^-ea.
Adventure V
Gudruna is far from "be in^ an exalted character in her
revenge. The otreoö is not, as in He-bbel, laid upon her feeling
of terrible but sacred duty of revenge but, as in the VÖLSU1;üASAG;\
she sa:, s of Atli:
"Noch höhnen darf er mich] - Das heischt der
Rache
Gräu* Ivollstes Maass... Aus eig'nem Herzgrund
Reisz' ich mit eig'nem B-^ut und Todesschjnerz
Die Rache für den Spötter mir herauf."
The same is true in the next scene in v/hich Gudruna'
s
murder of her diildren seems to spring in part from spite for
their lack of affection. Her deed hardly seems as reasonable as
that of Grillparzer ' s wretched Medea, an outcast driven by jeal-
ousy of Kreusa and by disprized love. The conversation of the
children again seems unnatural because it is too mature.
The last interviev/ between Gudruna and Atli heightens her
1
suffering somewhat since he shows more feeling for her, and the
children seem on the hunt to have given her some consideration:
"j'ttr Muttern, riefen sie, v/oll 'n wir sie fangen,
I
Da soll sich Mutter freu'ni"
i
,
Her attitude towara her children, as their feeling for her, seems
t,o have varied; for she speaks of her former joy in their pink

' cheeks and she has stayed at Atli's court on their account, while
on t-he othur hand they speak of her usual atti'.ude as threatening*
This is not unnatural, however, as her anti^^athy for their father,
wiLh whom they s^/Xipatnize as they older, seurns to have in-
fluenced Vier most of the time but has not always g^'-in^^^ "the mas-
tery .
Nif lung appears as an instrument and nothing more, in
spite of his assertions of wrath and revengeful purpose.
At the time of the murder of Atli Gudruna, as Hebbel 's
Kriemhilde, showo participation in the suffering v/hä ch she has
inflicted. Wheri Atli speaks of the children as her "eig'nes Lebeft
she sa,/s:
"Meinst Du, ichhätt' es thränenlos verlösch':?"
but she explains it:
"Also gebot's der grimme Zorn in mir,
Uicht Dir allein auch mir ein blut'ger i'eind"
As in Hebbel, she feels that her revenge must be in proportion to
i
her grief and inflicts upon Atli an ignominous death fraught with
I
1
j
terrible mental suffering. On the other hand she iJromises him
honorable disposal of his body.
Adventure VI
I
The motivation of the burning of the castle with the
Hunnish warriors does not make the deed seem necessary or justi-
fiable. The Huns tell Gudruna of their intention to bring her to
I
j
justice and for their daring she resolves upon this v/holesale

slaughter. We feel that she deserved to die and that she c-juld
have i'U.1 herself to deatli aa well now as later. Later she inter-
prets the c onl'la^^rati on , as did liöcne the fall of the lJij"luncen,
as beinc in honor of Sit:urd. As in the ca^e of Wucncr'a .Brünnhil-
de , her vision is illumined by the events that have taken place,
and she regards herself, as did iirtinnhilde , as an inotruinent of
the gods:
"Erst nach Vollbrachten Thaten v/ird mir's Licht,
Denn taubes Werkzeug v/oll' n die Rachegötter."
This sharpened insight recalls, too, Dietrich's interpretation of
events in Hebbel ' s RA.CHS.
As Hebbel 's Kriemhilde, Gudruna meditates, too, upon her
change in character, tho in Fouqu^ we have not watched this con-
sistent growth as in Hebbel. Gudruna says:
"Ja, ich erschrecke selbst oftmal davor;
Vorzüglich, wenn ich denke, wie ich sonst
Ein Mägdlein war, nachher ein junges Weib,
Von aller Sanftmuth, aller Lieblich-keit
UmSi^ielt, der Menschen i'reude die mich sah'n. -
Was schlugen sie mir auch den Sigurd todt?
Seitdem gewann die finst're Rachev/elt
Ihr Theil an mir, gestaltend sich in mir.
Zuletzt umschaffend mich zur Unheils tift ' rln"
Niflung seems to be introduced chiefly to set fire to the
room in which the Huns are feasting, then to describe their de-
struction and to receive Gudruna' s prophecy of the annihilation of

the l^ifluncen race. Gudruna'j voluntary deati'! seems I'ittinc after
her fierce deeds and in view of the dejolation of her life. As
Raupach' g Brunhilu plunces into the Khine, so she casta iioris'^x.
into the sea. The return of JDietereich is purely epic motivation,
having no vital connection with tiie pla^ . As in J-.uupacn' j a,na
Hebbel ' s accounts, so here hope for the future depends upon
Di eterei ch.

Ibl
Motivation in I»ER ÜIBELUI^ÜKN - HOKT - Raupach
Vo rspiel
For the beßinninc of his drama Rai^uch aüaptd the account,
or Siegfried' 3 rescue of Chriemhiid in the SEYiKIDS LIED, naking
use of an incident absurd to the modern view. The dwarf I^c*=l
has directed Siegfried :o the dragon's den and awaits his victory
over i'afner - for the latter is identified with the princess' cap-
tor.
Siegfrieu seems to have had considerable experience, for
he calls Chriemhiid
"die Ailerschönste
,
Die je mein Aug ' erbli ckt , mein Muna geküszt,"
tho on the other hand he cannot comprehend her swoon, a phenomenon
entirely unfamilar to him. The incident recalls his incompre-
hension of the sensation of fear in SiECFRJEP but his naivetfe here
seems less plausible. As Miss Periara (p. 10'^) suggests, Raupach
humanizes but ch^eapens Siegfried's character. As in the ilDDA, he
knows of his untimely death but in consequence intends to exper-
ience as many pleasures as possible. i'ouquJ;'s Sigurd, too, re-
joiced in the prophecy that the love of two women and many great
deeds were to be granted to him, .but he hardly sanj: to the level
of Raupach 's hero. Ke is here indifferent to Eogel's warning
against the effect of gold upon character:
"Denn Übermacht gebiert wohl Übermacht," etc.

Like Wcicner'a her'o hti döl'iea the threat in th, curde:
"Was ceh'n mich Ar-idre r Thaten^in? Wenn auch
Mit tintini Schwert zehn Kinuer ihre Väter
Ermürdet hätten, nei-men würa' ich'y docn, -
üi^är's aondt ein gutes Schwert: ich weisü gewi az
,
Ich werde meinen Vater nicht erschlageri . "
i:.Ooöl jouüufe's Kiordiis warns hi:n:
"'Ich weisz,' ist keck gesagt von künft'gen Uingen."
Again Siegfried sajs:
"Ja, ich will's (den Toa wecken), und wär' es
Der Teufel seihst, ich v/eck' ihn."
his Oijinion of fear is similar to Sigurd's:
"i£in ealer Palke darf die j'urcht nicht kennen."
He places a higher value upon the treasure than the hero of the
other aramas and v/i th it intends to make his queen most resplend-
ent. (In Hehhel, to he sure, he presents it to her, too, hut
there is no emphasis placed upon display-.) This motivation has
its results, of course, later in the drama.
The Chriemhila is disturbed hy her arecjn of the fc>,lcon,
yet her unwillingness to marry Siegfried seems affecuea and con-
ventional and her final surrender sentimental.
Thru the c^r rival of Günther, Hagen ana Völker the action
progresses rapidl;y, plan for Brunhild's conquest heing made, and
Siegfried , offering hio aid in return for the hand of Chriemhild.
Both Günther and Siegfried are heedless of Eu^el's warning: "Sich
seihst hetrttgt gewöhnlich der Betrüger," an idea repeated by Brun-

ir
"
hiid to Gtintiiex' Just after Si tj^fricL' a death (Illib).
Act I.
Hägen' d roly in Raupaoh differd rrora the usual - it is
I
between that in Pouqut (where he does not Oi^pose the conquest of
Br:,nhilde' -"but opposes the .ot.Gri f i ce' of Sigurd) and that in Heb-
bel (where he aesires both the conquest and Siegfrid'd death).
In Raupach Yie opposes the conquest but urges later the necessity
of Siegfria's death. He chides the king for risking his life and
when he learns Siegfrid's part in the affair opposes the crime
against Brunhild because of its ignominy, the danger of Siegfrid's
betra:,al of it, emphasising,' too, Brunhild's unfitness for the
position of Gunther's wife. Hägen bt comes the p ersonif icatiun of
Gemanic faithfulness and is the one character whom Raupach en-
not)les; he seems somewhat overdrawn, however.
Siegfrid's character is again lowered. His self confi-
dence approaches boastfulnsss and his bravery is not so much to
his credit since he depenas upon his invulnerability':
"Denn ich bin stark und unverwundbar auch,"
unlike Hebbel 's Siegfried who was grateful for the linden leaf.
He has some appreciation of nature but of the might of the sea
rather thx.n of the freedom of the woods and the joy of sunshine.
Here he degenerates into bombast. He seems to have considerable
acquaintance with the dark side of life as he muses u,, on the uses
to wMch he could put the magic hood and, tho he intends to avoid
then, yet he rejoices in the second conquest of Brunhild. As in
Hebbel, he is contemptuous of Brunhild, going farther than Heb-
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bel's hero, however, who civoided hur and did not favor even the
first Conquest. Raup ach' a htro sayj:
"Was nutzt ein Weih auf irden, dao nicht -lieht?
i'ort mit dem Unkraut."
Günther insists upon ccmpletinc his conquest ostensibly
lor the St reiigiihening of hid kingdom hut really actuated more by
the attraction of i^runhild's beauty arid resistance, from a desire
to conquer, indifferent a,s to means. He is given a chance to a-
void the seconu conquest in Raupach; th-at is, there is not the
absolute necessity ihat we h^ve in Hebbel due to his public humil-
iation.
The motivation of Brunhild's character in Raupach is not
as hazy an d myst erious as in Hebbel but is even leoS pleasing
since the quarrel springs merely from vanity instead of a sense of
previous wrong from Siegfried and slighted love. Raupach makes
use of the liorthern myth with variations. She has been bound by
her mother's magic to defend herself by contests, a procedure
quite in keeping with her own instincts. Her chief pride, has
been in her prowess, ana she feels herself dishonored when defeat-
ed, looking upon domestic pursuits only with repugnance; nay, she
feels utterly helpless as far as they are concerned and foresees
inevitable misery resulting for all.
Act II.
'
Brunhild's jealousy of Chriemhild is aroused, by the
greater display and popularity of the latter at a tournament.
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Evidently Siegrrid id keeping his promise to adorn his u_ueen and t
the arrogance that lU/ ^el l-iau foreseen ia duveloijing. 'Ühere ia an
i
element of genuineneds in Brunhild's attitude toward attention
j
comint; to her from nearnedd tu Chriemhild:
I
"Ich habe stets
Den liond gehaszt, weil er sein schwarzes Antlitz
Mit dem erborgten Sonnenlichte schjninkt."
We infer that Brunhild's prediction with regard to her incompati-
bilit:.' with her nev.' surroundings is being realized, lather says:
"Hat Chriecilriila mehr des Volkes Lieb als Du,
Wess ist die Schuld? Vor 'rri Nord^«find schlieszen sich
Die Blumen zu, so vor dem Stolz die Herzen."
The catastrophe might perhaps yet have been avoided if
Günther had acceded to the aesire of Brunhild ana Hägen that Sieg-
frid and Chriemhila should Jftav e. Hagen's warning:
"Zwischen i'rauen , die sich hassen,
Leg' ein Gebirg und nocn ein Meer dazu"
recalls Sigriid's speech in Fouqu^ (SIGURD IV, p. 150):
"Der brauen Zank wird oft ein schjneidend Schwerdt,"
as well as suggesting the smiliar thought in Hebbel.
The charges that Chriemhild makes against Siegfrid upon
discovering the girdle are detrimental to her own character as
well as his but are in accord with his account of former exper-
iences. Her attituae toward Siegfrid' 3 lie is similar in Raupach
and Hebbel but in the former she assumes his guilt and indulges
in self-pity
;
in the other she feels the inconsistency with c,

löö
general nolDill of ciiaracter. We rind that Chriemiiild, aa in the j!
Vorspiel, id au vain ad Brunhilu, leurinr lods oV beaut:/ and e-
vincine jealousy ol" the lattei- Tor v/hom ahe assuraea an attitude
j
01 condescendinti: I'ity, the ainoerit:- oi' which we uoubt. Siegfrid
does not give us the I'eeling ol" so serious necebsitj^ in his "be-
trayal Ox the secret as in Hebbel.
"Say Lrs der Sinn, die Schönheit v;ird ihn beucen,
Sie bat so stisz ; ein Stein nur konnte schweigen."
In both Raupach and Hebbel the quarrel follows close upon
the finding of tl:i e belt. R&,upach'ö scene, however, is decidedly
inferior to that of Hebbel in v.'j .i ch Krieiohild thru kimly solici-
tude arouses unwittingly the ire of Brunhild, one sarcasm leading
to another and bringing on the climax simply because their natures
were so incomprehensible and hostile to each other. Raupach's
Chriemhilu realized in the earlier scene hov/ a betrayal of the
secret woulü crush Brunhild, Hebbel' s Kriemhilü thinks of it only
as a result of extreme exasperation. In Jj'ouqu^, Ra\;qpach and Heb-
bel, as in the IJorthern accounts, Brunhild's desire fcr revenge is
absolute.
In answer to Gfinther's cj^urge that he Jra s broken his
promise of silence, Siegfrid admits it, saying:
"Was ist auch Übels a* ran?
vVo man urn Liebe wirbt, da gilt auch List."
r
As in the earlier scenes v/e find him not naive but uns c^jipulcus,
tho he denies having stained the king's honor and Chriemhild con-
fesses having merely imagined it. Hägen' s motive in demcjriding the
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death ol Slenfrid und oii'erintf himaell" id entirely disinterested,
difieriiiL, in tiii^ rram Hebbel's Hacen w}ioae desiry cuincidea wi tVi
his cunCfeptiun of duty. However, Hatten' s deed does not seem a<j
heinoub in view of Siecfried's unuuea ti onabl e crime, re lieveu l-o
it was by the nume of frienaship. The only thine that wins him
any ^ä^mpathy is, of course, the fact that Günther was the insticJ*-
tor.
Act III
Rau^ach, as Hebbel, follows the LIED in having Haften
learn from Chriemhila the vulnerable spot, in torturing Cnrienihila
v/ith regrets and forebodings and in having her attempt to detain
Siegfrid. In the latter's attitude toward danger we find, tho in
christian guise, the same fatalism that c>iaracterized him in the
earlier scenes tho not the same flippancy. Indeed, we are sur-
prised at the change in his character. This regretful resignatior^
this api.r'eci ati on of the blessings of life and the peaceful beauty
of nature are in sharp contrast tu his former spirit. H^s con-
ception of service to his friend is more sober, too:
"Der König hat mein Wort; er nimmt es mit,
Und wie dem Herrn die treue Dogge, folgt
De r Man n d em Wor t .
"
ITaturally we ask what has caused this change. It hardly seems the
result of the experiences he has' been thru. He still has no con-
trition for or appreciation of his wrong toward Brunhild as such,
since he feels justified in carrying out Günther' s wish. The mo oc^

1}
ii" wc think oi it. consistent, mujt come frt^n hlj feelinß that
jj
death is near and I'rwin his lurciveneas of and feelinc of tender-
ness fur "his wife who h..o exijosed him to death. The scene does
not, however, seem consistent with his character. It is too pious
to seem natural. Chriemhild succests, in Kaupach, that his own
desire is Siecfried's reason for ir,oinß out; in Hebhel he expresses
his pleo^sure in the hunt himself. In both Raupach and Hebbel,
II Hagen has the same view of necessity or lack of freeaora resulting
from the events that have taken place and requiring Siegfrid's
death.
As in Wagner liaupuch's hero returns from the cha^e
without booty, and we find the same feeling for animals as in
SIEHimED. In Raupach he says of his struggle with tie bear:
"Er hat vielleicht im Tann auch Weib und Kind,
So dacht' ich und entliesz ihn, und er schlich.
Als hätt' ich recht gedacht, still in den Wald.
Denn Thi ere lieben auch."
In SIEGjmED (1,2) he sa:,3 t o Mime of animals:
"Da lernt' ich wohl
was Liebe sei;
der Mutter entwandt' ich
die Welpen ni e. "
We find in .Raupach suggestions of the same tragic irony
as in Hebbel. In both, Hägen induces Siegfrid unwittingly to
justify the former's act. In Raupach Hägen says:

ibü
"Ja: achmäht ein Mann, den atet.s Du hoch ehalten,
Dej iVeundea Jilhre, ilem iJu Treu Geschworen,
So mttaztest Du, des ij'reundes Kl-ire rächend,
Erschlagen dieaen Mann,"
to which Siegfriu's asöents: "Dasz müazt' ich thun."
The iron: is more extensive and dramatic in Hebtel
,
however,
(SIJiGMiXiS TOD IV,2).
Hagen's exultation upon killing Siegfried hardly seems
as protaTüle as in Hebbel where we feel his antipathy . H owev er , his
expression is onl^ slight in Raup ach:
"Auf HornesrufI erlegt ist edles Wild,"
and later he expresses regret that the deed had to be. In both
Raupach and Hebbel Siegfrid is concerned at his death for the wife
he must leave. Brunhild's brutal taunting of the dying hero fur-
nishes another example of the coarser character of both, ä.egfrid'3
attitude toward her heathenism as the cause uf their woe is the
ch^ract t.ri sti c attitude of the personages in the drama, and is
that implied in Brunhild's spiteful shaft directed against Chriem-
hild (V,l), Raupach does not, of course, attempt to represent a
struggle between the two religions, however.
As one greatly wronged, Gün-ther bev/ails the loss of his
frienci, shifting the blame upon Chrierahild, as Hägen aoes in Heb-
bel, ana upon fate as Gudruna does in Jouqu6. That Günther should
set out upon a war expedition v/ithout even waiting for the funeral
rites seems v er y unnatural , but is Haupach's way of hurrying over
ev ents.
I
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Volker' d ovation of the dead forma a rhetorical close to
the act but does not add lo ito efi ectivenesd.
Act IV.
At til e bti:inninc oT the iourth act we find tin. i we have
maae a leap uf some time the events of which v/e learn thru the
account given to Günther upon hid r-turn. The same ruthless meas-
ures in protecting the kinc's interests characterizes Hägen. Ke
has incurred the enmity of both ChriemJ-ild and Brunhild by taking
awai' her child anu the treasure from the one and V. refusing
satisfy the vanity and the revengeful desire of the otiier. Hag en's
attitude toward the hoard reminds one of that of Völker and others
in Hebbel and of Hägen' s interpretation of events after Sigurd's
death in Fouo.u^. His sincerit:^ of motive is shov/n b;:,' hid refusal
to reveal the hiding place of the gold in the Rhine or to make use
of it himself. As in Hebbel, Hagen 's opposition to Chriemhild's
marriage helps to bring it about. Misunderstood and di sprized by
ever:/ one, he becomes a tragic figure. GÜnther's ostensibly de-
ciding motive is fear of Etzel 's wrath if refused, as in x^ouqufe
v.here he has to satisfy Atli's aemand for restitution. He is at-
tracted also by the profit tlriat he thinks may come to nim, as in
the scene before his departure for the Hunnish court in Pouqufe.
Rai^jach does not permit so much time to pass for the de-
velopment of Chriemhild's chiaracter but he rpresents her as less
noble ana less scrupulous at the beginning of the play. She has
not, as in ?oua_ufe and Hebbel, retired to a retreat without inter-
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est in lire, i-nd in i-^ssive refreta. She reorda liacen'a rernovul
01' her child uj an additionul -.rone and aem^ncj reat i t.uti un im-
mediately upon Günther' 3 return. Her appeal to Günther to spare
her the hated marriac--; because ol" uieir Curnm^n mother recalls
the appeals raaue to her childhood memories in i-ouuufe upon this
saine occasion. The feelin,'; of enini t^'' be twecn her and Brunhild has
been kept alive and is fcjnned into a blaze v/hen she is forced to
endure new indignity and moral wronc, becominc the object of Brun-
hild's exultinc scorn. Her resolution to marry Etzel springs as
much from her feeling toward Brunhild as toward Hägen, a less ud-
mirable desire for revenge tnan in Hebbel. Her Si^i tefulness re-
calls i'ouuufe. In Hebbel we find mention of he r bitterness toward
Brunhild but there it springs from her love to Siegfriea instead
of wounded vanity. Raupach's scene is intense and dramatic, nev-
ertheless. Here, tuo, Chriemhild is forced to sin against the
scared manor:, of Siegfrid but h'.r final monolog, an apostrophe to
Siegfrid, does not reach the height of Hebbel' s heroine since
there, as elsewhere, is mingled with her grief tlie feeling of her
disgrace.
Raup ach varies the story by having Etzel present his suit
in person, promise the revenge she desirei before their marriage
and seei it, without having the Rhine.
Act V.
The jealousy of the a.ueens continues to furnish the chief
motivation even upon the fateful wedding night. V/e have more
spiteful taunts on the part of Brunhild, returned with.usury v;hen

IChriemhild wins the up^^t:rha,nd. Kacen's conaistant ßi>iri<. of devo-
tiun to his kin^: aiid reaolute Tacin/;;; of hi a auou v;'.un il ia aaaur-
ed elevates the final scened domevvhat more th..n in i'ouuufe tho
Raup ach* s attempt to exevate the characttr oi üüniüur reaul'.a
mereljy, in ti.e letter's tribute to ila{^en, in a display of eloquert^
as is true u.iso of Volker' s philosoph Izing ypeech. fne loyalty
of the Niheluncen to one another is not without effect, ^üel's
character h..o perhapa not quite the cheapness of Fouuu6's Atli
whose motive is entirely that of greed, hut it has V no means the
dignity or nobility of Hebbel 's Etzel. The demand for the treas-
ure is, of course, common to i'ouqu^, Raupach and Hebbel as also
to the Sources.
Dietrich is introduced earlier than in i'ouqufe (with the
excei'tion of the episode of his flight in Fouqufe) tho not as early
as in Hebbel, having little vital connection with the plot. In
Pouqufe, Raupach and Hebbel he assumes the reins of government and
upon him rests hope of better things. Miss Periam cajls attention
to the similarity of ending in Raupach and Hebbel, as also to Ch
Chriemhild' s soliloquy upon her change of character in both drama^
a fact to which I have callea attenU on, too, in discussing Pou-
qu^;. In Raupach we are more familiar with her less desirable
traits and the good ones v/hi ch she recalls are less real to us.
Her character seems trivial rather than heroic and she does not
seem driven by necessity as in Hebbel. In both Pououi and Raupach
the motivation is largely spite tho there is mention of revenge
for Siegfrid's fate. She is oppressed b. the horror of her car-
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act er
:
"wohin aol] ich entweichen?
Weh' mir.* ai e Erde trägt nicht Meinescleiciitn,
"
an expression that reminds ua of i'ouuufe who ai^eaks ol" the reaist-
ance or thid oea. into which ahe plungea:
"Dies ist des Meeres innerer, tieler Zorn.
Auawerfen will es was, davor ilmi graut."
Hagen, as in the LIED does not dsnarid the head of Glinther
"but merely affirms his oath of secrecy made to his king, an oath
from which Etzel hopes to release him thru Günther* s death. Rau-
pach motivates Chriemhild's murder of Etzel "by her desire to pre-
serve her one remaining good trait, loyalty to Siegfriu.

4Motivation in He"bbel'a NIBELUNGKN
Hebbel' 3 desire to reproauce the entire epic "in voll-r
Reinheit" haa occadioned much criticism as well us praise. une
critic has called his drama.-; a serie^r of scenes connected only in
an artificial manner, citing as an example his forced v/ay of re-
moving characters frura the dLage b^ having them go to mass iiüK
GEHORIjTE SlilG^RIED sc. 6). In going thru tiri e plays as a whole,
hov/ever, I find that that is not usual, but even if Hebbel is a
bio awkward in stage managesnent occasionally we do not find use-
less or inconsistent scenes. There is a dramatic necessity or
value, at least, in almost every scene. I f ^ t, seems needless at
first it will be found later to have served some ..urpose, contain-
ing the germ oi future action or character developmerit or making
comprehensible this growth or the underl:-ing world-conflict. The
exposition of the last, moreover, with one or tv/o exceptions, is
not needlessly thrust in. Dietrich' s conception, for exami-le, ex-
plains his attitude toward the horrible events of KRIEMHILDS RACHE.
The various scenes preceding the outbreak of the conflict in the
RACHE might be regarded as episodical or as a series of scenes
without vital connection were it not for the fact that they repre-
sent - and with wonderful vividness - the growing tension, remov-
I
ing one after another ail possibilities of avoidance of the catas-
trophe. Even the exposition of Christian ideas (KRIEMHILDS HACHE
IV. 21. 22) tho episodical and without dramatic necessity, by
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glaring; contrast with tiie ideas of the cl-iaracters concerrieu shows
the inevi tubl enes o of their conduct. Thu i^rul'-^ accneJ r-j.-i >j..(jii^
ing the "betruLhal of Giaelher might be considered episodical if
they were not a part of the effort to ward off the catastrophe.
The firrft two scenes of the third act of SIEÜ^IEDS TOJJ and the
first öcene of the fourth suggesting brewing trouble from the
Nibelungen and the character of Brunhild and representing (IV, l)
Hägen at target j^ractise do not appeal to rae but they produce an
atmosphere of ex^ ectatiun, being in hamion, with the events that
follow. Meinck's criticism (WAGUKR UND HEBBEL, p. 49) of Hebbe.i ' j
use of "ZWEITE PERS01IE15" 13 not serious since their presence is
not unnatural. Wagner is very economical in the number of char-
acters he presents, having only a very few that du not have an
esijential part in the action but tne broad outlines of Hebbel make
a larger number fitting. Hebbel never distracts us v/ith a super-
fluity of minor characters.
In his NIBELUNGEN, as in AGNES BERliAUER, GYGBS and other
plays, Hebbel h^as desired again to represent the dowrifall of the
individual with resulting good to the- race - in this play the
fall of the representatives of heathen ideas or those only tinged
with Christian but not changed by th'em, with the survival and
bringing into prominence of those more truly representing Chris-
tian views. ?or,y/hile Hebbel did not accept Christianity äs a
religion for himself, he regarded it as one step in t}ie progress
of civilization. The tragic conflict wuuld have been avoided if
each character had been able to adopt and live according to

Christian teachint^a. it was, however, each character acted
accordinLT to his sense of riclit (following; an ideal of loyalty or
jj
revence) or followed his own instinct or impulse, without consid-
j
eration of right or wrong to others. From the crosjing of deal i^es
came the conflict and final annihilation.
As Miss Periam (p.2Ül) point's out, there is no represen-
tative of purely heathen ideas except a minor character; j?Yigga,
who influences ana "brings out the character of Brunhild (there are
many ideas common, of course, to pagan and Christian). Our char-
acters are living under the forms of Christianity v/ithout being
able to comprehend or adopt its spirit. The only one, aside from
the chc^jlain ana the pligrira (a mere figure-head)
,
who has been
able to rise above - or at least cast aside - the old ideal and
adopt the newer is Dietrich von Bern who at the close accepts the
crown "Im Namen dessen, d^r am Kreuz erblich. " Etzel and Rüdiger
would have been glad to adhere to Christian teachings, or ideas
at least belonging to Christianity as well as to paganism. Each,
hov/ever, waö driven to the maintenance of his old ideal, revenge
in the one case and feudal-loyalty in the other. T heir moral
struggle could have been about the same if they had lei t out ref-
erence to Christian ideas; that is,-Etzel's idea of hospitality/"
and Rüdiger 's feeling not only toward his guests but toward his
daughter's betrothed were strong enough motives for forbearance,
but both make appeal- to the supposed Christian ideals of others to
I
protect their own attitude of forbearance and yield only when
placed under extreme pressure Jl/e to'absolute disregard of Chris-

tian teaching on the part, ol' their oijijonenta and of Krlemhlld.
To brin^/ out into slLarper di stinc tneao the old order of
things, (xd Well iLii to riiuJce reasonable her feelinc toward Sie^rriec^
Hebbel huj (jone back to the mytholocy oi" the North in the case or
Brunhild, adding inventions of his own. He represen'.s her as
havin{; had a niraculous birth, bein^^ t)roaght ui.on the dcene by the
old man of the mountain, presumably Odin. She grasps for the
crown of the dead queen and finds it a fit when at the saine time
the queen's chdld, also dead, vanishes. She is spoken of by Hägen
(TOD 11,8) as the descendent of the Valkyries and Horns, and as
the last giant, Siegfried (TOI) IV, 9). Dietrich, too, regards
Brunhild aiid Siegfried as the last representatives of a vanishing
order; the gianis referred to by the Nixies (RA GKE II, 2):
"Der Riese soil den Riesen
Nicht fürchten, nur den Zwerg! Hätt'st Du 's gelöst?
Seit Siegfried's Toa versteh' i ch' s nur zu wohl."
All efforts to baptize Brunhild have been fraught with disaster
and Jrigga urges her to add to her already superior understanding
by sacrifice to the ancient gods. The rfegime of the cross, how-
ever, BruTihild (TOD 11,6) acknowledges, tho she is hardly influ-
enced by i-ts code^>»^s later possessed fully by desire for revenge.
Siegfried, too, represented as the last giant, follows
hid own natural bent without feeling to any extent the influence
of Christian ideals. He Cannot rest until he has overthrown the
most powerful of his enemies (VORSPIEL, 2). As Bmnhild, he
glories (TOD 1,1) in his strength and in achievement in a naive

1way t)icit nevertheleaa appeals to Hanen as "Übernut." Like hrun-
hild (TOD 11,6) or* uiTi>L..i at, lliv cuur-t ol ' i-urtjund i cxrui (VOR-
SPIEL, 2) he widhes to be regarded ad a child who has .-nuch to
learn. Like h-^r, too, he is pruvided with ^up erriui.iaii Kno.vleare, '
unde rs taiidinc the lancuai^e of birds ad in Northern mythology (one
recalls, too, ilawthorne's Donatello in MARBLE EAUIJ ) and bein/^ i^ro-
vided with a maf^ic cap.
Hägen, too, (VORSi'IEL l) offers resistance (and more con-
sciously) to the new reliGion, chafes at the observance of feast
days, will eat no meat at nicht that is not still in its skin at
noon, feels only the ola instincts of loyalty and vengeance, the
sacie joi, in combat as Siecfriea. He, too, as in the sagOi ^a-s
somewhat of the mysterious character (RAG:iE IV, 22):
"Ihr wiszt ich bin ein Elfenkind und habe
Davon die Todtenau^en, die so schrecken"
Dietrich, too, thinks oi him as the son of a dwarf (iiACKE 11,2).
The Burgundians ccme in the same category in their atti-
tude toward the Cnristian religion. Gunther, Gerenot, Giselher
'I
and Kriemhild have all accepted Christian teachings and customs as
j
long as the^ do not interfere seriously v/ith their desires or in-
stincts, but the new precepts have "no great hold upon their char-
acters or feelings. They cannot compete in Gunther' s case with
his instinct of conquest, irrespective of means. Kriemliild, too,
cannot comprehend the teachings of the chaplain and v/hen she is
wronged counts upon revenge, just as Brunhild, as indispensable
or rather as a sacred duty.

Dietrich id the onl:, one - or iruportarice - wlio haa "been
able ruliy lo understand and to accept I'ur hiinseli" the coapel j'.
renunciation. He haa renounced his earthly, power, ulTereo volun-
tary service to Etzel, lives on ntiti^er means, ^ivi). - .'iwa^ a'"" l-.e-
yonü his needs, lie abstains frcsn conflict, until it may "be -
means cf service and finally in all l-lurnility accepts the crowri
with the purpose of brincing in the nev; r b^ime^ oui te a different
conception of renunciation from that of Warner's V/otan, to whom it
meant only the acceptance of a fate he seemed unable to escape,
a mert resignation to death. Dietrich's consciousne js of a con-
flict of world-significance, expressed symbolically as knov/ledge
due to his having overheard the conversation of the nixies, may
seem to some a transference of interpretations of events that
might be f uund in later times to tne time of those events them-
selves. There have been occasionally, however, men great enough
to understand in considerable measure, at least, the events of
their own lifetime. Dietrich's attitude toward Etzel and toward
the Burgundians, his understanding or old and new ideals, his
spirit of tolercurice stamp him as a man of real breadth of viev/ as
well as nobility of character. Such a spirit of toleration and
understanding of their opponents' viev/s of life were not unknown
at Rome at the time when the - Chri stian and heathen r-..ligious ex-
isted side by side.
The slight -di scussi on of the ci'iaracters offerea i^bove,
refers merely to their consistency as a part of the world- conflict
That which follows refers to tne consistency of the characters

oao
and the action per iie.
Hebbel nus preaented a niyliiicctl inlerpre La.t i o:i ui i^i'un-
hild'd character in order to muke comprehensible her i'eelinc to-
ward Siet^irieu y/hicli brin^jj abou L tiie oataj tropiit . To i.ianj 6;ri tica
her character id unconvincing and repugnant; and Hebbel certainly
s not. maue her <a.t tractive tho her attituue o^eiiia unue taridabl
She has, it it> t\ilre, masculine characteristics that are not pleas-
ant, but from her serrä-divii e lineage and her surroundings we are
made to feel at what sacrifice she must give up her maidenhood:
the loss of youth, of insight into the nature of the universe, and
of immortality, in fact. We can for that reason be^^ter understand
her maintenance b^ force of Jrier sacrea r.erita.ge, and her feeling
that if her surrender must be at so great a cost the suitor must
be one who can afford some compensation - an extreme form, if you
will, of the feeling of resistance that many a woman has exper-
ienced because of a feeling of loss of individuality thru marri-
age. Thru ruTiic prophecies, hov/ever, Brunhild - and it was only
natural instinct - has been led to expect such a wooer, with whom
the marriage tie should not involve lack of respect and conseo.u^rit
misery. A mere hint in tne first meeting sug^^-ests her feeling of
love for Siegfried v/hom she had supposed to be the chosen one.
He v/as the ty^^e of man whom she would involuntarily aaiaire and his
contempt for the side of her par* sonalitj/ Vi/-hich was her pride
wounds most deeplj'
,
especially after she has given - even slight -
evidence of her admiration for him and since her love then cannot
be satisfied must destroy its object. Her ground for mis-

trust or Gunther hua been established by the discovery of GuntherA
v/euknesj on didpboard and not ut all vi/eolcened at the time ol
Kri emliild' 3 betrotiial, wi:en Gunther even speaks of a secret ex-
plaining the honor shown to Sitj^^rrieu. i?'or a time, tu be sure,
her suopicions of Gunther aeun to Jnave be.-n allayed, and she tells
him that srie realii^ea tiiat iii s supposed weakness was only generos-
ity which he could put aside when he felt obliged to assert his
power. Her very existence, however, demanded that she should
grant him the highest honor unless she had proof of his falsity
,
but after all we cannot be certain that she felt secure. She could
not put aside her feeling which expresses itself as antipathy, ( the
only way left) for Sieri'ried. i'or he was a hero perhaps even
greater than Gunther and he had not bowed before hsr, iriad even
regardea her with a proud composure that exasperated her beyond
measure. She could not really give her luve and admiration to any
but to the greatest and she could not feel captain that he who
disprized her admiration was not this most heroic person. Her pas-
sion for him she could not escape. Hägen realizes this when (TOD
IV, 9) he said:
"Sie liegt in seinem Bann, und dieser Hasz
Hat seinen Grund in Liebe...,
Ein Zaube r ist's,
Durch den sich ihr Geschlecht erhalten will,
Und der die letztRiest a phne Lust,
Wie ohne Wahl, zum letzten Riesen treibt,"
a judgment born out later in a way he did not expect wheri Brun-
hild drags out a deathlike existence, and after Kriemhild's de-

parture aijends lier time at Si e^rried' a tomb.
JOOTliOTE. Brunhild' a mineled feelinpia of love and hate,
recc^ll the admiration that Wacner'a Brünr>i:iiae otill {^ran' a to
Siegfried in the midat of her reaentment; e.^;. ahe aaya to Hägen:
"Ein einz'cer Blick
aeines blitzenden Auges
- das selbst durch die Lügengestalt
leuchtend strahlte zu mir -
deinen beaten Muth
machte er bangen]
"
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When she 1 earn j
,
then , hi a reul part in alTairs, she is
wounded to the de^-ths of her beLnß. S};*j i.u^ .c-u;i'j nnjrn rneana
of purchase, the victim of a crime worse than murder and uhe
courr 3 upon venceance aa upon harvest in auti^n.
But wuat of Siegfried? ^0.3 he not a villain? Does he
not have a tragic guilt in the older jense, or even fail to seem
a hero who a. n arouse our sympathy?
To some Siegfried does not appeal in the opening acenes,
and it is a hit hard perhaps not to find merely ridiculous his
cutting thru a mignty wall to find to his surprise tx.at it is the
flesh of a mighty dragon. Siegfried's account of his adventures,
as of his possesdions, seems needlessly exaggerated, hut it does
not seem to have "been related in the spirit of a hraggart. Because
of his delight in his strange adventures his desire to portray
them with vividness leads perhaps to exaggeration, without, how-
ever, great detriment to his character. His challenge of Gunther,
motivated, as we learn later, hy the fame of Kriemhild's "beauty,
does not, because of this motivation, presuppose a_uite so inex-
perienced a hero as 37agner's Siegfried, tho on the otra r hand it
does not necessarily presuppose an association with ladies, nor
make improbable his diffident wooing. It is not unnatural that
the youth, even tho at ease in athletic or warlike feats, should
become self-conscious ana awkward in t,he presence of the maiden
whom he admires. The scene is v'sry attractive ana recalls, too,
the feeling that Wagner's hero had in regard to fear upon awaken-
ing Brünnhilde. Both heroes think of their mother at this time,
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the one longiriij fur her whom he hau not seen, the otl.er impl:/inc
a bond ol' alT eti on hetv;een himaeir ar a nio^' e r. In hi 3 foreboding;
because of his mother'^ excessive tears we see a^jain this s^iripathj',
as well, as the feelinc thut a brave youth may have witJiout ^xiaiae
upon entering; into new and stran^je surrouridings.
Siecl'ried's prowesj in the {;;^c»mey certainly seems exag-
gerated but the exclamations of Ute should, it seems to me, not be
taken too seriously. They do not differ greatly from the fea.t of
Wagner's hero in splitting tre anvil. The latter had the advan-
tage, hov/ever, of being performed with a magic sv/ord be fore our
e^es. Siegfried's victory in the games, in Hebbel' s account, of
course sows the seed of Jealousy in Hagen's ]ne art , that later
bears fruit.
We think of Siegfried as one who takes bold deeds as a
matter of course. They are to him meat and drink, and v/hen he is
asked to aid Gunther he enters upon the adventure without a
thought other than of the willingness of Gunther to EKCEIVE
Brunhild from him. Her feeling in the matter does not even occur
to him, and so, without thinking, he brings upon himself the stone
fate of Gyges. He does not consider Volker' s warning against de-
ceit but accepts Gunther' s comi^^arison of the case with the use of
a ship to cross an expanse of water too broad to swim. Prom Brun-
hild's point of view and from our own, Siegfried must be regarded
as an unscru^. ulous culprit ( tho not more so than Guntheri From
his own point of view he was not cuplable, however. He had a
j

-s-
fe-wlint: Ol' personal uprie^itneaj towu,rd her as he did not c^aet
where he could not w^o.
Footnote. Hebbel' a use ol" 3:,mboli3m in the extinguish-
ment or the surrounding flames thru the wavin^^; oi" a swurd does not
seem to me very happy or convincing, tho it may be regarded as a
symbolic representation ol" the fact that Bruniiild' d barrierj of
defense v;ere louverea b^ her expectation of and consequent re-
ceptive attitude toward a lover, a fact that would bring the more
disastrous consequences when she should experience disappointment)

The second contest he entera wi t.h a feellnf^ of re puf-
nance and of forebodin(;, fear of woundiii/;; Kriemliiid and a reaped
for "die dreimal heilige Natur." This time, however, tie ia not a
creature of his own free will, "but ia forced hj circumstances to
undertaJve the task. He remains true to his secret, too, but hie
nature was incapable of laakin^ concealmeii t. as Hägen said, he was
transparent as an insect that reflects the color of the food it
has swallowed, and he finds himself furced to betray his unhapi>y
secret. His thoughtlessness i<j losing the belt is in keeping with
his character, so that the catastrohpe does not rest upon purs
accident. Absolute, that is conscious, guilt he does not have but
we do have motivation. The train of everits is due to his charac-
ter, impetuous and non-deliberating, and brings with it his death.
Hebbel makes us understand Siegfried's real feeling of innocence
and, whether have found Siegfried attractive or not in the early
scenes, those Just preceding his death force us to a live sympathy
as well as a ccanpr eiiension of his attitude - an attitude supported
by his fellows - even Hägen, tho the latter inflicts the doom that
Siegfried's acts have drawn upon him. The scene Just before his
death appeals especially to me, for in his innocent confidence
Siegfried is led to express his loathing for the treachery of the
Danish kings and for perfidy in general, confident of his own up-
rightness, while vve feel that Hägen is applying every word to
Siegfried himself leading him with his own lips to pronounce Judg-
ment against himself.
The character of Hägen is in most respects in direct con-

trajt to txiut of Siei^i'ried, j/St Ihe^ have devcrul traits in con-
mori. Ha{j;ei; i:uj lue same jo., in exuv • u: ü
,
i.;t: cvj;.. i in
hi a own valor, a feeling of equality with or even superiority over
Siegfried since the latter haa the prot<jction uf a akin i orn.
I
This feeling iö tue source of his enmity toward Siegfrieu, whom he
does nor. regard aa a legitimate opponent for open contest. A3 in
jj
the case of Brunhild, Siegfried fails to appreciate the feelings
or the strength of Hägen. Kagen says (RACKE IV, 4):
"Ich liebte Siegfried nicht, das ist gev/isz,
Er hätL' mich auch wohl nicht geliebt
,
wenn ich
Erschienen v/äre in den Niederlanden
Wie er in Worms bei uns, mit einer Hand,
Die alle unsre Ehren spielend pflückte,
Und einen Blick, der sprach: Ich mag sie nichtJ'
Siegfried's self assurance cannot appeal to Hägen ao other than
wantonness, toward Gunther as well 0.3 himself.
Hägen, unlike Siegfried, is a man of shrewdness and de-
liberation. It may be true tnat in his approval of Siegfried's
part in tne winning of Brunhild he alreauy foresaw the fall of his
rival - for THEN he enjoined secrecy with his hand upon his sword-
but he still felt justified in hi s "ap^^roval from loyalty to his
king. When the climax is brought about it is with no scruple that
he becomes the champion of Brunhild, the one woman before whom he
is v/illing to bow - he recognizes in her a kindred spirit; both
have been humiliated by Siegfried and Brunhild really v;ronged. He
confesses later (KACHE IV, 4) his antipathy to Siegfried but he

rcßurää himseir, ueverthelesj as Üie ^.unislier of a fault, th-i
Tighter 01' a wron^;, the auver ol" the honor of t>" houae. He haa
no comi unc ti ona about the ueception of Krieiniiiid and uf Siefjjfried
as a means to hia end, for to him hia end is juat and ahaolutel:'
necessary. Kis aosertion thc*t he would have protected Siegfried
(TOD IV, 9) a{];ain3t fire and water arid a^rainst hia enemiea was
true, since a^uinst ther.i Siegfried had not sinnea, but he still
v/ould kill him for ti:e honor of tiie uueen. It has been aaid that
he would have gained our respect if he had not removed the v/eapons
of Siegfried but he v/as acting now the part ^f an executioner and
in his view was not forced in honor to give battle. Hägen was de-
liberate and 3-!irev/d but occasionally his shrewdness o\t rstepped
itself ana he miscalculated. Whether for once his impetuosity
gets the better of his wisdom or v/heth^r his aim is justification
of his deed - as v;ere his cruel taunts of the dying Siegfried -
the cruel return that he makes for Siegl'ried's farewell prophecies
and for Kriemhild's betrayal to Brunhild when he places the corpse
before the door, fan 3 the flame 01 Kriemhild's reverige. His svip-
position, too, that Siegfried's death would adjust the relations
of Gunther and Brurmild proves unfounded and strengthens the for-
mer's opposition to his advice against Kriemhild's second marriage.
Hägen' s plan has not succeeded as well as that of Herzog Ernst,
and Hägen becomes a tragic figure. None will believe in his mo-
tive of i-rotection of the kingdom thru the slaying of Siegfried,
the taking away of the hoard and opposition to the second marriage
oi' Kriemhild. In spite of his assertion of disinterested purpose

in each case, ol" the necesait> of his acta and of hla devotion to
II
Gunther, he la entirely,' unable lo convinct; uecu.L*ay u; : id con- '
feaöed feelinc toward Siecfried and hid conaeo.uent dancer if Krier»
hild obtaina power. He hau aaid of Siecirieci (TOI) V, 9) in j .oli-
ficati on
:
"Allein er war voli Dracher. iiiu^it zu trennen,
j
Und Drachen schläft man tot."
At the time of Siegfrieu's death when the wrath of Brunhild and
need of solution were vivid in their minda the Burgundians were
more v/illinc to accept his motive, even Giselher supporting Kagen
tho reluctantly. Kis wisdom which they had always esteemed was
then a reason for his stron^j influence. I^iow results seem to point
to his la,ck of wisdom, since Brunhila is not appeased and he seems
to hinder the prosperity of the kingdom "by opposing Kriemhild's
marriage. Ke i s helpless, therefore, to prevent the downfall of
the realm he has tried to "build up, is forced even to "be the imme^
diate cause of its fall.
One may ask why Hägen did not give himself up hut that
Vifould have been unheroic and therefore to him impossible. It is
unlikely, too, tnat it would have been permitted. One critic has
questioned his loyalty and his consideration for Gunther from the
fact that he did not remain at home and thus save the Burgundians
instead of accompanying them to the Hunnish court. That would
have been not only useless, hov/ev'er, but disgraceful to the Ger-
manic mind. He knows the relentlessness of Kriemhild's purpose
ana i-rnows th^t his fate will come sooner or later and that of the

rest with it. He will meet his fate then as a hero: "Bin ich '/.u
jun[^. »uni Sterben?" Always defiant, lie becomes reckle^a when cau-
tion no longer avails. He will ao all he can tu prevent his Tate
but ir he rr.ust fall, he will make it at a terrible cotJt and will
plunge into destruction with him the one who has brouß?it it on.
In spite of Ha;i;^en'3 frrocity and terriblenesj - if not because
of it - the author has succeeded in winning; for Hägen our sympathy
and our adniration because of hJ. s Cb, Ira fearlessness, his defiance,
his valor, his loyalty to his friends, his r elentlessness to his
foes.
With the character of Kriemhild trie poet naturally had a
peculiar sj^mpathy since the impersonation by his future v/ife was
the immediate impulse thj^tt caused him to write the play. Kriem-
hild, too, is without tragic guilt - in the older sense - but is
driven b^' a terrible necessity. Innocent, sweet and tender in the
earlier scenes, she is excited beyond all control by the jealous
Brunhild in a masterly scene in which the latter v/ith a^^parently
inexplicable but v;ith intuitive dislike for Siegfried asserts her
superiority and then Gunther' s in soothing words that inflame far
more than direct insult, leading the struggling but finally desper-
ate Kriemhild on to tne awful disclosure. Kriemhild' s attitude
toward the crumpled belt seems rather strange but it is very much
to her credit that, in contrast to Raupach's heroine, she assumes
a good motive and shows no distrust of her husband. Her lack of
suspicion upon being o.uestioned by Hägen concerning ti^ vulnerable
spot is very natural from her habit of esteem of Kagen and from

her excited üto^le and her Tear for Siecl"ried which dei-rive i.er Tor
the time of her reaaoninj: i)ower. Her aelJ' reproach, however, '.vhen
she waü able to think ia most natural since the Tact that she her-
self, with whatever intent, has had a part in causing Sieci'ried's
death can fill her only witn horr-or. Th« aeoeption and cruelty
that have oetn practised upon her maic'e her inexorable in her crv
for jL-stice.
Tho , when the RAUIIE opens, some years have i>aaaed in
wliich Krieiahild has in nu way accomplished her r^eni;ie v/e have
hints that in her retirer^ent and lack of interest in life her de-
sire for vengenance has not ^rown less keen. The hoard and every
means of justic have been removed but her demand is the same v;.- sn
next she appears. After her comprehension of Karen's fear and her
acceptance of the chance of revenge seven years are made to pass
in a hated marriage. We are told uf her grief at the wedding
feast, we find her still in black and hear Etzel' s wish to win the
first smile. She does no i welcome Hägen, wliom she has purposely
failed to invite but demands at once the hoard, to give it to the
Huns. The development of Kriemhild's character is clear and logi-
cal from one step to the next worse, taken from force of circum-
stances and with agon;:, to herself. 'She wishes to prove to the
world that she has broken "die Treue nur um die Treue" On Hagen'
s
plea of her own siiare in the guilt she answers that siie has ex-
piated, and to the Burgundians he grants the justice of her de-
mands, and of her hate. Yet she does not intend to ham her bro-
thers and does not expect their loyal support of Hägen in spite

^
üf their attitude in tiie church. She has heard oi' their diasen-
tions anu Gunther's feelinc aßainat , Hat;;en Jince and thl nkü he wiii
be Tree to ^.ield when he can prohutly no longer dave Ha^en. As
she looks upon her mother's look of hair, she says:
"Mir ist'd nur um den Geier, deine i'alken
Sind sicher bis auf ihre letzte J'eder,
Jis wäre denn - doch nein, sie hassen sichl"
With vinat a gony she is led from one sacrifice to the
next, - fron that of Etzel' 3 feeling, to the sacrifice of her
child, from that or Rüdiger (who tho he lose his own soul does not
lose more Lhan she, dragged as she is into guilt by those more
guilty than she) to tne sacrifice of Giselher, whom, after she
tries ever^' means to save hiiri, she surrenders, too, to his ov/n
insistent fate. VlH-iat intensity of purpose v/hen as each hero falls
she repeats the cry "Und Hagen lebt.'" While the horror is not
less than in the LIED i/e have scenes oi loyalty and dignity enough
to carry one thu. Personally I feel a greater 3;:,Tiipathy , have a
keener sense of the necessity of the catastrophe and with Dietrich
e.vcuse Kriemhild as all the rest:
"Kier hat sich Schuld in Schuld i.u fest verbissen
Als dasz man noch zu einem sagen könnte
Tritt du zurtickl Sie stehen gleich im Recht"

Conclusion
If we ccopare the HibeluriGen dramas or Wacner and Hebbel
we notice certain similarities of aim. Both make Lh ei r dramas the
vehicle of philosophical ideas,both represent the downfall of a
race, both attempt a conclusion looking to better things. In both
we fina the sacrifice of the individual for the supposed good of
the whole. Both make use of the mystical element, Wagner as a
means of motivation or as a solution, Hebbel as a background in
harmony with the human characters. Hebbel 's bringinc in of
Christian ideas is not Just agreeable to me but more so tti-cn the
philosophy forced into Wagner's dramas. Hebbel' s conflict is con-
siotently carried thru the dramas while Wagner's is not consist-
ently or clearly developed. The conclusion expressed by Brünn-
hilde does not seem to grow out of the play and at any rate is by
no means clear. I cannot understand Wagner's attitude in regard-
ing Siegfried as a redeemer. His life and the ideal for which he
died seem to me to be that of freedom and of self-assertion, an
ideal exactly opposed to that of Wo tan. His reference to love in
the conversation with the Rhine maids does not suggest any high
ideal but from its connection seems to refer to a very low con-
ception (cf. on GÖTTERDÄi'Ii'ffiRUliG, p. / <^ ^ . As far as the motiva-
tion developed WITHIK the drama is concerned, I cannot see exactly
why Wotan should not live and carry on a better work, ü f course,
one understands that Wagner is expounding his new philosophy but
it hardly seems reasonable th^t the god could withdraw. and leave
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the world without a ruler. On the other hand, one cun understand
how a ßod who has sinned ia no longer a fit c^ide. Wa(!7'njr closea
with a dilemna from which he seems unable to escape, i-obert's
explanation (i-. 105) hardly seerad to me sat i sl'ac tory : "Le h6ro3 re-
prend I'arineau. Le dieu. va-t-il renoncer i dfesirer la fin, ciain-
terjant que tout duncer eat 6cart4 du cot6 des Ij'^^eluncen? Aucwie-
ment. II persiste i. VOULOIR disparaitre parce uu'il salt que son
Oeuvre est nauvai se
,
qu'elle asservit le monde qu'il aime, et
qu'elle le Jette en de cruelles obligations, Mais, ac tuellemen t
,
il pferira non plus avec rage nais avec foi et sferfenitfe, parce
que son heritage est aux mains du libre Waelsung et que de lui et
de Brtlnnhilde - croit-il- va naitre et se propager la belle liuman-
itfe nouvelle. " V^en the hindrance to his v/ory.^ however, is re-
moved and Alb er ich rendered helpless v;e hardJ^'' expect him to
shirk -tlio as stated above his course coald not be entirely smooth
since the presence of evil in the world must have left some traces
even when the gold was taken away.
In contrast to this weak and disappointing end in Wagner
we have in Hebbel, after a conflict of tremendous proportions and
thje downfall of race of heroes stirring our deepest s^onpathy, a
definite hope for the future under the guidance of a great and
noble man.
Hebbel' 3 use of symbolism does not always appeal to me
and from the point of view of an opera Wagner's abuse of it is not
so vexing as it would be in a drama. However, from the latter
point of view Hebbel is vastly superior. Siegfried's skin of horn

makea him soraewliat lead attractive - tho he v/ua crateiUl for the
linden leui' - but it wa^j not out of harmony with hi a ciiaracter.
The l^ebelkappe too could be dispensed witli in heb bei and, in cen-
eral, dramatic necessity, is not interfered with as in Wacner.
Siegfried's second contest v/ith lirunhild is not alto-
getlier a pleasant incident but to muiiy the same is tiaie of the
contests foiAnd in Wagner. The comic effect whicii Uchtritz (Br. II,
287 f
. ) finds in Hebbel does not appeal to me from the serious
attitude of all concerned and the prospect of tragic outcome.
Wagner's ürünnhilde as Hebbel 's Judith becomes an instru-
ment in the hands of her God. Meinck's supposition that the mis-
fortunes of Hebbel' s Brunhild are a part of Odin's revenge for her
Christian i)"ra,ptism does not seem logical since her course would
probably have been much the same if she had been entirely under
heathen influence.
In ?ouqu6 as in Wagner v/e find motivation thru magic, and
events proceed in the epic manner. Jouqul's influence upon Wagner
seems to have been mainly that of thought. ?ouqu6 made one step
in selecting the material - aside from the treatment of the gods -
and often his interpretation of the material in the sources finds
reflection in Wagner. We can often see, from the fact of Wagner's
association of facts in the same way, putting in incidents in the
same connection, or adding a little or making a slight change in
the thou^it as in Pouqufe - tho the foundation of the incident may
have been in the sources, - that 7»'agner has accepted the help that
the latter, using t?ie dialog form, could offtr him.

(ö
To i'ouqufeWORSPIi'lL, as haj been shown, V/a^ner i a greatly
111(161316(1 and in larce measure, tiio Ln.. latter oi:ii tu ariy ti:in,:J in
Fouqufc and adds ot?iers, the order in which their eommon incidents
and characteristics occui- iö similar, the variation being c^eatest
from the beginnine the fifth adventure of Pouqu6 to the end.
As a rule the characters in i'ouuufe are lifeless. In V^ac-
ner the:> have more lire, tho the cods are not convincing and the
human characters are dependent upon external motivation and Hägen
is a stereotype villain. Gutrune never has much prominence in
Wagner and at the end is pushed into a very subordinate place in
both jFouQ_ufe and Wagner. The love scenes bet«veen Siegfried and
Brünnhilde are much more natural and much more passionate in Wag-
ner but the chief attempt at a representation of such s cenes, i s in
Touqu^ and some elements v/e find in common. Siegfried's impetuos-
ity is similarly r presented in the two authors but Wagner's hero
i s an immense improvement.
The characters of SIGURD'S RACKii, as in Sigurd, are as a
rule by no means convincing, depending again in part upon magic
motivation and intrigue with little of dramatic necessity.
Raupach ha^ a few sliglrit things in ccnmon with Pouqufe and
Wagner, but having used the same source has more in common with
Hebbel. He offers motivation for the progress of the action but
presents characters of a much lower t:,'P' e, striving merely for
stage effects.
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